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ABSTRACT
North West Cape is the most north westerly point of the Australian
continent. It forms the tip of the narrow Cape Range Peninsula, a
finger of land which stretches out into the Indian Ocean on the
western extremity of the Australian arid zone. Cape Range, a
rugged limestone range, forms the backbone of the peninsula. Its
western coast is bordered by Ningaloo reef, and, at a distance of
only 10 k m , is the nearest point on the Australian continent to the
edge of the continental shelf.

This unique topographic configuration provides a rare opportunity
to investigate archaeological sites that once related to Pleistocene
shorelines. Even during the height of the arid conditions of the last
glacial period, when sea level was as m u c h as 150 m lower than
present, rockshelters in the western foothills of Cape Range would
never have been more than 10-12 k m from the coast. In addition,
and perhaps most importantly, the limestone environment of Cape
Range has the potential to preserve organic material such as shell
and bone, the archaeological evidence of human adaptation to
Pleistocene coastal environments.

This thesis presents the analysis, results and interpretation of
archaeological investigations carried out at coastal midden sites and
in three small rockshelters in the western foothills of Cape Range.
M a n d u M a n d u Creek and Pilgonaman Creek rockshelters provide
evidence of h u m a n occupation by people making brief, perhaps
seasonal, visits to these sites from their coastal camps from at least
32,000 years ago to late Holocene times. The third site, Yardie
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Well rockshelter, appears to have first been occupied towards the
end of the Pleistocene and throughout the Holocene.

Archaeological evidence for a distinctive regional economy, the
movement of goods over m a n y hundreds of kilometers, the use of
ochre and decorative ornaments and a pre-glacial m a x i m u m
population increase, m a k e a significant contribution to arguments
which stress that the Australian Pleistocene has been wrongly
stereotyped as being a period of "relentless continuity, timelessness
and changelessness" and should instead be looked on as a time of
dynamic change and adaptation.

It is argued that occupation of the Cape Range Peninsula has always
focussed on the coast and its resources. During the arid conditions
of the last glacial period people followed and adapted to the
changing Pleistocene shoreline on this north western corner of
Australia, to re-emerge in the archaeological record with a
comprehensive and sophisticated knowledge of coastal resources as
sea level stabilized during Holocene times. This evidence is
evaluated in the context of the growing body of Australian and
other evidence (and speculation) for the h u m a n use of coastal
resources during the Pleistocene.
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CHAPTER 1. ON THE W A Y TO NOWHERE:
INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT OF RESEARCH
North West Cape is the most north westerly point of the Australian
continent. It forms the tip of the narrow Cape Range Peninsula, a
finger of land once k n o w n as Madman's Corner, which stretches
out into the Indian Ocean on the western extremity of the
Australian arid zone (Figure 1.0). O n the w a y to nowhere and
isolated from the mineral and iron rich Pilbara by arid and
inhospitable spinifex plains and a rugged limestone range, and
protected from seafarers by the extensive and often treacherous
Ningaloo Reef, it was not until late last century that the first
European exploration and settlement of the area began. Today,
with the advent of sealed bitumen roads and monied adventurers
with four wheel drive vehicles, caravans and boats, the splendid
scenery, abundance and variety of wildlife and vegetation and the
unique recreation opportunities offered by Ningaloo Reef are
gaining the area national and international public recognition.

The 200 m bathymetric contour, the edge of the Australian
continental shelf, is at its narrowest for a stretch of some 75 k m
along the north-central coast of Western Australian, from a point
just north of the Tropic of Capricorn to the tip of North West
Cape (Figure 1.0)1. At its widest, where it joins Northern
Australia to the south coast of N e w Guinea, the continental shelf is
up to 1100 k m wide. Around the rest of Australia the width of the
continental shelf varies from some 250 k m off parts of the
1

The terms "North West Cape" and "Cape Range Peninsula" are used
interchangeably to decribe the research area.

1

Kimberley coast in Western Australia to about 25 k m off the south
coast of Tasmania. O n the western margin of the Cape Range
Peninsula, the edge of the continental shelf is just 10 k m from the
modern shoreline. This factor, together with the unusual
topographic conditions found on the western coastline of Cape
Range Peninsula, gives the area a unique potential to provide
answers to the vexing, sometimes controversial, and logistically
problematic questions relating to h u m a n adaptations to Pleistocene
coastlines (cf. Bowdler 1977; 1990a).

Local topography can preserve coastal sites for
archaeologists by providing prehistoric site locations
beyond the reach of subsequently rising seas; local
topography also conditions coastal productivity. High
local relief might keep sites from rising seas, but it also
reduces the potential for both high coastal
productivities and coastal adaptations. L o w relief areas,
those providing higher coastal returns, are more likely
to contain early coastal adaptations; however they are
less likely to provide evidence of these adaptations. The
post-Pleistocene sea level rise would have inundated the
early coastal sites. Since most high productivity coastal
regions have been subsiding from late Pleistocene times
to the present, the archaeological record for the early
part of this period would only be preserved by unusual
local topographic conditions (Permian 1980:285-286).

Cape Range Peninsula clearly fits this description of "unusual local

2

Figure 1.0 Cape Range Peninsula showing
bathymetric contours.
Inset map. Greater Australia, showing the probable
exposure of the continental shelf during the last glacial
m a x i m u m and the location of the Australian arid zone.

3

topographic conditions". The reefed shoreline on the western coast
is a highly productive coastal zone. The rugged limestone Cape
Range, which rises abruptly from a narrow coastal plain, provides
the "high local relief" necessary to keep archaeological sites from
rising seas. Yet at the same time, even during the peak of the last
glacial period, when sea levels were up to 150 m lower than
present, rockshelters in the foothills of Cape Range would never
have been more than about 10-12 k m from the shore. In addition,
and perhaps most importantly, the limestone environment of Cape
Range has the potential to preserve organic material such as shell
and bone, the archaeological evidence of h u m a n adaptation to a
Pleistocene coastal environment.

Very little is known today about the original inhabitants of the
Cape Range Peninsula, but the potential exists for archaeological
sites to document a history of h u m a n adaptation from the first
settlement of this corner of northern central Western Australia,
through the short and long term effects on h u m a n occupation
induced by the major shifts in climate and sea level of the last
glacial period, and finally into the Holocene and more recent times.
If this scenario is correct, the only necessity is to find the sites.

Background and the context of this research
Prior to the research described here, no systematic archaeological
investigation had been undertaken on Cape Range Peninsula. M a n y
archaeological sites were k n o w n to be present and had been
sporadically and desultorily recorded by local station owners, by
Australian naturalist Harry Butler and others making the first
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forays into this largely unknown area. The majority of these first
k n o w n sites were coastal shell middens. Baler shell (Melo
amphora) dishes, including "nested sets" of up to six individual
containers, each one smaller than the last, were collected from
middens and donated to the Western Australian M u s e u m in the
1960s. Broken baler shells were also collected during
palaeontological investigations in deep caves in the central Cape
Range. These fragments, evidently from large and very thick
shells, are considered to have been dropped into caves following
the death of their user (Kendrick and Porter 1973). Pendants,
made from baler shell and found on various parts of the peninsula,
are held in the Anthropology Department collection at the Western
Australian M u s e u m . All are teardrop or oval in shape, have fairly
coarsely ground edges and a hole pierced at one end (Figure 4.4).
The only other items of material culture held in collections in the
Western Australian M u s e u m from this area are stone artefacts. O n e
enigmatic artefact, a crescent shaped backed piece, has been
registered as an eloura (cf. McCarthy 1976). Unfortunately its
provenance is described only as "North West Cape".

Only one radiocarbon date, from a site some 150 km south of Cape
Range, was available at the time this study began. Warroora
midden, a surface scatter of marine and mangrove gastropods,
bivalves, fish, crab and turtle bone and stone artefacts, was first
recorded in 1982. Radiocarbon dating of a shell sample collected in
situ from the site's surface yielded a radiocarbon age of 7810

5

±110 B P ( S U A 1735)1. Archaeological material indicated that at
this time the nearby shoreline would have been a tidal inlet
supporting a flourishing mangrove environment. Today the nearest
mangrove formations are over 100 k m away (Kendrick and Morse
1982).

Little was known of cave or rockshelter sites in the Cape Range
area. O n e site known locally as "Abbo Cave" was popular for the
pecked engravings found on its blackened ceiling and walls. Other
cave sites containing rock art were also said to be in the area.

Despite this evidence of an Aboriginal presence, the general
consensus in the nearby town of Exmouth, itself established only in
1963, was that the Cape Range Peninsula was a "taboo" area for
Aboriginal people. The alternative "tidal wave theory", tells h o w
when Krakatoa erupted in 1883 a massive tidal wave swept down
the western coast of Cape Range Peninsula drowning all Aboriginal
people in the area (Murray Broad, retired Station Manager, Yardie
Creek Station, pers.comm.). Exmouth is probably one of the very
few towns in the north of Western Australia which today does not
have a single Aboriginal resident.

My interest in the Cape Range region began in response to a report
released in June 1983 by the then National Parks Authority of
Western Australia. This draft management plan for the proposed
Ningaloo Marine Park (May et al. 1983) outlined proposals and
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All radiocarbon dates on shell samples reported in this thesis are natural
radiocarbon ages and have not been corrected for the marine reservoir
effect (Gillespie and Polach 1979).
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recommendations for the expansion of the existing Cape Range
National Park, and the development of the new Ningaloo Marine
Park, Western Australia's answer to Queensland's Great Barrier
Reef. N o mention of cultural resources was m a d e in this report and
it was clear that development proposals and increased tourist
pressure would potentially disturb or destroy m a n y Aboriginal
sites in the area. Midden sites located near the coast where the
majority of development interest was focussed were threatened
most directly.

In October 1984 , with consultant archaeologist Sue Kee, I
undertook a preliminary survey of archaeological sites in the Cape
Range National Park (Morse and Kee 1985). The purpose of this
initial three week field survey was to document and m a k e a
preliminary assessment of the archaeological resources of the
western flank of the Cape Range area. Our concern was to obtain
data about the location and nature of archaeological sites and their
assemblages that would enable us to characterize the nature of
human occupation, be productive for management decisions and at
the same time generate "timely and specific research questions"
(Bowdler 1981:129; Hughes and Sullivan 1984:35).

The coastal landscape provides good archaeological visibility and,
with the exception of Cape Range itself, is easily accessible. Our
survey strategy was problem-oriented and purposive and based on
the assumption that known or potential water sources would be a
primary determinant of site location in this arid landscape. A n
intensive survey of the coastal margins and of the foothills of Cape
Range was carried out. Survey of the generally featureless coastal
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plain was essentially limited to the margins of creeks and to areas
adjacent or en route to sites identified in the foothills. Rare
features such as n o w dried up sink holes in the coastal plain were
also inspected. Cape Range itself was a different story. The Cape
Range National Park Draft Management Plan (C.A.L.M. 1986:27)
includes the following warning.

...hazards to visitors include unstable rock formations
in the canyons, fires, cyclones, snakes and biting
insects, and getting lost...dehydration can quickly
overcome the unprepared or unwary, with fatal
results. These potential problems apply in particular to
the rugged Range.

Survey of Cape Range itself was then entirely selective and limited
to a designated National Park walking trail which runs for several
kilometres north to south along the top of the Range between Shot
Hole Canyon and Charles Knife Road. A single east-west transect
on a four wheel drive track across the Range from Sandy Bay on
the west coast to Learmonth on the eastern side was also completed
(Figure 1.1).

In May 1985 we returned to Cape Range Peninsula to carry out
further survey work and undertake a test excavation in a small
limestone rockshelter in the foothills of Cape Range. W e knew
from the Warroora midden site that the general area had been
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Figure 1.1. Cape Range Peninsula showing
locations mentioned in the text.
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occupied by at least early-middle Holocene times 1 (Kendrick and
Morse 1982). Radiocarbon dating of a midden site, Tulki Well
midden, recorded during the 1984 survey confirmed that this more
northerly part of the coast was occupied by at least
5660 ±110 B P ( A R L 245; Morse and Kee 1985). N o n e of the
midden sites recorded in the coastal dunes had stratified
archaeological deposits. In selecting a rockshelter site for
excavation, I was looking for a stratified archaeological deposit
that would provide an archaeological sequence and a chronological
framework within which to interpret the archaeological evidence
for h u m a n occupation of the area.

The results of the 1985 excavation demonstrated that Aboriginal
occupation of the western coast of the Cape Range Peninsula had
occurred intermittently from late Pleistocene to recent times. At
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, two main phases of occupation
were identified, the first from 25,000 to about 19,000 years ago
and the second during the late Holocene from 2500 years ago to at
least 400 years ago (Morse 1988). The site was apparently
abandoned as the arid conditions of the last glacial period
intensified and not re-occupied until the late Holocene. Excavated
material indicated that, during both phases of occupation, people
were exploiting a broad range of coastal resources, including fish,
shellfish and crab. This was the first unequivocal Australian
evidence for the use of coastal resources by Pleistocene
Aborigines. Furthermore it indicated that, in terms of the food

lln this discussion, the Holocene is broadly divided into three phases: early
Holocene is from 10,000 - 7,000 yr BP, middle Holocene is from 7,000-4,000
yr B P and late Holocene is from 4000 yr B P to historical times.
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exploited, there appeared to be little difference in the coastal
economy of Pleistocene times and that practised nearly 17,500
years later during the late Holocene. This was a far cry from
Beaton's declaration that "the late Holocene sites on our coast are
not just some tail end of our coastal history they are it! "(Beaton
1985:18), and from arguments which stressed that it was not until
sea levels stabilized during the late Holocene that widespread
coastal and marine habitats highly favourable to human subsistence
evolved and were exploited by hunter-gatherers, (cf. Bailey and
Parkington 1988; Beaton 1985; Hayden 1981; Mulvaney 1987;
Osborne 1977).

In 1988 a further survey of potentially threatened sites in the
Ningaloo Marine Park was undertaken at the request of the
Department of Conservation and Land Management (Morse and
Fry 1988). Again the main focus of this work was the immediate
coastline, but a survey of the new inland road alignment was also
completed. During this survey a number of new midden sites and
several rockshelter sites were recorded.

A research framework
It was clear from the work that had n o w been completed that the
resources of the sea and coast played a significant role in the lives
of the people w h o had once occupied Cape Range Peninsula. The
only excavated site, M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, provided
evidence of a broadly based coastal economy throughout the times
the site had been occupied. Where remnant shoreline features are
still preserved, midden sites where people exploited a diverse
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range of locally available coastal resources are found (Kendrick
and Morse 1982; Morse and Kee 1985). Midden sites which relate
to the modern shoreline are abundant. This is in spite of the fact
that south of about the seventeenth parallel, the Western Australian
coast is described as having "always been practically desert" and an
area, where people living on tropical coastal resources, are not
likely to have "done well" (White and O'Connell 1982:52).

There was however a yawning gap in the archaeological record, a
period of at least 12,000 years between 20,000 yrs B P and 7,810
years B P for which there was no evidence of a h u m a n presence on
the present-day Cape Range peninsula. The beginning of this
period is more or less synchronous with the onset of the
increasingly arid conditions of the last glacial period. It ends at the
time when local evidence of middle Holocene sea level rise and
subsequent h u m a n adaptation is documented.

In his model for human occupation of Australia's arid zone, Veth
(1989 a: 81), using a biogeographic framework, defines Cape
Range Peninsula as a marginal or corridor area. In this instance,
the term corridor is used to define large tracts of sandy and stony
lowlands which are argued to be habitable during climatically
favourable periods. Veth predicts that sites located in corridor
areas are most likely to have been abandoned during the glacial
m a x i m u m as corridor areas became depauperate in both food and
water resources. H e predicts the retraction of people towards
refuges, the extensive systems of piedmont/montane uplands and
riverine/gorge systems that could sustain reliable sources of fresh
water and associated resources throughout the arid phase (Figure
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1.2). A s climatic conditions ameliorated during the terminal
Pleistocene and the early Holocene, Veth sees the corridor areas as
being rapidly recolonized. In this assessment, then, M a n d u M a n d u
Creek rockshelter is an almost perfect example of a corridor site
(Veth 1989a; Lampert and Hughesl988).

A similar pattern of occupation is documented in at least three or
four other Western Australian sites located in the expanded arid
zone of the last glacial m a x i m u m (Figure 1.2). At Koolan Island
Shelter 2, just off the west Kimberley coast, O'Connor provides
clear evidence of a hiatus in occupation between 24,600 yr B P and
10,400 yr B P . O n the adjacent mainland, she demonstrates the
abandonment of Widgingarri Shelters 1 and 2 between 18,000
years ago and c.7,500 years ago (O'Connor 1990). Further south
in the Shark Bay region, Bowdler (1990 b; pers. comm.) has
recently documented occupation of the Silver Dollar site between
30-18,000 years ago and again at nearly 7000 years ago. O n the
Nullabor Plain, Allen's Cave is considered to have been abandoned
between 17,500 and 15,000 years ago, corresponding to the height
of glacial conditions (Martin 1973; Bowdler 1984). O'Connor
(1990: 442), reviewing the evidence for Pleistocene abandonment
from sites located throughout Australia, concludes however that
the "..evidence for abandonment of sites during the glacial
m a x i m u m is widespread in Australia, and does not appear to be
confined to arid or semi-arid environments"

If sites such as these were abandoned during the Pleistocene arid
phase, then w e must ask where did the people go? Hiscock has
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Figure 1.2 M a p showing the probable extent of the
Australian arid zone during the last glacial m a x i m u m
and Veth's model showing the position of barriers and
refuges during glacial conditions and the location of
sites mentioned in the text.
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argued that the occupants of two sites at L a w n Hill in northern
Queensland responded to increased aridity between 18,000 14,000 years ago by reducing their territory and relying on the
rich resources of the adjacent gorges (Hiscock 1988). A similar
argument for continuous occupation, but relying on somewhat
more equivocal data, has been advanced for M o u n t N e w m a n
shelter in the Pilbara (Brown 1987) and for Puritjarra in the
Central Australian Ranges (Smith 1989). Veth (1989 a:86),
reviewing the evidence for his prediction that sites located in
refuges will show evidence of repeated occupation as people
congregated around reliable water sources during the height of the
glacial m a x i m u m , concludes that in fact it receives only "equivocal
support". Significantly, he notes (1989:85) that the "retraction of
groups towards some regions of the Pleistocene coastline m a y be
yet another alternative."

This is not a new idea (cf. Bowdler 1977;1990a), but one which is
rarely given m u c h space, primarily because of its poor ability to be
tested archaeologically.

The Cape Range Peninsula as a distinctive coastal topographic
feature provides a rare opportunity to investigate this question
further. Here, the proximity of the edge of the continental shelf, in
combination with the steep local topography formed by Cape
Range, has created a situation where the generally destructive
effects of rising seas on archaeological sites located near
Pleistocene coastlines m a y be, at least in part, contained. During
the arid conditions of the last glacial period the Pleistocene
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inhabitants of sites such as M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter had
several options. They could maintain their coastal lifestyle by
following the coastline as it retracted westwards, to re-emerge in
the archaeological record with a comprehensive knowledge of
coastal resources as sea level stabilized during Holocene times. If
this was the case, it would seem very likely that some expression of
a h u m a n presence might be found in rockshelter sites that have
always been located less than a day's walk from the Pleistocene
shoreline. Alternatively it is possible that refuges in this otherwise
arid landscape were formed in gorges such as Yardie Creek, which
today provides a permanent source of fresh water at the southern
end of Cape Range. B y reducing their territory and exploiting
resources in the gorge system, people m a y have been able to
remain in parts of Cape Range throughout the arid phase. Or
perhaps instead the area was abandoned entirely as people headed
for alternative glacial period refuges?

This is the context within which archaeological data from coastal
midden sites and three rockshelter sites on the Cape Range
Peninsula will be evaluated. In 1989, grants were received from
the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies and the National
Estate Grants Program to undertake further investigation of
selected archaeological sites on the western coastal margin of Cape
Range Peninsula. The primary aim of this research was to carry
out further excavation at M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter in order
to obtain a larger sample of archaeological material, and to
confirm the stratigraphic sequence identified in the 1985
excavation. In addition, two further rockshelter sites were selected
for excavation. Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter, the second
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rockshelter site excavated, is located within 800 m of Pilgonaman
Creek, one of the major creek-gorge systems in Cape Range.
Yardie Well rockshelter, the third site selected for excavation, was
simply what appeared to be the best site w e could find near the
Yardie Creek gorge system (Morse in press b).

This thesis describes and presents the results and analysis of
archaeological material excavated from the three rockshelter sites
mentioned above, together with survey and other data gathered
from midden sites on the coast. This information is evaluated in
relation to the physical setting of the Cape Range Peninsula as it is
today and as it was during the Pleistocene, as far as can be
reconstructed using available palaeoenvironmental data. A model
of regional subsistence strategies is constructed using this
archaeological data in the light of the few available historical
accounts and descriptions of Aboriginal people in the area. Finally,
the prehistory of the Cape Range peninsula is examined within the
broader context of Australian prehistory, with particular reference
to the Pleistocene.
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CHAPTER 2. CAPE RANGE PENINSULA: THE
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT

The western coast of the Cape Range Peninsula is bordered by
Ningaloo reef and is the nearest point in Australia to the edge of the
continental shelf. O n its eastern margin are the more shallow and
sheltered waters of Exmouth Gulf. These contrasting coastal
environments are divided by Cape Range, an extremely rugged and
largely inaccessible limestone range which forms the backbone of the
peninsula and reaches a high point of some 300 m above sea level
(Plate 1.0; Figure 1.1).

Cape Range Peninsula might best be visualized as a large rocky
highland surrounded by extensive non-rocky lowlands. It is an area
where a number of biogeographic provinces overlap and which
supports a flora and fauna from tropical northern, temperate
southern and arid inland regions. M a n y species are at the limit of
their range; others are isolated from their main distribution and
have begun to evolve into distinct subspecies. A number of other
species are endemic to the region (May et al. 1983:42; Beard 1975
Humphreys in press c).

Geology, vegetation and fauna
Cape Range Peninsula is a prominent anticlinal structure of
Tertiary sediments and forms the northern section of the
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Plate 1.0 Shot Hole Canyon, Cape Range after summer
rains - looking west towards Ningaloo reef.
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geological province k n o w n as the Carnarvon Basin (van de Graaff
et al. 1980). Cape Range itself is formed by a major group of
rocks, the Cape Range group, which is m a d e up of four
physiographic units that have been deposited by marine
sedimentation during the Late Oligocene and Middle Miocene. In
ascending stratigraphic order the Cape Range Group include the
following: the M a n d u calcarenite is a white chalky to marly
calcarenite containing rare chert nodules and is rich in large fossil
foraminifera, echinoids, bivalves and crustaceans. Conformably
overlying this unit is the Tulki Limestone, a reddish to yellowish
partly marly foraminiferal packstone containing abundant fossils.
Lying disconformably over this second unit is the Trealla
Limestone, a white calcirudite to calcisiltite rock with coralgal
limestone. Fossils of foraminiferal fauna indicate it is probably
Early to Middle Miocene in age. Capping this stratigraphic
sequence is the Pilgramunna formation, a quartzose calcarenite and
coralgal limestone which interfingers with the Trealla Limestone
and disconformably overlies the Tulki Limestone. A covering
mantle of shallow marine and aeolian deposits called the Exmouth
Sandstone and the Bundera Calcarenite formed in Pleistocene times
(van de Graaff et al. 1980).

Four emerged marine terraces are exposed on the western margin
of Cape Range. From oldest to youngest they are named the
Muiron, Milyering, Jurabi and Tantabiddi terraces;
their related old shoreline features are named the Muiron,
Milyering, Jurabi and Tantabiddi scarps. The two older terraces
form the Exmouth Sandstone; the two younger terraces form the
Bundera Calcarenite (van de Graaff et al. 1975; Figure 2.0). All
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the terraces are distinctly warped and are believed to have formed
during interglacial high sea level stands of the Late Cenozoic. Until
recently they were believed to be Pleistocene in age. A n early
geological description describes them as follows.
The relics of wave-cut terraces at several levels, so
beautifully exhibited on the west coast of North-West Cape,
are eloquent testimony of the fact that the land has been
rising in the recent past (Raggatt 1936:166)

The terraces are clearly visible over a distance of some 90 km
from Vlaming Head in the north to Weajugoo Hill in the south
(Figure 1.1). Recent comprehensive field study and the discovery
of fossil shark teeth (Carcharocles angustidens and Carcharocles
megalodonin ) in the Jurabi M e m b e r has caused a significant reassessment of the relative ages of the supposedly Pleistocene
marine terraces. The fossil faunal evidence indicates that the Jurabi
Terrace beds are not younger in age than the Late Pliocene. The
two older terraces, the Milyering and Muiron terraces are cut into
the folded Middle Miocene rocks of the Range. Their elevation and
poor state of preservation indicate that they are considerably older
than the other two terraces, and are probably post-Miocene in age
and represent early phases of the emergence of the Cape Range
sometime before the end of the Tertiary (van de Graaff et al.
1975:69; Kendrick et al. 1991; Wyrwoll et al. in press).

The Tantabiddi Member is now the only recognized Late
Pleistocene deposit on the western flank of Cape Range. It
represents a former fringing reef and associated lagoonal
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environment, analogous in some respects to the modern Ningaloo
and inshore reefs (Wyrwoll et al. in press).
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Figure 2.0 Marine Terraces, C a p e Range Peninsula
Cape Range
Cape Range, rising at Mount Hollister to a high point of 315 m ,
undulates gently along its length but has steep highly dissected
marginal slopes. This classic karst landscape is deeply gorged and
is the most cavernous area in Australia, containing the deepest
mainland caves. At the northern end of the peninsula the range
falls away gradually and to the south it grades into undulating
limestone and sand plain country. Around the base of Exmouth
Gulf and at the northern end of the range are a series of last glacial
desert dune deposits. The dunes overlie Last Interglacial deposits
and provide evidence for an extension of the arid zone into the
present onshore region during the Late Pleistocene (Kendrick et al.
1991; Wyrwoll et al. in press).

Cape Range Peninsula lies in the Ashburton district of the
Eremaean floristic province, a zone of desert adapted plants. O n
Cape Range itself the vegetation forms a tree steppe dominated by
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wattles (Acacia pyrifolia, Acacia tetragonophylla, Acacia bivenosa,
Acacia victoriae ). Eucalypts, commonly bloodwood (Eucalyptus
dichrophloia ) and small patches of coolibah (Eucalyptus
microtheca ) occur in sheltered valleys. Rock fig (Ficus platypoda )
is c o m m o n and an unnamed species of wild fig grows in sheltered
locations. Small shrubs and bushes including species of Grevillea
and Acacia and spinifex grass (Triodia spp.) grow densely in
sections of old stream beds and on the range itself (Beard 1975).
A s is shown in Table 2.0, m a n y of these and other plants in the
Cape Range region are known to have been used for food and
medicinal and other purposes by Aboriginal people in other parts
of Australia.

Few zoological surveys have been carried out in the Cape Range
region but research indicates that m a n y animals have evolved in
relative isolation during periods of high sea level when the
peninsula was an island. Cape Range itself has a very high
proportion of species unique to the area. The terrestrial cave
ecosystem supports an entirely endemic fauna of troglobites which
is the richest in Australia. In part, it comprises a relict tropical
rainforest leaf litter fauna from times when rainforest covered the
area. This fauna is the only evidence that rainforest has occurred in
the Cape Range since Miocene time (Humphreys and A d a m s 1991).

The Cape Range Peninsula supports a vertebrate fauna which is
more diverse than either of the adjacent areas between Onslow and
Carnarvon. This is due primarily to two factors, the variety of
habitats available, which range from mangrove and intertidal areas
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Table 2.0. Plants occurring in the Cape Range area which
were used traditionally by Aboriginal people in other parts
of Australia.
Occurrence: r range; f foothills; p coastal plain; d coastal dunes; m
mangroves. Reference: 1. Levitt 1981; 2. Maiden 1889; 3. Smith
and Kalotas 1985; 4. Wright 1970; 5. Crawford 1982; 6. Akerman
and Bindon 1984; 7. Olssen in press; 8. Hughes n.d; 9 Lazarides
and Hince 1993
Species/common name
Eucalyptus microtheca
coolibah
Acacia victoriae
prickly
wattle
Acacia pyrifolia
ranji bush
Acacia coriacea
desert oak

Occurr Use
ence
water from roots; good timber
r

Reference

r

edible gum; timber

2:214, 366
8:9

r

edible g u m

4:13

r

w o o d used for spears and shields,
ash used with tobacco as chewing
quid
w o o d used for boomerangs
w o o d used in some areas
soft w o o d used for making
shields, spearthrowers, dishes.
Bast used medicinally for
treatment of headaches and sore
eyes
edible nuts; contains bladder of
watery liquid for drinking; g u m is
said to be a tonic
edible fruit
edible fruit and strong fibrous
timber
edible tubers, medicinal qualities,
fibrous timber used to m a k e string
yields good honey; strong durable
timber; latter species used as a
seasonal indicator for E m u
nesting time.
bitter but edible

7:11
9:2

Acacia xiphophylla
Acacia sclerosperma
Erythrina vespertilio
Coral tree

r
r
r

Eucalyptus dichromophloia
bloodwood

r

Capparis spinosa
Ficus platypoda
R o c k fig
Brachychiton ? gregorii
desert kurrajong
Hakea lorea; H. suberea
Cork tree

f.P

f

Solarium lasiophyllum bush P
tomato
Ipomea pes-caprae Ipomea
P
spp.
yam
Scaevola spinescens
P
Scaevola spp.
P
Plumbago zeylanica
P
p, d
Triodia spp.
spinifex grass

9.4

2:25, 495

4:13

7
2:426
5:51
6:361

4:7

7
2:31,538
1:104 5:46

9
2:538

7

edible tubers; medicinal qualities
in leaves and juice

2: 191,36
1:90 3:

Fruit eaten raw when ripe
medicinal use of fruit and leaves
medicinal qualities in root bark
nutritious grass; resin used for
hafting. Fibres spun to m a k e
string used to m a k e fishing nets,
baskets etc.

7:20
1:97
2: 199
2:84
6:368
7:5

|

Bruguiera exaristata
ribbed fruit orange
mangrove
Avicennia marina
White mangrove

m

wood used for boomerangs

3:

m

edible.fruit, leaves used in
flavouring shellfish

1:84

to sandy ridges and rocky ranges, and the occurrence of m a n y
species at the limit of their geographic range. N o comprehensive
surveys of vertebrate fauna have been undertaken, although some
documentation of birds, reptiles and amphibians has been
completed. Seventeen native m a m m a l s (including one monotreme),
83 reptiles, five amphibians and about 200 birds are n o w recorded
from the Cape Range Peninsula. Other species are known to be
extant in the area but have not as yet been recorded (Kendrick in
press).

The foothills
The foothills of Cape Range are formed by the Tantabiddi Scarp.
Ranging between 1.2 m and 5.5 m above sea level, this mid-late
Pleistocene shoreline feature contains numerous small rockshelters,
sea caves formed during times of high sea level (van de Graaff et
al. 1975).

Spinifex grass (Triodea pungens ), small eucalypts, stunted wattles
and other shrubs dominate this area of the Range. Legumes include
Indigophora monophylla, Swainsonia, Tephrosia and the Sturt pea
(Clianthus formosus ) which, unlike those in other areas, almost
always has a red rather than a black centre. Rock fig is c o m m o n in
sheltered locations and kurrajong trees (Brachychiton ? gregorii desert kurrajong ) are scattered along the scarp.
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T h e western coastal plain
The lowest and youngest of the four marine terraces, the
Tantabiddi terrace, forms the present day coastal plain. It formed
originally as a coral reef during the last Interglacial high sea level
stand 120,000 years ago when sea level was approximately 5 m
above present levels. Today it is a low spinifex plain which slopes
gently seaward and is up to 1.5 k m wide (van de Graaff et al.
1975).

Extensive alluvial fans have formed along the margins of the
numerous creeks which drain from gorges in Cape Range d o w n to
the sea. The size of the fans is related directly to the catchment
area of the associated streams. Alluvial fans on the western flank
of the peninsula are relatively limited in size compared to those on
the eastern side. Stream channel characteristics, together with the
catchment geology and geomorphology of the region, indicate that
high magnitude flood events have occuiTed at times in the past.
Evidence presently available indicates that the fans were deposited
during the Last Interglacial and subsequently up to the MidHolocene (Wyrwoll et al. in press).

Yardie Creek, the largest creek in Cape Range is the only
documented permanent above ground fresh water source in the
area and forms a narrow but deep channel and gorge dissecting
Cape Range and the coastal plain. Other creeks flow only after
heavy seasonal rains.

The coastal plain supports a mixed halophytic vegetation dominated
by spinifex and including saltwater couch (Sporobulus virginicus ),
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saltwort (Frankenia sp.), saltbush (Atriplex sp.) and Sclerolaena
sp. Buffel grass (Cenchrus ciliaris) and mixed acacia species grow
on the well-drained alluvial fans (Beard 1975; C.A.L.M. 1987;
M a y et al 1983; Hesp and Morrisey 1984).
T h e coastal margin and Ningaloo reef
The western shoreline of Cape Range Peninsula is formed of
extensive tracts of inter-tidal reef flat interspersed with curved
sandy and pebble bays. North West Cape itself is a rocky coast
limestone promontory and in the southern most reaches of the
peninsula low limestone cliffs occur (van de Graaff et al. 1975;
Semeniuk 1986).

Offshore, at a distance between 200 m to 7 km lies Ningaloo reef,
the largest fringing barrier reef in Australia (Hatcher 1991:120).
Extending for a distance of some 260 k m from a point just south of
the tip of North West Cape to Amherst Point on the western coast,
the offshore reef is a complex ecosystem with high species
diversity. Located at the southern latitudinal end of the Indo-West
Pacific faunal region, m a n y of the plants and animals found at
Ningaloo reef are also recorded in East Africa, southern Japan, the
Great Barrier Reef, the South Pacific Islands and in the Red Sea.
The region marks a biogeographic transitional zone between the
tropical fauna of northern Australia and the highly endemic
temperate fauna of the Southern Australian faunal region (May et
al 1983:24). Limited biological surveys have documented over
600 species of marine molluscs and 464 species of fish,
representing one of the most diverse Indo-Pacific reef
communities. Whales and dugong inhabit the coastal waters and
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marine turtle is cornmon in the lagoon (C.A.L.M. 1988; M a y et al.
1983).

Separated from the shore by a lagoon some 2-4 m deep, the outer
reef drops abruptly on its seaward side to a depth of 10 m .
Passages through the reef, appearing in many instances to
correspond with creeks on the coast, are marked by drainage
channels up to 12 m deep (May et al. 1983:5).

Along the shore, wave energy is low and beaches are relatively
steep and narrow. O n their landward margin, beaches are bordered
by recent mobile calcareous quartzose foredunes which overlie the
Pleistocene coral terrace. Sparsely vegetated by spinifex (Spinifex
longifolious) and patches of saltbush (Atriplex sp.) and saltwater
couch (Sporobulus virginicus), the dunes are commonly scarped,
often with blowouts, and are highly susceptible to wind and wave
erosion (Beard 1975:100; Hesp 1986:3). Behind this recent dune
system, aeolian calcarenite relict dunes, stabilized in part by
spinifex (Triodia pungens) and stunted acacia scrub (A. coriacea,
A. bivenosa, A. tetragonophylla ), form an almost continuous band
along the shore (Beard 1975:100). Dune slopes are steep and many
display blowouts or are developing into sandsheets moving
northwards under the strong year round southerly wind pattern;
soil development is negligible (Hesp and Morrisey 1984:4).

At least five intermittently flowing creeks drain from gorges in
Cape Range d o w n to the sea (Fig. 1.1). Most are blocked from the
ocean by ephemeral berms which are periodically destroyed when
creeks flow after cyclonic rains. In some places small mangrove
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communities (principally Avicennia marina ) have developed at
creek mouths. Mangrove Bay at the northern entrance to the Cape
Range National Park is however the only significant mangrove
environment on the western coast of Cape Range Peninsula. Three
species of mangrove are known at Mangrove Bay. The dominant
species is the white mangrove (Avicennia marina) but isolated
trees of spotted-leaved red mangrove (Rhizophora stylosa ) and a
few ribbed fruit orange mangrove (Bruguieria exaristata ) are also
recorded (May et al. 1983; Beard 1975). Thirteen species of crab
are recorded from Mangrove Bay including swimming crabs
(Portunidae), fiddler crabs (Uca spp.), marsh crabs (Sesarma
spp.) and hermit crabs (Coenobita spp.) (George and Jones nd).

Climate
The climate of Cape Range Peninsula is semi arid to arid. Rainfall
reliability is low and intensity is high and both are strongly
influenced by tropical cyclones. There is normally no surface runoff from Cape Range except after cyclones precipitate enough rain
to flush out the dry gullies, the "intermittently flowing creeks" of
the western Cape Range. It has recently been suggested that the
alluvial fans on the coastal plain m a y be able to act as
palaeoclimatic indicators of past cyclone activity. However, closer
chronostratigraphic controls will need to be established before this
could be achieved (Wyrwoll et al. in press).

Average annual rainfall is between 200-300 mm and evaporation is
between 2800-3200 m m per year. Most rainfall occurs in March
and in M a y and June, which is generally the wettest month.
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However the low level of overall predictability is due to variation
both among months and years as well as irregular seaonality. U p to
45 % of annual rainfall is due to cyclones, during which daily
precipitation rates exceeding 100 m m are not uncommon. In 1964
17 inches (431.8 m m ) of rain fell on the day a cyclone passed over
the area (Mrs M . Broad retired Station Manager, Yardie Creek
Station pers. c o m m ) . Over the last 30 years, 21 cyclones reaching
wind speeds of up to 150 k m per hour have crossed the coast of
North West Cape (Beard 1975:10-17; Climatic Atlas of Australia
1988; Gentilli 1972; Kerr 1967:379;)

Summer temperatures range between the 20°Cs to the mid 30°Cs;
in winter the range is between the low and high 20°Cs. The mean
daily temperature is c. 27°C. Moderately strong south west trade
winds, becoming more south easterly in winter, dominate the wind
pattern. O n most afternoons brisk sea breezes from the south west
bring a pleasantly cool change (Gentilli 1972; Beard 1975).

Cape Range Peninsula: A preliminary
palaeoenvironmental

reconstruction

15 million years ago the north west corner of
Australia was flooded by a w a r m shallow sea. At what
is n o w called North West Cape, the crust of the earth
crumpled and a huge anticline was upthrust to form an
emergent limestone island. Coral reefs developed as its
western margin was washed by the w a r m clear waters
of the Indian Ocean (Wilson 1987:3).
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Palaeoenvironmental data for Late Quaternary climatic and sea
level history in north western Australia is sparse. The
interpretations presented here are largely speculative and are based
on a recent study of regional palaeoclimates 18,000 years B P
(Hubbard n.d.) and a growing body of faunal data collected from
caves in Cape Range (Humphreys etal. 1989; Vine et al. 1988).
Preliminary evidence collected during a geomorphological study to
establish the suitability of terrestrial landforms for development as
camping areas in the Ningaloo Marine Park (Hesp 1986) and recent
re-assessment of available evidence in the light of the discovery of
fossil shark teeth of Late Pliocene age in the Jurabi m e m b e r is also
used (Kendrick et al. 1991; Wyrwoll et al. in press).

During late Cenozoic and Quaternary times, Australia was
characterised by a series of high-interglacial and low-glacial sea
levels. At Cape Range Peninsula, as sea levels rose and fell, the
position of the shore and the fringing and barrier reefs shifted
back and forth. A s each interglacial occurred, sea levels rose to
approximately the level they are today and formed coral reefs
along the western margin of Cape Range. At the same time Cape
Range was slowly rising as a result of localized anticlinal activity,
and successive coral reefs, formed during periods of interglacial
high sea level, were uplifted to form the flight of marine erosion
terraces exposed today on the western flank of Cape Range (Hesp
1986:18).

During low glacial sea levels, streams rising in Cape Range carved
n e w channels through the exposed coral reefs and formed the
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channels and breaks visible today in Ningaloo Reef. Alteration of
stream levels during glacial cycles resulted in the deposition of
coral rubble and cobble deltas on the seaward margin of beaches
and fine-grained clays, sands and silts in alluvial fans on the coastal
plain (Hesp 1986:18).

About 25,000 years ago, the last phase of glacial aridity began.
Peaking between 18,000 and 17,000 years ago, sea levels fell to a
m a x i m u m of 130 m lower than present, extending the coastal plain
some 10-12 k m to the sea (Figure 2.1; Chappell and Thorn 1977;
Chappell and Shackleton 1986; Australian Nautical Chart 330;
Wyrwoll 1979). Eroded alluvial sediments on the top of Cape
Range were windblown into massive longitudinal dune systems still
traceable today in the Exmouth Gulf region and at the northern
extremity of the peninsula.
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Figure 2.1. Sea level change over the past 120,000
years (after O'Connor 1990).
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During this arid phase, as at present, the Cape Range area would
have been under the influence of a continental heat low during the
summer months. This factor, together with weakened monsoons
and lower sea levels which prevented the penetration of moist
maritime air, probably m a d e summers colder and drier than they
are at present (Hesp 1986). Tropical cyclone activity is also
considered to have decreased during the glacial period (Hobgood
and Cerveny 1988). This is of particular significance to the Cape
Range area where up to 45 % of rainfall is due to cyclones. Recent
modelling, which has concentrated specifically on reconstructing
regional palaeoclimates, indicates however that during the winter
months, in contrast to m u c h of the surrounding region, effective
moisture would have remained close to present day values along
the coastal strip of the Cape Range Peninsula (O'Connor et al. in
press; Hubbard n.d.). However, on the basis of biotic evidence
collected from caves, it has been suggested that Cape Range itself
m a y have been as arid as it is at present for at least the past 25,000
years and m a y not have been substantially wetter since the Tulki
Limestone was laid d o w n during the Miocene (Humphreys et al
1989:196).

Recent palynological data from deep sea cores from northern
Australia indicate a major change from eucalypt forest to grassland
during the last glacial period. This data, which are considered
relevant to north western Australia, indicate that a significant
decrease in monsoonal activity and precipitation occurred at this
time (van der Kaars 1991).
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A s the climate started to ameliorate, sea levels rose rapidly from
their low stand of 18„000 years ago, stabilizing around their
present levels between 6500-7000 years ago (Kendrick et al 1991).
Geomorphological evidence from Cape Range suggests that
Holocene sea level stabilized during the early Middle Holocene
some 1-2 m above its present level, flooding areas of low relief
behind the coastal dunes and forming a variety of beach and
marine environments (Hesp 1986;Wyrwoll et al. in press).

During the early Holocene, the modern day Ningaloo Reef began
to build up rapidly as coral communities recruited to newly
available marine substrata during the Holocene transgression.
Under suitable conditions the reef grew at a rate which
approximated the rate of sea level rise (Hatcher 1991:115).
Foredunes formed along the coast Blowouts in these dunes were
formed by cyclonic winds and high energy wave events. In some
instances entire foredunes began to migrate landwards and
blowouts, initially developed within the dunes, coalesced with
others to form massive sand sheets. Available evidence indicates
that in the Cape Range area precipitation levels for m u c h of the
Holocene period have been similar to those of today (Wyrwoll et
al. in press; Wasson and Donnelly 1991). This is corroborated by
evidence from Dragon Tree Soak, in the Great Sandy Desert,
which demonstrates that climatic conditions in the arid zone of
north Western Australia have not changed significantly over the
past 7000 years (Wyrwoll et al. 1986).

Between 4500 and 4000 years ago sea level fell to its present
position, destroying tidal inlets and associated mangrove systems as
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dune formations closed tidal entrances and saline flats formed.
Relict foredune plains began to develop as small bays and areas
marginal to reef breaks prograded (Hesp 1986).

Morphostratigraphic evidence from pollen cores taken in northern
Australia and South East Asia indicates that, in response to changes
in Holocene sea levels and sedimentation rates, extensive mangrove
swamps developed and flourished during the middle Holocene for
approximately 1000 years (Woodroffe et al. 1985; 1988; Allen
1987). Slowly accumulating geomorphological, palaeontological
and archaeological evidence from Cape Range Peninsula suggests
that as middle Holocene sea levels stabilized, mangroves were a
more c o m m o n environmental feature of the western margin of the
peninsula than they are today (Hesp 1986; Kendrick and Morse
1982; 1990). The presence of mangrove associated biota, notably
the mangrove mollusc Terebralia palustris, in Aboriginal midden
sites along the coast contributes to this argument. This species is
associated strictly with the intertidal mangrove environment of
tropical Australia and no living populations are known today
further south than the Bay O f Rest in Exmouth Gulf (Fig 1.2). The
occurrence of Terebralia in coastal midden sites, four of which
are known to be middle Holocene in age, suggests that at times in
the past mangroves and a greater diversity of littoral to shallow
sublittoral habitats were present on the western margin of the Cape
Range Peninsula (Kendrick and Morse 1982; 1990; Veth 1990;
Morse in press a; d). This is discussed further in Chapter 4.
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Discussion
It is clear that marine and terrestrial resources that could be used
by traditional Aboriginal people are abundant in the Cape Range
region. Environmental changes such as those outlined above
however would clearly have had important implications for people
living on the Peninsula. This should be reflected in the
archaeological record. While it is inevitable that, like the rest of
Australia, any Pleistocene shoreline camps on the continental shelf
were long ago submerged by rising seas, Pleistocene occupation
sites in Cape Range itself, beyond the reach of rising seas, would
never have been more than about 12 k m from the coast. These sites
have the potential to yield data that would provide clues to the
nature of Pleistocene coastal environments, as well as climatic and
other information.

In the more southerly parts of Cape Range Peninsula, low
limestone cliffs, located today up to several hundred metres inland,
mark the position of the middle Holocene shoreline.
Archaeological sites which relate to these remnant shoreline
features can contribute m u c h to our knowledge of the middle
Holocene marine environment and the effects sea level change had
on the nature of the coast and on the people w h o were living there.

For the questions asked in this thesis, the most important climatic
changes occurred as the increasingly arid conditions of the last
glacial period intensified. Sea levels fell and the familiar coastline
retreated west towards the horizon. Formerly predictable sources
of fresh water became at once more erratic and more essential. In
relation to both these factors established vegetational and faunal
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regimes must have changed. These changes would have had far
reaching effects on existing patterns of Aboriginal subsistence and
m a y have had important social and cultural implications.
Documentation and dating of stratified archaeological sites at Cape
Range Peninsula, particularly in terms of their location and the
nature of their archaeological assemblages, has the potential to go
some w a y towards answering the question of what happened to
Aboriginal people at this time. Three alternatives are considered
here. The first two are key parameters of current models of
h u m a n behaviour in response to glacial aridity in Australia. The
third is always mentioned in passing but, as already noted, is never
considered as a serious option.
1. 18,000 years ago at the height of the arid conditions
of the last glacial m a x i m u m sites on Cape Range
Peninsula were abandoned. If this is the case w e must ask
where their one-time occupants went (cf. Veth 1989 a).
2. Alternatively, as has been suggested by Hiscock (1988) and
Smith (1989), perhaps people were able to maintain
occupation of arid habitats by altering their foraging territory
and targeting available sources of permanent water.
3. Alternatively, in view of the unique coastal-topographic
configuration of the Cape Range Peninsula, can evidence be
found to substantiate a continued use of the coast and its
resources during the last glacial period by people w h o
followed the retreating shoreline as aridity intensified?
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C H A P T E R 3. " W E DISCOVERED AN ISLAND":
HISTORICAL A N D ETHNOGRAPHIC ACCOUNTS F R O M
T H E CAPE R A N G E PENINSULA
Historical tales
The first recorded landing on the Cape Range Peninsula was on
31st July 1618 when Captain Lenaert Jacobzoon of the Dutch
trading ship Mauritius wrote in his log " W e discovered an
island". They had in fact landed on the northern tip of North
West Cape (Yarrow 1980).
This is also the first recorded landing on this part of the
Western Australian coast. There are however numerous instances
of the "Great South Land" being sighted by Dutch and Portuguese
ships sailing from Cape T o w n to the Spice Islands, w h o went too
far east, and inadvertently spotted this most north westerly section
of the Australian mainland. There is an interesting, but perhaps not
very well founded, suggestion that perhaps centuries before Dutch
exploration, the trade routes of Portuguese ships, Chinese junks
and even early Egyptian vessels took them close to the coast of
North West Cape (Yarrow 1980). T o date however there is no
evidence to indicate that vessels from any of these countries ever
anchored in the region.
In 1611, instead of following the safe but laborious route from
Cape T o w n , up the eastern coast of Africa and then to India, Sri
Lanka and finally Indonesia, Henrik Breuwer caught the westerly
trade winds and sailed east, close to Australia's then undiscovered
western shore, before turning north to reach the Spice Islands in
record time. This quickly became the endorsed route for Dutch
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trading ships and it is possible that the first European sighting of
North West Cape could have occurred as early as 1611, as Dutch
ships sailed past the Cape following Breuwer's route between Cape
T o w n and the Spice Islands
The danger with Breuwer's route was that ships which changed
their course from east to north too late, sailed off course too far
east and fetched up on Australia's western coast. O n 11th M a y
1618 the Zeewolf, commanded by Haevik Claezoon van Hillegom
recorded land at Latitude 21° 15'.

We saw an island windward of us, about five or six mijlen.
It was a level low lying shore of great length....from the
topmast w e saw to north as well as to southward, still
another land, high and mountainous....it would never seem
to have been discovered by anyone before us, as w e have
never heard of such a discovery, and on the chart is nothing
but open sea (Yarrow 1980:29).

There was clearly some question in the early Dutch records as to
whether Cape Range Peninsula was in fact an island or a peninsula
joined to the Australian mainland. In 1616, Dirk Hartog charted
the coast from Shark Bay to latitude 22°S, marking the positions
of Point Cloates, Fraser Island, Vlaming Head and False Island
Point, the tip of the Cape Range Peninsula. B y 1627 the Cape
Range Peninsula appeared in maps as an identifiable peninsula, but
between Hartog's m a p and the peninsula there was still an
uncharted section of coast. Tasman in his chart of 1644 still shows
the peninsula as possibly being an island. In 1719 Captain Nash of
the Flemish ship 'House of Austria' sighted the Western Australian
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coast. Like other less fortunate sailors he went too far east on his
voyage from Belgium to China. H e noted in his journals as follows.

We sighted a low island and being clear weather, hove
to, sounded and had no ground within 100 fathoms,
though not above 4 miles offshore. This island cannot
be seen far even in clear weather and N E by E and
S W by S about 32 leagues in length with terrible
breakers from each end running about 3 miles into the
sea (Yarrow 1980).

Nash named the island Cloates or Cloots island in honour of a
Flemish Baron, one of the owners of the ship. It was Philip Parker
King who, nearly a century later, finally established that Point
Cloates was almost certainly part of the mainland.

Ningaloo Reef, was to prove extremely hazardous to seafarers. The
stretch of coast between the Swan River and North West Cape was
referred to in early Dutch charts as the "Land of the Eendracht",
after the first ship to chart the Western Australian coast. A m a p
drawn by the V O C cartographer Hessel Gerwitz in 1627 gives
impressive detail of part of the coast as it was known between 1616
to 1622. O n Cape Range Peninsula, freshwater is marked at a
location referred to as Jacob Remessens River, today called Yardie
Creek.
Footprints in the sand
Captain Jacobzoon's first landing is also the first European record
of an Aboriginal presence at North West Cape. Jacobzoon noted
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h u m a n footprints but saw no one (Yarrow 1980). The only other
early historical record of Aboriginal people on Cape Range
Peninsula was m a d e by Lieutenant Philip Parker King , w h o in the
early 19th Century was commissioned to survey the intertropical
and western coasts of Australia. His brief included commenting on
the customs and appearance of any Aborigines he encountered
during the course of his travels. H e did not come ashore at North
West Cape but instead, after battling with strong head winds,
anchored in and named Exmouth Gulf after Viscount Exmouth, Sir
Edward Pellew.

The discovery of this anchorage proved so welcome to
our fatigued crew, that the place was not unaptly
named the Bay of Rest (King 1887:27).

King noted that the sea was abundantly stocked with fish and turtle
and the shore was lined by mangroves. N o Aborigines were seen,
but as King astutely remarked,

The country, at the back of the bay, was in flames
during our stay, which proved, if a proof were
required, that this arid and barren extremity of
Australia is not destitute of inhabitants; and although
w e saw none, it is probable that they were not ignorant
of our presence, but from timidity intentionally
avoided us (King 1887:28).

Apart from these very indirect references to Aboriginal people on
the Cape Range Peninsula, and it should be noted that King and
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Jacobzoon are talking about the eastern and northern parts of the
peninsula, all other historical references are m u c h later and relate
to southern points on the west coast of the peninsula. S o m e 30
years or so after King's voyage, many ships sailing from points
north to Fremantle were wrecked in the shallow waters and rough
surf of the Ningaloo reef (Henderson and Henderson 1988).
Records from several of these disasters refer to Aboriginal people
on the coast. For example, on the 4th February 1856, the
brigantine 'Occator', chartered to mine guano deposits on the
Muiron Islands some 20 k m north east of the tip of North West
Cape, was wrecked on the Ningaloo reef. After sailing to the
Muiron Islands in the hope of meeting up with another ship, the
sailors returned to the wreck in search of water and then made
their way southwards to Shark Bay. O n the south part of the
peninsula, near Carbaddaman Passage the following incident
occurred.

In sailing down from the North West Cape a party of
about 40 natives appeared on shore, and followed the
boat as far as the wreck. Their demeanour did not
appear unfriendly till the boat, being some distance in
advance of them, ran in for a cask of water that had
been washed ashore from the wreck. Before the
natives came up the boat got out a safe distance, and
now, as if suspicious that something useful had been
carried away from them, they put themselves into
menacing attitudes, and next walked into the water
after the boat, armed with stones. W h e n the water
became too deep for walking, about 10 of the more
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hardy s w a m out with the evident intention of seizing
the boat. W h e n they got nearer, one pitched a spear at
the boat, but this was caught by one of the m e n
without doing any harm, and others cast stones with
slings. M r Jones at this time fired, and shot one of
them with a charge of sling and shot. They then
retired and lighted afireon the hills (Henderson and
Henderson 1988: 31).

The schooner 'Emma' disappeared in 1867 while sailing south
from Roebourne to Fremantle. Speculation as to the fate of the ship
and its crew was rife. Captain Charles Tuckey, w h o sailed from
Fremantle to Roebourne shortly after the 'Emma' disappeared,
revived the stories some nine years later when he claimed to have
been told the following story by an Aborigine from North West
Cape.

A long time ago (about ten years he described) a ship
was wrecked near North West Cape; the passengers
landed, at night, in the boats, and as they had no means
of defending themselves the natives had no difficulty
in making them prisoners. There was a large number
of persons, and amongst them were some females. The
natives were not 'sulky' with them, but nevertheless
they killed and ate all of them, the narrator partaking
of some of the flesh (Henderson and Henderson 1988:
70).
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This account is probably nonsense. In later years Captain Tuckey
engaged in rounding up and kidnapping Aborigines for forced
labour in the pearling industry (Henderson and Henderson
1988:70).

These first records hold little information about the Aboriginal
people w h o inhabited the Cape Range Peninsula. W e know they lit
fires, used spears, used slings to throw stones, could swim and
perhaps travelled or met in groups of up to about 40 people.

It was not until 1990 that the first detailed ethnohistorical
information about Aboriginal people on the western coast of the
Cape Range Peninsula became available (Rathe 1990). The author,
Gustave Rathe, is the grandson of one Michael Baccich, a young
Croatian w h o survived the wreck of the Austrian barque 'Stefano'
when it ran aground on Ningaloo reef on the 26th October 1875,
and broke up in heavy seas near Point Cloates. Several survivors
were washed ashore clinging to parts of the wreckage. They were
met by a group of Aborigines w h o provided the astonished sailors
with a chart of the coast. Ironically, communication between the
two groups was impossible, for while the Aborigines, w h o had had
contact with pearlers in Exmouth Gulf, could speak English, the
Croatian crew could not.

After an unsuccessful attempt to head south to the Gascoyne river
where the wreck survivors believed a small settlement had been
established, only two crew m e n were left alive, Michael Baccich
and his shipmate Ivan Jurich. Local Aboriginal people came to
their aid and took the m e n via the western coast of the Cape Range
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Peninsula towards Tien Tsin Harbour (now k n o w n as Cossack), the
nearest port on the north coast, some 600 k m distant. During this
journey a vessel, the 'Jessie', was sighted off the tip of the
peninsula and the Aborigines lit a fire to attract attention. The two
m e n were rescued and taken aboard on 18th April 1876.
Subsequently the Colonial Secretary sent knives and axes to the
Aborigines as a reward for their services.

Rathe's story is based on the account of Baccich and Jurich's
adventure recorded by a Jesuit scholar, Father Stjepan Skurla, on
their return to Croatia a few months after they had been rescued.
They had spent a total of nearly six months with at least two
groups of Aboriginal people on the Cape Range Peninsula. Rathe's
account, though fictionalized and written as if spoken by his
grandfather, provides some detail of the lifestyle of Aboriginal
people as observed through the eyes of two young Croatian
shiphands.

It is clear from this story that the availability of freshwater was a
primary determinant of the movement of Aboriginal people in the
area. It is also clear that wells and other sources of freshwater
were known throughout the area
Whenever w e moved on, w e went whatever distance
would take us to the next good source of fresh water,
usually a full-day's walk and sometimes farther (Rathe
1990:49).

Fishing, undertaken by the men using spears and nets, appears to
have provided an important source of food, although seed
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gathering by the w o m e n and children evidently provided the
variety and quantity. The use of grass seeds, probably spinifex, for
making damper 1 is noted. W o m e n also appear to have collected,
carried and maintained the portable supply of drinking water.
They accompanied m e n on fishing trips as water carriers and, as
Baccich notes, "As always, everything seemed to await the arrival
of the w o m e n " (Rathe 1990:49-51).

Turtle, turtle eggs and particularly dugong were greatly favoured
foods. Baccich tells h o w the capture of a dugong using spears,
clubs, stones and a "large net-like snare" was cause for a feast.
Turtle were also caught by setting nets near the shore to entangle
them. Little mention is made of the use of shell fish, though it
should be noted that large parts of the journey described by
Baccich were m a d e on the coastal plain, well inland from the coast.
In addition, the coast in m u c h of the southern section of the
journey is not characterised by onshore reef and m a y therefore not
have offered the same abundance of molluscan resources that are
available further to the north. According to this account however,
shellfish appeal" to have been collected only at times when other,
perhaps preferred, foods were running out. It is not clear however
whether it is the Croatian shiphands or the Aboriginal people w h o
see marine shellfish as a less desirable food.
For nine consecutive days w e preceded without any
rest except at night....The food supply also dwindled
because of the continuous march. W e had to gather

iBush bread - unleavened bread made from a simple flour and water dough
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shellfish-crayfish from the shore as w e walked. (Rathe
1990:55).
The use of crushed and ground shell to make a white paste that was
smeared over the bodies of various tribal members on a
ceremonial occasion is also noted (Rathe 1990: 57; 62).

Reference is also made to the eating of large rays, snakes and
lizards (Rathe 1990:45-63), but there is no mention of the use of
foods such as kangaroo or emu. However, the Crested Pigeon
(Oxcyphaps laphotes ) and a "great variety of birds, as well as lots
of fish, turtles and eggs" were hunted during a visit to the Muiron
Islands off the north east point of the peninsula. It should be noted
that access to these islands seems to have only been possible because
of the discovery of a sail boat, and from this account they do not
appear to have been traditionally visited. Local fishermen and
Rangers from the Department of Conservation and Land
Management were unsure if there were any archaeological sites on
the islands, which have never been comprehensively investigated
by an archaeologist.

A species of seedless palm date which "was never eaten raw, but
was roasted or baked", and "which everyone relished" is
mentioned on two occasions. In the first instance Baccich notes
Only the w o m e n knew where to gather them, and they
kept the location secret from the m e n of the tribe and
from Jurich and m e (Rathe 1990:46).
Back in Croatia, this "date" is identified by Father Skurla as "Cicas
redlei" and is presumably a cycad, either the Zamia palm
(Macrozamia riedlei) or one of four other species of Cycas
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recorded in Western Australia. Cycads are not known or recorded
in the Cape Range area or in the adjacent Pilbara region (Beard
1970; P. Bindon, Anthropology Department, Western Australian
M u s e u m , pers. comm.). In Western Australia, the former are
found only in the south western botanic province which extends
between Shark Bay on the west coast and Israelite Bay on the south
coast. The most northerly known occurrence of Macrozamia

is at

the Irwin river some 700 k m south of the Cape Range Peninsula
(G.W. Kendrick. Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences,
Western Australian Museum, pers. comm.). The latter, Cycas
spp., are cycads of the tropical north and are found only in the
northern botanic province between the Fortescue River and the
Northern Territory (Beard 1970:2;10).

The identification of the palm date as Cicas redlei is clearly a
confusion of both the southern and northern species. There is
unfortunately no record as to whether the identification by Father
Skurla is based on a verbal description of the palm date by the two
shiphands or on his inspection of an actual specimen. The latter
would seem unlikely. Whatever the case, both the use and, as
discussed below, the context of the use, of a species of cycad by
Aboriginal people on the Cape Range Peninsula is interesting.

Cycads are well known as poisonous plants (Cribb and Cribb
1982:90). Their seeds contain large quantities of starch but
required special preparation before they could be eaten. For southwestern Australia, George Grey (1841: 296) describes their
preparation as follows.
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The...women collect the nuts in the month of March,
and having placed them in some shallow pool of water,
they leave them to soak for several days

they dig,

in a dry sandy place holes, ...line them with rushes and
fill them up with the nuts over which they sprinkle a
little sand and then cover the hole nicely over with the
tops of the grass-tree. In about a fortnight the pulp
which encases the nut becomes quite dry, and it is then
fit to eat.
If cycad palms did not grow on the Cape Range Peninsula the
instance reported by Baccich above presumably refers to the
w o m e n retrieving the nuts or dates from the holes in which they
had been soaking.

On the second occasion the palm date was used as a peace offering
following a dispute between northern and southern tribes. A
number of m e n went
...far into the interior to gather the much-treasured
food, the tasty palm date, as a peace offering. They had
brought back a large quantity, which were roasted and
served to all (Rathe 1990:53).
The walk "far into the interior" took several days. This suggests
that Aboriginal people from North West Cape were obtaining
cycad nuts presumably through trading with people w h o had access
to cycad palms, perhaps many hundreds of kilometres away. In this
context, it is worth noting that ethnohistorical information from
the south-west of Western Australia suggests that zamia fruit was
traded into districts where the plants themselves did not grow
(Hassell 1975:25)
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Beaton (1982) has argued that the productivity of cycads was
actively or accidently managed by firing to synchronize the yield
of nuts on different palms. O n the basis of ethnohistorical and
ethnographic reports, he suggests that in the Queensland uplands
cycads were eaten as communion foods during large gatherings of
Aborigines. H e suggests further that it was these large meetings of
Aboriginal people, facilitated by their ability to harvest cycads,
that was instrumental in the development of important Aboriginal
social interactions that were widespread at the time of European
contact. O n the basis of his Queensland evidence he further
suggests that this pattern originated during the late Holocene c.
4300 years ago and m a y have been a mechanism behind the
development of the Australian Small Tool tradition. This view is
contested by Smith (1982) w h o presents evidence from southern
Western Australia for a more casual use of cycads, in this case
zamias, during the late Pleistocene.

Baccich's account from the Cape Range Peninsula certainly
indicates that cycads or some similar "palm date" or "nut" were
being used during meetings of large numbers of Aboriginal people
as well as on a more casual basis. The fact that they would have
had to be traded into the area however clearly precludes their use
as a dietary staple. The "large quantity" of palm nuts obtained by
the m e n also implies that the traders of the palm nut were actively
harvesting their cycad palms and had a nut surplus sufficient to
provide for a group of more than 100 people (Rathe 1990:52).
T w o alternatives to this should however be noted. Firstly, it is
possible that Father Skurla's identification of this food as "Cicas "
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is mistaken and that some other, presumably more readily available
nut or seed, is being exploited. However, the fact that the date
described "was never eaten raw and had to be roasted or baked"
ties in well with accounts of the pretreatment of cycads (cf. Smith
1982). Alternatively it is possible that cycad palms have in the
recent past existed in or closer to the Cape Range area.

As noted in Chapter 2, the Cape Range Peninsula is an area where
a number of biogeographic provinces overlap and which supports a
flora from tropical northern, temperate southern and arid inland
regions including m a n y species which are at the limit of their
range. A clump of palm trees, provisionally identified as Cabbage
Palms, was recorded in the Cape Range by ornithologist Thomas
Carter in 1899 (Vines 1968; Carter 1987). Their identification was
however never confirmed. In 1988 three palm trees subsequently
identified as Livistona alfredii were discovered by cavers in the
southern part of Cape Range. The only other occurrences of L.
alfredii in the Pilbara region are in major river valleys adjacent to
pools. Speleological and zoogeographic evidence indicates that the
Cape Range area used to be m u c h wetter at times in the past. While
there is as yet no firm evidence as to the time of the last wet phase,
these palms are considered to be dying remnants from this more
humid period (Humphreys et al. 1990). The heart of the Cabbage
Palm, Livistona australis , was eaten by Aboriginal people in
eastern Australia. It is not known whether the species of Livistona
from Cape Range was edible, but its' fruit would certainly not have
been mistaken for that of the cycad palm. In conclusion, and for
want of any alternative explanations, it appears that nuts of the
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zamia palm Macrozamia riedlei were being traded into the Cape
Range area m a n y hundreds of kilometres from their source.

Three tribes are mentioned in Baccich's account, an eastern tribe,
whose country was to the east of Exmouth Gulf, a southern tribe
whose country extended south from Point M a u d near Coral Bay,
and a northern tribe w h o inhabited the Cape Range Peninsula itself.
This fits in quite well with Tindale's tribal boundaries, which
similarly divide the area between the northern Jinigudjira, the
eastern Talandji and the southern Baijungu (Tindale 1974; see
below).

Point Maud, well south of the peninsula, is noted as being both a
meeting ground as well as a boundary line between the territories
of the northern and southern groups. The Bay of Rest in Exmouth
Gulf is similarly identified as a meeting ground. According to
Baccich's account, the boundary line between tribes was very
important.
Even though the tribes were closely related by blood
and through marriage, their territorial boundaries
defined the areas in which each had exclusive rights to
hunt, fish and gather foods (Rathe 1990:54).
According to this record, the northern tribe of about 100 people
was larger and appeared to be more successful in catching fish and
gathering food (Rathe 1990:51-52). In late March, Jurich and
Baccich travelled with these people towards North West Cape
itself, swimming across both Yardie and Pilgonaman Creeks.
Interestingly this appears to be the first available record of the
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presence of water during a late summer wet period, in the
"intermittently flowing" Pilgonaman Creek.

Tindale, the Talaindji and the Jinigudjira
In his account of field research in 1937-1939, N o r m a n Tindale
refers to the people inhabiting Cape Range Peninsula, Exmouth
Gulf and an area inland to about Nanutarra on the Ashburton
river, as the Talaindji. In his later publications he refined this,
giving the n a m e Talandji to the people w h o lived inland on the
eastern side of Exmouth Gulf running north to Onslow. Cape
Range Peninsula, from a point extending south south-west from
Glenroy Station just south of Onslow to Giralia Station at the base
of Exmouth Gulf and west to a point south of Point Cloates on the
western coast was inhabited by the Jinigudjira; the Talandji were
their eastern neighbours. H e records the area south of Point
Cloates as being occupied by the Baijungu (Figure 3.0; Tindale
1974).

Tindale was unable to collect very much information about the
Jinigudjira. H e described them as follows.
A coast frequenting people w h o ventured out to sea on
rafts of logs...They also lived among the mangroves
that line the eastern shore of the gulf...Most of their
food came from fish traps set intidalestuaries. They
spoke a language close to Talandji and were
sometimes considered only to be western Talandji, but
informants were sure they had had separate identities
for a long time (Tindale 1974:243).
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Today there are no direct descendents of the Jinigudjira alive.
Ethnographic research earned out amongst Aboriginal
communities in Carnarvon and Onslow emphasizes the lack of
traditional knowledge about the Jinigudjira and also gives a clue to
their evident "separateness" as a cultural group. Dench, working
with Aboriginal people from Onslow, recorded that the people
w h o lived near Exmouth were known as "the E m u mob". In a
transcript from a tape recorded in 1980 Dench's informant tells of
a "..true E m u standing in the ridges of the sea, when the tide go
back." H e notes that these people were a separate group:
Y o u can't cook anything on their fire, every m a n gotta
have their o w n fire, if you go and put the billycan or
cook anything on their fire belong to somebody else
you'll be in trouble, spear one another. They had their
o w n law (Worsley 1982 Appendix 1).

The only recorded mythological site is located at Vlaming Head
and called Padjarimanu. Here a rainbow snake called Kaljura lives
in the water. B y calling out the name of the site Aboriginal people
know that Kaljura waits and will turn cyclones around sending
them back out to sea. Anthropologist Denis Grey in recording this
information notes that a cyclone will only hit Carnarvon if it
"sneaks around from the south" as the old m e n call out to Kaljura
to protect them from cyclones from the north (Site File PI799,
Department of Aboriginal Sites, W . A . Museum).

Nobody really knows what happened to the Jinigudjira. Aboriginal
people tell of a virulent and highly contagious disease which wiped
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out whole families and perhaps the entire population. A n old m a n
in Onslow described this sickness to anthropologist Jan Turner.
Then Jinigudi. The sickness began with the dogs, just
like distemper, with shaking all over. Shake, shake.
They died. The Old People* tried to nurse them and
they died too. Whole families died. Skeletons
everywhere Cardabia (Turner 1985:21)

Alan Dench's informant tells of people leaving the sick alone with
food and water. Days later a law m a n ^ would go up and check to
see if people were still alive. If they had died the law m a n would
return with others to bury the dead (Worsley 1982:Appendix 1;
Turner 1985:21). As Dench notes, thistteatmentof the sick is not
traditional and is consistent with an epidemic of some highly
contagious disease (Worsley 1982:Appendix 3). Historical records
throw little light on these stories. It is possible that some highly
contagious disease was introduced into the Aboriginal community
by pearlers operating out of Exmouth Gulf in the mid-late 19th
Century. There are also historical records of a smallpox epidemic
which spread throughout the Murchison and Gascoyne region as
far as Roebourne between 1865 and 1870 with devastating effects
on local communities (Green 1987: 236). In 1889 an epidemic of
measles also decimated people and apparently kangaroos in the
nearby Minilya area (Vines 1968). Although the symptoms
described above seem unrelated to smallpox or measles this story
confirms that during this period European diseases had a
1

"Old People" has been written with capitals to allow for the Aboriginal
practice of referring to people in past times as "old people". In this context
the words have nothing to do with the age of the people involved.
2
A senior initiated m a n
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widespread and often catastrophic effect on Aboriginal groups in
the region.

Despite this apparent lack of traditional knowledge about the
Jinigudjira people, Turner (1985) recorded 12 ethnographic sites
during her survey of the area proposed as the Ningaloo Marine
Park. They consist mostly of favoured fishing and hunting spots
and old midden camps located near n o w dried up soaks.
Significantly, Point M a u d and nearby Maud's Landing is recorded
as "Mulanda" a place well remembered by Old People for its
importance as a source of water, a meeting place and a good spot
for fishing and for hunting turtle and dugong. This confirms
Baccich's story of Point M a u d as a c o m m o n meeting place for the
so-called southern and northern tribes.

European settlement
Yardie Creek Station, the first land holding in the Cape Range
area, was taken up by Thomas Carter in 1889 for grazing sheep.
A n early m a p drawn by the Admiralty Surveyer in Perth in 1897
from information supplied by Thomas Carter includes several
Aboriginal names. M a n y of these persist on modern maps of the
area although the spelling has frequently changed over the years.
For example Tulki Well and M a n d u M a n d u Creek, both sites of
significance to this research, were once written as Toolkea Well
and M a n d o o Mandoo Creek.

Prior to 1964, very little other settlement took place in the Cape
Range area. In 1912 Vlaming Head lighthouse was built at the tip
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of the Cape, and in 1942 an Australian-American wartime base was
established at Learmonth near the foot of Exmouth Gulf. In 1943
Japanese aircraft bombed Learmonth. This was the most southerly
point of Western Australia attacked by the Japanese during the
Second World War. After the discovery of small quantities of oil
in the Rough Range near Learmonth in 1953, geologists were
optimistic that the Cape Range anticline would yield good oil
reserves. Extensive seismic lines throughout the range pay
testimony to the unsuccessful search for oil that occurred during
the 1950s. In 1963 an agreement was signed between the Australian
and American governments for a joint Naval Communications
facility to be built at the northern end of the Cape Range Peninsula.
In 1967 the town of Exmouth was built to service the base.

In 1965 a Class "C" reserve, covering an area of only 13, 424 ha in
the central Cape Range was vested in the National Parks Board. In
1969 this area was increased to 50,581 ha, thus covering the great
majority of the range and western coast of the peninsula as far as
Yardie Creek. In 1974, the area was officially named the Cape
Range National Park. The Ningaloo Marine Park, which covers the
coastal waters from 40 m above High Water Mark between
Winderabandi Point in Exmouth Gulf and Amhurst Point some 50
k m south of Coral Bay was gazetted in 1975 (Commonwealth
waters) and 1987 (State waters). Today this marine park takes up a
total area of some 4300 square kilometers (Figure 3.1).
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Conclusions
Albeit scanty, the ethnohistorical and ethnographic data presented
here illustrate some important aspects of Aboriginal subsistence
patterns in the North West Cape area which clearly have
implications for the archaeological record.

The availability of fresh water is obviously a primary determinant
in patterns of h u m a n movement across this landscape. It is however
clear from Baccich's account that sources of fresh water were
k n o w n throughout the region and for the most part were well
within one day's walk of each other. W o m e n also carried large
quantities of water in wooden carrying dishes. Poorer quality
water was also available by digging holes near the shore (Rathe
1990:57). Meeting places such as Point M a u d and the Bay of Rest
were selected primarily because they provided an abundance of
fresh water. For example, the area near Point M a u d is described as
" a large group of freshwater wells in the midst of another fine
fertile plain" (Rathe 1990:49). This is not a description of the area
that would spring readily to mind today.

The sea and its resources were unquestionably the main focus of
subsistence strategies. Fish, including rays, were the main dietary
staples supplemented by seeds and other plant foods collected by
the w o m e n . Marine foods such as turtle, turtle eggs and dugong
were highly prized and m u c h sought after. Terrestrial foods such
as kangaroo and emus, which are today abundant on the peninsula,
are not so m u c h as mentioned. It is possible that seasonality m a y in
part be responsible for this. The availability and apparent
abundance of foods such as turtle eggs at the time of year in which
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Baccich's story takes place m a y have meant that foods such as
kangaroo played a less important dietary role than they might in
other seasons. The apparent lack of emphasis on shellfishing fits in
well with Meehan's (1982) assessment of the role of shell fish in
the diet of the Anbarra of A r n h e m Land. Shellfish provide a small
but constant and dependable source of fresh protein; shellfishing is
a low-key activity which is used as a last resort w h e n other less
reliable or predictable subsistence strategies fail (Meehan
1982:160). It is important to remember this in view of the high
archaeological visibility of shell fish and midden sites in the
archaeological record of Cape Range Peninsula.

A variety of wooden artefacts including spears, boomerangs,
w o o d e n dishes, spear throwers, and possibly rafts were part of the
technology of the inhabitants of Cape Range Peninsula. A number
of nets and snares were apparently also used.

The suggestion of trading is significant. However separate the
people of the Cape Range Peninsula were as a group, they were
also probably part of an extensive social and economic network
that m a y have extended distances of over several hundred
kilometres. It is also clear that considerable interaction took place
between the Jinigudgira, the Talandji and the Baijungu people.

The emerging picture is of a group of people who were well
adapted to their immediate environment but w h o clearly had a
good knowledge of a m u c h broader area.
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CHAPTER 4. COASTAL MIDDEN SITES
The western coastal margin of the Cape Range Peninsula is
characterized by extensive tracts of inter-tidal reef flat interspersed
with curved sandy and pebble bays. Along the coastal strip,
between Mangrove Bay and Yardie Creek (Figure 4.0), is what
could be described as a continuous series of shell midden sites.
Remnants of midden material, including marine shell, crab, fish,
turtle and occasionally dugong bone are scattered in nearly all
blowouts in the secondary or relict dune system. The dune
environment is very fragile. Blowouts and sandsheets m o v e with
the prevailing year round southerly winds and under these
circumstances the real extent of middens is often concealed by
moving sands which alternately expose and cover areas of scattered
shell.

Two surveys of midden sites along the western coastal margin of
the Cape Range National Park have been completed (Morse and
Kee 1985; Morse and Fry 1988). T o the north and south of the
National Park, spot checks have been made along m u c h of the
coast. These regions, which include designated pastoral leases and
vacant crown land, generally have less well controlled public
access than the National Park and, as a result, m a n y sites are
extensively littered with rubbish and disturbed if not almost
completely destroyed. Both surveys used a broadly based problemoriented approach and have made little use of probabalistic
sampling techniques. The primary concern has been to document
the types of sites present on the coast and the nature of the
environment in which they occur. The coastal zone was stratified
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into landform-resource units and sites were recorded accordingly
(cf. Gaughwin 1985). With the exception of samples removed for
identification, archaeological material was recorded on site. Most
of the stone artefacts were debitage. These, and the small number
of retouched and formal tools recorded, were measured and
identified. The methodology used is described in more detail in the
following chapter. Molluscan and other faunal material was
identified to species where possible and counted to determine the
m i n i m u m number of individuals (cf. Bowdler 1983). S o m e species
of shell were badly fragmented and exhibited distinctive breakage
patterns. Shell fragments were also counted.
M i d d e n sites on the western coast, C a p e R a n g e Peninsula
- a general overview
The majority of midden sites consist of small surface
concentrations of marine shells and stone artefacts. N o obviously
stratified sites have been identified. O n the adjacent reef an
abundance and diversity of marine gastropods can be found, yet
m a n y midden sites contain only a very select range, representing
what were presumably either preferred or reliable mollusc species.
Baler (Melo amphora) and chiton (Accanthopleura gemmata) shell
are present in all sites recorded. Other most commonly represented
mollusc species include giant clam (Tridacna maxima), whelk
(Thais sp.), limpet (Patelloida sp.), turban (Turbo sp.) and
pyramid shell (Tectus sp.). At least thirty one mollusc species have
been recorded in midden sites on this section of coast, indicating
that in some cases people were exploiting the full range of
intertidal and offshore marine habitats (Table 4.0). While the
mollusc assemblage at some of the larger sites includes a great
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diversity of shell material, some sites consist of only a single
species of shell, notably chiton.

Silcrete flakes dominate the stone assemblages at most sites.
Varying grades and colours of silcrete are available along the
coastal strip in the form of beach and creek pebbles. Siltstone and
limestone of varying quality, including partially silicified limestone
or chert, is also available in pebble form. The flaking properties of
these rocks vary widely, but m a n y have been used for flake
production. Occasional artefacts, particularly rare formal tools
such as adzes and scrapers, are m a d e of chalcedony. This is the
only utilized stone material which is considered to be geologically
exotic to the Cape Range area. Its probable source is in association
with silcretes found with the various Tertiary sediments of the
Carnarvon basin some 300 k m south of the Cape Range Peninsula.
Other sources m a y exist but are as yet unknown. Amorphous stone
consisting of a range of limestone and conglomerate pebble
manuport material is also present at some sites.

Grinding material is sparse. Occasional fragments of grinding
bases m a d e of sandy quartzose limestone are present on some of
the larger or more diverse midden sites. Sandstone pebbles with
smoothed or pitted faces found adjacent to, or on top of, these
grindstone fragments have presumably been used as mullers.

Choppers and chopping tools made on limestone and silcrete
pebbles are also recorded on midden sites (Plate 4.0). These have
perhaps been used in the preparation of some mollusc species for
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Mollusc Species
Acanthopleura gemmata
Saccostrea sp.
Nerita plicata
Lambis chiagra
Conus spp.
Cellana radiata
Patelloida saccharina
Patelloida alticostata
Siphonaria sp.
Turbo argyrostomus
Turbo cinereus
Thais aculeata
Thais orbita
Trochus fenestratus
Aulicinia oblita
Cymattium nicobaricum
Cypraea spp.
Tridacna maxima
Acrosterigma dupuchense
Tapes literata
Periglypta sp.
Rhinoclavis fasciatus
Fragum (fragum) undeo
Tellina sp.
Placamen sp
Laevidentalium sp.
Pinctada sp.
Tonna sp.
Melo amphora
Bulla ampulla
Nautilus sp.
Terebralia palustris

Common name

Habitat
1
chiton
1
oyster
1
nerite
1; 4
spider conch
1; 4
cone shell
1; 4
limpet
1; 4
limpet
1; 4
limpet
limpet
1; 4
turban shell
1; 4
1: 4
turban shell
whelk
1: 4
whelk
1: 4
1. 4
top shell
1 4
cf. baler
1 4
whelk
1 4
cowry
1 4
giant clam
2 3
cockle
2 3
clam
2 3
clam
2 ,3
sand creeper
2 ,3
cockle
2 ,3; 5
tellin
2 ,3; 5
clam
dentalium or tusk shell 2 ,3; 5
2 ,3; 5
pearl oyster
3 ;5
ton shell
3 ;5
baler
3
bubble shell
5
nautilus
6
m u d whelk

Table 4.0 Mollusc species and their habitats
recorded at midden sites on the western coast, Cape
R a n g e Peninsula.
1. intertidal reef platform; 2. inshore sandy area; 3. lagoon; 4. outer
reef; 5. outshore sandy area; 6. mangroves.
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eating. M a n y shells show breakage patterns characteristic of
attempts made to remove the animal from its shell. Similar tools
made on the thick hinge section of fragments of Tridacna maxima
are also found at a number of sites. Like their stone equivalents,
these shell artefacts are abruptly flaked to form a steep working
edge.

Four midden sites, each located adjacent to a set of specifically
localized resources, were selected for detailed recording and
sampling. The aim was to document the range of archaeological
material present at each site in order to be able to assess the nature
of coastal adaptation evident at four very different coastal locales.
For recording purposes, the surface area of each site was calculated
and a grid of 1 m squares was laid out. Stone artefacts and faunal
material present on 1-5% of the total site area was recorded at each
site. This sample size was considered to be sufficiently large
enough to represent the site from which it was recorded.
T H E SITES
Mangrove Bay midden
Mangrove Bay midden is located in a blowout on the leeward side
of a prominent relict dune some 300 m from the shoreline at the
northern end of the Cape Range National Park (Figure 4.0; Plate
4.1)). The dominant natural feature in this region is the mangal
community which has developed in the small inlet known today as
Mangrove Bay. Three species of mangrove are present, Avicennia
marina, Rhizophora stylosa and Bruguieria exaristata, and this
environment supports an abundance and variety of both marine and
terrestrial fauna. A n ephemeral creek located just over a kilometre
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from the site is the nearest source of freshwater, and Mangrove
Well, today the main source of drinking water in the Cape Range
National Park, is located some 500 m east of the site.

Historical records indicate that even as recently as the beginning of
this century, the extent and diversity of mangroves at Mangrove
Bay was greater than occurs today. Ornithologist Thomas Carter
recorded two species of Mangrove Robin (Eopsaltria pulveruleata )
and one of the Mangrove Golden Whistler (Pachycephala melanura
) in dense mangroves at Mangrove Bay in March and June 1902
(Carter 1902). N o records of these birds, which prefer dense
stands of Rhizophora, have since been made at this locality. Indeed
Rhizophora stylosa only occurs today as a few scattered
individuals amongst the more c o m m o n Avicennia marina
(Johannes 1982; Johnstone 1980). Fossil mollusc evidence also
indicates that the present day mangrove environment at Mangrove
Bay has only a limited associated biota (G.W. Kendrick,
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Western Australian
Museum, pers. comm.).

Small, discrete scatters of cultural material are present in blowouts
which extend in a broken line to a point 150 m north west of the
main midden site. During an ethnographic survey of the Cape
Range, an Aboriginal informant from Carnarvon explained h o w
some 20 years ago he and a friend had reburied the bones and
skulls of six individual humans. It is believed that one skull was of
Asian origin and had been struck by an axe. O n e of the other skulls
had been splintered by a bullet. Today Aboriginal people from
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Figure 4.0. Cape Range Peninsula showing the
location of midden and rockshelter sites discussed
in the text.
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Plate 4.0 Pebble choppers
Plate 4.1 Mangrove Bay midden site

Carnarvon take their children to the site and tell the story of the
fight between Aborigines and "China men" (Turner 1985).

Shell and stone artefacts are scattered over an area measuring 36 m
N-S and 21 m E-W. T w o 5 m 2 grids were laid out on the site
surface for recording purposes (Figure 4.1). The grids were
positioned on the flattest central section of the blowout. The great
majority of faunal remains consisted of badly fragmented pieces of
crab claw and carapace. Faunal material from three of the 1 m
squares was sampled on site. Identification and quantification of
this material was however problematic and all material from eight
1 m grids was collected for sorting and identification back in
Perth. Stone artefacts from a total of 38 of the 1 m squares were
sampled on site. Calculated as a percentage of site area, a 1.5%
sample of faunal material and a 5.0% sample of artefactual
material has been recorded at Mangrove Bay midden.

Tulki Well Midden
Tulki Well midden is located some 15 k m south of Mangrove Bay
and just to the north of Turquoise Bay (Figure 4.0). Tulki Well,
the nearest named cadastral feature, can be clearly seen some 800
m east of the midden site.

This section of coastline is a maze of dune erosion features. Relict
dunes parallel the shore, displaying active blowouts from only a
few metres in length to 200 m long erosional troughs. Tulki Well
midden is located in an extensive (93 m N-S and 65 m E - W )
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Figure 4.1 Site plan, Mangrove Bay midden
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blowout fronting the sea, providing easy access at lowtideto
extensive, flat intertidal reef platforms. Along the shoreline itself
large water worn limestone boulders and beachrock form a broken
wall. Broken shell and coral fragments thrown on to the beach
during storms litter the shoreline and extend up to 30 m from the
high tide mark.

The availability of freshwater at this site is clearly weather
dependent. The nearest creek is located some 1.5 k m north of the
site, although during the present climatic regime its seasonal
reliability can only be described as low. During rain however
water collects in limestone features on the adjacent coastal plain.
O n e of these, located near the present day Tulki Well, has stone
artefacts and fragments of baler shell scattered around it and has
clearly been used as a water source by Aboriginal people.

The surface of the site is characterised by low sandy hummocks
lightly consolidated by concentrations of shell and occasional
patches of vegetation (Plate 4.2; 4.3). M y first impression of this
site was that it was at least superficially, different from all other
midden sites w e had seen. Shell midden material was abundant and
concentrated over the entire site surface and appeared to consist
almost entirely of one species of reef gastropod, the turban shell
Turbo marmarostoma

argyrostomus and less frequently Turbo

lunella cinerous..

Like all other midden sites recorded, Tulki Well midden had no
apparent stratigraphy. Shell midden material formed a single lens
on the surface of the blowout. However the presence of a number
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Plate 4.2. Tulki Well midden Plate 4.3 Concentration of turban shells and baler
shell dish, Tulki Well midden.
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of intact surface features, including a hearth, a reduction area and
a number of species-specific shell clusters, indicated that the site
retained some degree of archaeological integrity and that, in at
least parts of the site, deflation, redeposition and mixing of midden
material had been minimal.

Two 5 m2 grids were laid out on the surface of the site. Each was
positioned to record an intact surface feature. In addition, twelve 1
m squares were individually positioned to document speciesspecific shell clusters as well as areas devoid of any apparent shell
patterning. Archaeological material in each of the 62 sample
squares was recorded on site allowing us to document an
approximate 1 % sample of shell and artefacts at this site.

Pilgramunna Bay midden
Pilgramunna Bay is a small featureless beach near the mouth of
Pilgonaman Creek, one of the main creek-gorge systems of Cape
Range. The coastline here consists of a narrow sandy shore with
two small reef stacks exposed at hightideand extensive offshore
reef easily accessible at low tide. The outer Ningaloo reef itself lies
offshore at a distance of only 800 m.

The sampled midden site is located in an L-shaped blowout 150 m
from the shore and 600 m north of Pilgonaman Creek itself (Plate
4.4). Midden material was exposed over an area of approximately
1500 m 2 . Three 5 m 2 grids were laid out and all artefactual
material, including an apparently in situ reduction area, was
recorded to give a 5 % sample of stone artefacts at the site. Shell
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from 15 x 1 m quadrats was identified and counted on site to give a
1 % sample of faunal material. Pilgramunna Bay midden site is
more exposed to onshore winds than any of the previously sampled
sites. Large numbers of cemented limestone rootcasts present on
the site surface indicate that erosion and deflation have occurred,
and suggest that the archaeological material on the surface is, to
some extent, a lag deposit.

Plate 4.4. Pilgramunna Bay midden

Yardie Creek midden
The smallest midden sampled is on the northern bank of Yardie
Creek (Figure 4.0). Located on the southern and eastern slopes of
a protected dune blowout, the site covers an area of 525 m 2 ,
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Figure 4.2 Site plan, Yardie Creek midden
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measuring only 15 m N-S and 35 m E-W. A 5 m 2 grid was laid
out in the centre of the site (Figure 4.2). Stone artefacts located
within the grid and in one additional 1 m quadrat were recorded to
give a 5 % sample of the stone artefactual assemblage. Faunal
remains from six squares within the grid were identified and
counted to give a 1 % sample of faunal material.

The ready availability of freshwater and the presence of a small
community of mangroves (Avicennia marina and Rhizophora
stylosa ) at the mouth of Yardie Creek provide obvious reasons for
the location of this midden site. Under present climatic conditions
the mouth of the creek is blocked by a sandbar for much of the
year. Today the creek is well known for the excellentfishingit
provides and the range of terrestrial fauna it attracts (May et al
1983).
Results
Faunal Material
As noted above, with the exception of Mangrove Bay, faunal material
was identified and recorded on site. Shells were counted to determine
the m i n i m u m number of individuals (MNI) present. Those whose mass
was greater than or equal to 5 0 % of their original mass were counted as
individuals. T w o exceptions to this are the gastropod Turbo sp. and the
chiton Acanthopleura gemmata. For Turbo sp. both the number of
individuals and the number of operculae were counted and the largest
number recorded as the M N I . For the chiton shell, which is made up of
eight valves, the M N I was calculated using which ever component
occurred most frequently (anterior valve, posterior valve or
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number of median valves divided by six). Shell fragments were sieved
through a 3 m m sieve and counted and indentified to species where
possible (cf. Bowdler 1983). Bones and other material such as turtle
shell, were identified on site where possible, or were taken back for
expert identification in Perth.
Molluscs
Table 4.1 shows the quantities of shell material recorded at each of
the four sampled midden sites.
Table 4.1 Numbers of individuals (MNI) and
fragments (F) of identified mollusc species at
sampled midden sites.
* radiocarbon sample, no fragments collected.
Sample size - Mangrove Bay 1.5%; all others 1 %
shell/site

Baler
Chiton
Giant clam
Turban
Terebralia
Tectus
Limpet
Whelk
Bivalve
Other

Mangrove Tulki
Bay
Well
MNI
F
MNI
F
?
24
?
321
471 208
35 260
24 97
3
1140 632
3
3
—
4
69
201 514
16*
—
—

2

12
-

25
8
2
2

6
19
1
8

Pilgramunna
Bay
MNI
F
?
54
36
42
• 21
4
__

Totals
Yardie
Creek
F
MNI
F MNI
?
419
?
20
551 511
9
1
-- 14
24 135
2
6 1149 641
__

1

__
__

__

3
2
—

2
1

-

—

Figure 4.3 presents this table graphically, showing the percentage
of individual shells of each species, and the percentage of
fragments of each species, at each of the four sampled midden
sites. While illustrating some of the points made below, these
graphs demonstrate the importance of recording the presence and
species of both intact and fragmentary shells if a truly
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4
69
217 514
25
6
13 19
5 1-3
4 18

representative picture of shell remains at these midden sites is to be
recorded.

Figure 4.3 a Percentage of fragments of mollusc species
at sampled midden sites
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Figure 4.3 b Percentage of intact shells at sampled
midden sites
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Baler shell (Melo amphora

) and/or giant clam (Tridacna maxima)

are well represented (as fragments) in each of the four sampled
midden sites. Both species are multi-purpose resources and have
presumably been collected from the lagoon and nearby reef. They
are edible, and baler and clam shell dishes used presumably for
carrying water, are recorded at m a n y midden sites in the area
(Akerman 1973; Davidson 1937). Three baler shell pendants made
from a ground flat section of the body whorl and pierced at one
end have been collected from the Cape Range area and are held in
the Anthropology Department collection at the Western Australian
M u s e u m (Figure 4.4). The use of clam shells as flaked tools has
already been noted. S o m e examples of these shell artefacts are
illustrated in Figure 4.5.

With the exception of clam, chiton shell (Acanthopleura gemmata) is
the only reef mollusc that has been actively collected at Mangrove Bay
midden (Figure 4.3; 4.6). Other species are poorly represented. Apart
from one discrete scatter of Tectus sp. shells sampled for radiocarbon
dating and two probable fragments of Turbo sp., no other marine
gastropods of edible size were identified in the sample material. The
mangrove gastropod or m u d whelk Terebralia palustris dominates the
mollusc material. This species is associated strictly with soft substrates
of the intertidal mangrove environment and is easily collected by
digging in the shallow sandy m u d around mangrove roots. A fragment
of Pinctada sp. and dentalium (Laevidentalium ?) and a cowry shell
(Cypraea sp.) were the only other mollusc species recorded.
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Figure 4.4 Baler shell (Melo amphora
Cape Range peninsula.

) pendants from

1. C 1745 Found near the shearing shed, Ningaloo Station 1982.
2. A 15709 found in dunes near Point Murat 1963.
3. A 13334 found in dunes on West Beach, Yardie Creek Station 1961.
All are held in the Anthropology Department collection, Western
Australian Museum.
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Figure 4.5 Flaked clam shell artefacts from midden
sites, Cape Range Peninsula
1. Camp 13 midden site 1; 2. Yardie Creek midden;
3. Yardie Creek midden.
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Figure 4.6 Mollusc shell material recorded at
M a n g r o v e B a y midden

HB^^MH

Despite superficial appearances, midden material at Tulki Well
midden was in fact comprised of the greatest variety of mollusc
species as well as the greatest number of individual shells (Table
4.1). Nevertheless turban shell was clearly the main species
exploited. Turbans are herbivores which feed on algae attached to
flat reef pavements in intertidal shallow areas. The reefs adjacent
to Tulki Well midden form an ideal habitat for turban which can
occur naturally in high densities of up to 25 individuals per square
metre (B. G. Hatcher, Marine ecologist, Department of Zoology,
University of Western Australia, pers. comm.). This factor,
together with their relatively large size in comparison to m a n y
other reef mollusc species and their ease of collection on this point
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of the coast, would have m a d e them a very attractive food source
to the inhabitants of this site.

Chiton shell, occurring with far less frequency than turban, is the
only other mollusc species scattered amidst the turban. The other
shells represented in the sample were recorded from discrete single
species shell clusters. These include at least two species of limpet,
Patelloida saccharina and P. alticostata , and pyramid shell, Tectus
pyramis.. Other species, including Thais sp., Nerita plicata ,
Saccostrea sp. and (rarely) bivalves, occur only as individuals
scattered amongst the ubiquitous turban and chiton.

A total of only 24 fragments of baler shell were recorded from the
area sampled at this site, along with 24 intact valves and 97
fragments of Tridacna maxima. Assuming that both species have
been used as carrying dishes as well as food species, the relative
predominance of clam at this site is probably best explained by its
comparative abundance and easy accessibility on the adjacent reef
platforms.

In contrast to the other sampled sites and with the exception of
fragments of baler and clam shell, Pilgramunna Bay midden is
notable for both its small amount and limited range of marine shell
material (Table 4.1; Figure 4.3).

Four complete baler shells dishes were present on the surface of
Pilgramunna Bay midden (Plate 4.5). All had been
characteristically shaped to form a dish and had presumably been
used to carry water from the nearby creek.
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Numerous large, often thick, baler shell fragments littered the
surface of many, if not all, of the midden sites in the survey area.
A s is clearly illustrated in Figure 4.3 however, baler shells are
poorly represented in counts of intact shells (minimum number of
individuals) on the sampled sites. M a n y baler shell fragments were
intact whorls or whorl fragments. Using these, an attempt was
made to estimate the size and m i n i m u m number of individual baler
shells present on recorded sites. A ratio between whorl radius and
total shell length was measured on all complete baler shell dishes
recorded during the survey. It was estimated that total shell length,
measured from the apex to the anterior edge of the body whorl, is
approximately 4.6 times m a x i m u m whorl radius (Figure 4.7).
While this methodology is clearly fraught with problems, it does
provide a simple means of estimating the size of once intact baler
shell dishes from the numerous fragments that consistently litter
midden sites. At Pilgramunna Bay midden it is estimated that the
surface assemblage of baler fragments represents a m i n i m u m
number of at least 27 shell dishes measuring between 150 - 320
m m in length.

Other shell remains recorded at this site include the ubiquitous
chiton and a few of each of two species of marine gastropod (Table
4.1).

Fragments of clam and baler shell make up over 80 % of the
faunal assemblage in the sampled area at Yardie Creek midden.
They have presumably provided both a food source and a carrying
dish for water from the nearby creek. Other mollusc material is
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Plate 4.5 Baler shell dishes, Pilgramunna Bay midden
Figure 4.7. Baler shell dish showing measurements
recorded, (n.b. "Maximum whorl radius" measurement
depends entirely on section of whorl fragment used)
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sparse but includes the same range of shell material noted at other
typical west coast midden sites, and demonstrates that the adjacent
inter-tidal reef flats were being fished (Table 4.1). The one
exception is an almost intact Nautilus sp. shell. This species, which
lives at depths between 90-500 m along the edge of coral reefs
(Wells and Bryce 1985:182), seems most likely to have been
collected from a storm beach.

Crab
Over 4 0 % by weight of the sampled faunal material at Mangrove
Bay midden is crab. The mangrove environment at Mangrove Bay
today plays host to at least 13 species of crab, including the large
mangrove or m u d crab (Scylla serrata ) and the smaller swimming
or blue snapping crab (Thalamita crenata ). Scylla serrata is the
largest of the Australian portunids and can reach a carapace width
of 220 m m and a weight of more than 2.0 kg (Stephenson and
Hudson 1957). Thalamita sp., while smaller, can still grow up to
75 m m in width. Other crab species known to occur at Mangrove
Bay include five species of fiddler crab (Uca sp.) and the hermit
crab (Coenobita spinosa; George and Jones n.d.). This latter is
popularly used by Aboriginal people on the Dampierland peninsula
as bait for fishing (M. Smith, Curator Anthropology Department,
Western Australian M u s e u m , pers. comm.).

A total of 580.45 g of crab fragments was present in the Mangrove
Bay faunal sample. This included intact and fragmentary crab
claws and fragments of carapace and exoskeleton. Using the claws,
an attempt was made to quantify the minimum number of
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crabs present in the sample. Crab claws are formed of two
sections, the pollex or lower immovable finger, and the dactyl, or
upper moveable finger (Stephenson and Hudson 1957). The two
sections are most readily differentiated by the relatively larger size
of the pollex. In the Mangrove Bay sample the great majority of
claws were fragmented so that only thetipremained intact. A s a
result it was virtually impossible to distinguish between the two
claw sections with any degree of confidence. T o overcome this,
claws of the smaller crab Thalamita sp. were divided into
approximately size matched sets of four, each set taken to represent
one individual crab. Claws of the larger mangrove or m u d crab
Scylla serrata were either more fragmented than those of
Thalamita sp. or completely unbroken. This species has a row of
teeth in the gape of its claw. Broken sections of claw with teeth
were the most frequently occuring remains of Scylla serrata in the
Mangrove Bay crab material. The presence of four approximately
size matched claw-with-teeth sections were counted as representing
one individual m u d crab.

A total of 698 crab claws was counted in the sample material. Of
these 676 were identified as Thalamita sp. and 22 as Scylla serrata.
O n the basis of the size matching methods outlined above, it is
estimated that the Mangrove Bay crab sample represents a
m i n i m u m number of 169 Thalamita sp. and seven Scylla serrata.

Two crab claws, probably of the blue snapping crab Thalamita
crenata, were identified in the faunal sample from Yardie Well
midden. A s discussed above, this species derives from mangrove
environments and has presumably been collected from what is
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today a very limited mangrove habitat at the mouth of Yardie
Creek.

No crab material was recorded at either Pilgramunna Bay or Tulki
Well midden.

Fish, turtle and dugong
Only very small amounts of fish and dugong (Dugong dugon )
bone and turtle shell were recovered in the faunal sample from any
of the four sampled sites. At Mangrove Bay, fish bone consisting
of unidentified vertebra and teeth of at least two species, probably
wrasse (Choerodon

sp.) and parrot fish (Scarus sp.), was

identified. Both are coral reef dwelling species and are amongst the
most speciose families in the Ningaloo reef area. Burnt fragments
of turtle shell, probably the green turtle (Chelonia mydas ) which
is very c o m m o n in the lagoon all along the western coast, and
dugong bone have also been identified at this site.

No fish, dugong bone or turtle shell were recorded in the sample
material or noted at either Tulki Well or Pilgramunna Bay
midden. Fish vertebrae, species unidentified, were recorded at
Yardie Creek midden, but whether, they represent exploitation of
estuarine or reef fish is unknown.

Stone artefacts
All stone artefactual material was recorded on site. Flake length
was measured on the ventral face at a point 90° to the striking
platform and dissecting the point of percussion. Where no striking
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platform was evident the m a x i m u m length was measured. Length
w a s the only attribute measured on flakes. Retouched and formal
tools were described, measured and their lithology noted. Artefact
types were defined as follows.

Flake - piece of stone which has been struck by percussion from a
larger mass (core) and retains a striking platform, bulb of
percussion and intact lateral margins.

Core - piece of stone which has at least three negative flake scars.
Three classes of core were defined. Single platform cores have
unidirectional flaking from either a natural or prepared striking
platform. Multi-platform cores have unidirectional flaking from
two or more platforms and illustrate core rotation. Core fragments
are pieces with three or more partial negative flake scars which
have lost their striking platforms through breakage along natural
fracture planes.

Formal tools - this category which is comprised of retouched and
ground tools includes retouched flakes and pieces, backed pieces or
microliths, adzes and grinding material. Retouch is defined as
intentional edge modification through fracturing. Microliths are
defined as generally thin flakes or blades that have full or partial
abrupt blunting retouch on the margin opposite a relatively sharp
and straight lateral margin. Adzes are divided into two classes, tula
and non-tula. Tula adzes are a distinctive form of retouched flake
which formed the stone component of a composite adzing tool. The
morphology of the tula is believed to m a k e them superior for the
working of hardwoods (Hiscock and Veth 1991). Tula adzes are
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flakes (semi-discoidal) that have been unifacially retouched at the
distal end on the dorsal face. They have a pronounced bulb of
percussion. With successive retouch, the distal portion eventually
truncates the bulb to produce a characteristically narrow "slug"
(Veth 1989b). Non-tula adzes are retouched on their lateral
margins.

A blade is defined as a primary flake which has a length that is at
least equal to, and usually more than, twice its width.

Grinding material comprises mullers or upper grindstones, and
basal grindstones.

Choppers and chopping tools are generally large pieces of stone, or
creek pebbles, that have a unifacially (choppers) or bifacially
(chopping tools) retouched edge.

Core-scrapers - this term was used during the initial midden
survey to define cores with stepflaking and undercutting on the
margins of their striking platforms, that was taken to represent
intentional retouch or utilisation. However, there is n o w a body of
data (cf. Veth 1989 b) which demonstrates that similar edge
damage is produced from platform preparation. In the absence of
use-wear analysis these artefacts are considered only equivocal
implements.

Amorphous material is defined as stone which is present on a site
but which does naturally occur there and does not show retouch
characteristics.
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The stone assemblages
With the exception of the Mangrove Bay midden, silcrete
dominates the stone assemblage at each of the sampled sites, and as
already noted, is the most c o m m o n lithic material observed in all
recorded sites in the survey area. Table 4.2 below describes the
characteristics of the stone assemblages at each of the four sampled
midden sites.
Table 4.2 Assemblage components and lithic material
used at the sampled midden sites
psl - partially silicified limestone
* includes retouched and ground tools
Site/raw material
MANGROVE
BAY
silcrete

psl
other
total
TULKI WELL
silcrete

psl
other

Flakes
Formal* Amorphous Totals
Cores
No
% No
% No
% No
% No
%
18 24.0 2 14.3 2 11.7
49 65.3 12 85.7 14 82.4
1
5.8
8 10.6
75 100.0 14 100.0 17 100.0

5 45.5 i 27 23.0
3 27.3
78 66.6
3 27.3
12 10.3
11 100.0 117 100.0

14 30.0 5 71.4 4 57.1 13 72.2
.__
7 15.2 ___
2 11.1
25 54.3 2 28.6 3 42,8 3 16.6
46 100.0
7 100.0 7 100.0 18 100.0

total
PILGRAMUNNA
BAY
483 82.0
61 59.8
silcrete
92 15.6 26 25.5
psl
14 2.4 15 14.7
other
total
589 100.0 102 100.0
YARDIE C R E E K
257 85.1
31 75.6
silcrete
3 7.3
36 11.9
psl
7 17.1
9 2.9
other
302 100.0
41 100.0
total
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36 46.2
9 11.5
33 42.3
78 100.0

17 40.5
51 87.9 612 77.4
17 40.5
7 2.0 142 17.9
__
8 19.0
37 4.6
42 100.0 303 100.0 791 100.0
15 83.3
3 16.6
—

18 100.0

64 91.4
6 8.6
—

70 100.0

367 85.2
48 11.1
16 3.7
431 100.0 j

A s clearly shown in Table 4.2, and illustrated in Figure 4.8 below,
the great majority of stone material at Mangrove Bay midden
(66.6%) is m a d e on varying grades of partially silicified limestone.
The raw material is readily available as pebbles in the nearby
creek. Silcrete, which is similarly available makes up only 2 3 % of
the total assemblage at this site. The artefact assemblage is largely
comprised of small, predominantly partially silicified limestone,
flakes. O f a total sample of 75 flakes ranging in length from <10
m m to >50 m m , 7 5 % were less than 20 m m long (Figure 4.9).
M a n y of the larger flakes have pebble cortex on their dorsal face.
O f a total of 14 cores and core fragments recorded in the sample
assemblage, 12 were made of partially silicified limestone and the
remaining two of silcrete.

Figure 4.8 Percentage of different raw materials used
at sampled midden sites.
There is little amorphous silcrete or partially silicified limestone in
the Mangrove Bay sample. There was however a large number of
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fragments of a coarse grained reddish-brown shelly calcarenite and
conglomerate pebble material. M u c h of it was burnt and has
probably shattered as a direct result of firing. In pebble form this
stone is often deceptive, its coarse internal structure hidden
beneath a cortex easily mistaken as that of a finer grained stone.
This material does not fracture smoothly and is considered to have
probably been collected for flaking along with other creek pebbles
and then discarded or perhaps used as fire stones once its poor
flaking quality became apparent.

In comparison to Mangrove Bay, a total of only 46 flakes, 7 cores
and core fragments and 7 formal tools was recorded at Tulki Well
midden. Sample size at this site is however only 1 % compared to
5 % at each of the other three sites. The only other stone material
present at Tulki Well midden was some 95 fragments of
amorphous and manuport material, m u c h of which was the same
shelly pebble conglomerate found at Mangrove Bay. O f the 46
primary flakes recorded, 25 were sampled from the intact
reduction area of red-brown silts tone. Unlike Mangrove Bay,
most (67%) of the flakes at this site were greater than 20 m m in
length.

Stone artefact material dominates the archaeological assemblage at
Pilgramunna Bay (Table 4.2). Pilgonaman Creek, located only
some 600 m south of the site, provides a ready source of both
silcrete and partially silicified limestone pebbles. The quality of the
flaked pebble material ranges from fine to very coarse grained.
Over 77 % of all artefacts recorded in the sample are m a d e of
silcrete (Figure 4.8).
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Debitage at this site is dominated by small flakes (Figure 4.9). O f
the 589 flakes recorded, over 4 6 % were less than 15 m m in length.
Larger flakes, up to 50 m m in length, had pebble cortex on their
dorsal dorsal faces and were all cortex removal flakes. O f a total
of 102 cores, core fragments and flaked pebbles at this site, 60 %
were m a d e of silcrete.

Figure 4.9 Flake length at sampled midden sites
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The presence of so many small flakes corresponds well with a
comparatively large sample of formal tools at this site. The
majority are retouched flakes and adzes with retouch
characteristics indicative of their use as wood working tools (Table
4.3). A s with Mangrove Bay midden, the large number of small
flakes at this site presumably represent debris created by the onsite manufacture and/or maintenance of these tools. Five basal and
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three upper grindstone fragments made on sandstone beach rocks
and pebbles were also recorded. Their presence, together with the
adzes and retouched tools, suggests that a range of economic
activities, including the preparation of non-coastal foods such as
spinifex grass, was taking place at this site.
Table 4.3 Retouched tools from the four sampled
m i d d e n sites
psl - partially silicifed limestone; sil - silcrete; o other
Tool type

Mangrove
Bay
sil psl o
__ 7/ ._

adze
ret. flakes 2
blade
core scraper
chopper

TOTAL

2

7-

14 0

Tulki Well Pilgramunna Yardie
Totals
Creek
Bay
sil psl o sil psl o
sil psl o sil psl o
6
- 13 1 _. .. 10 8
8
2 - 21 17 2 2 2 - - 4 2 1 „ „ 4 1 3 1 - 8 2 2 - 1 „ ..
2
4 0 0 17 17 0 15 3 0 33 34 0

A s with Pilgramunna Bay midden, the great majority (>85%) of
artefacts at Yardie Creek midden are made of silcrete. Silcrete
pebbles are abundant along the edge of Yardie Creek itself. Other
lithic material recorded includes partially silicified limestone and
occasional flakes of siltstone and chalcedony.

Flakes, of which 39% were less than 15 mm in length, dominate
the stone assemblage at Yardie Creek midden. The presence of 10
retouched flakes (Table 4.3) with working edges suggestive of
their use as wood working or scraping tools indicates that the
manufacture and maintenance of stone artefacts and by implication
wooden artefacts has taken place on site. A small stand of trees and
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a small mangrove community at the mouth of Yardie Creek
provide an easily accessible source of timber.

Sixteen retouched and formal tools were identified in the artefact
sample from Mangrove Bay midden (Table 4.3). All are adzes and
retouched flakes with edge wear characteristics that suggest their
use as wood working tools. In view of the proximity of mangrove
trees to the site, today the only concentrated source of timber on
the western coastal margin, the emphasis on w o o d working tools at
Mangrove Bay midden is not surprising. Mangrove w o o d is well
documented in the Kimberley region of Western Australia, for its
use in making log rafts (examples are held in the Western
Australian M u s e u m ) , and is also recorded in the west Kimberley as
being used to make fishing boomerangs (Smith and Kalotas 1985).
Given the sparsity of other wood sources in the almost tteeless
coastal environment, mangrove timber m a y also have been used to
make some of the many other wooden artefacts used by Aboriginal
people.

A very weathered fragment of sandstone with a smoothed slightly
concave surface was found face down in the sand at this site and is
considered to be a probable fragment of basal grindstone.

The only formal tools recorded in the artefact sample from Tulki
Well midden were a retouched silcrete flake and a silcrete corescraper. T w o flaked silcrete pebbles and three fragments of flaked
clam shell were identified in the sample although m a n y others were
noted on the site. Numerous fragments of very weathered
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sandstone are scattered throughout the site. While in most instances
evidence of their use as grindstones is at best equivocal, three such
fragments were identified during field recording as being probable
grinding bases.
B o n e and shell artefacts
A heavily sand blasted and bleached bone fragment was found on
the surface of Yardie Creek midden outside the sample quadrats.
Five lines of parallel zig-zags are incised along its length (Plate
4.6). The incisions are 1.5-2.0 m m deep. Under high
magnification, weathered sand grains can be seen impinging on the
edge of the incisions suggesting they have become attached since
the incisions were made and that the artefact is therefore of some
antiquity (G.W. Kendrick, Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences, Western Australian M u s e u m pers. comm.). The bone
fragment has a m a x i m u m length of 47 m m and a m a x i m u m
diameter of 10 m m . The density and stiucture of the bone suggests
that it is possibly a fragment of dugong (Dugong dugon ) bone.
Scratched nose bones from the desert and Pilbara area are held in
the Australian ethnology collection in the Western Ausu'alian
Museum. Generally however they do not have such deep incisions
as the piece described here. Similarly incised bone artefacts are not
known and it seems likely that this singular artefact m a y have been
an item of restricted use in its original context.

A number of pieces of flaked clam shell (Tridacna maxima ) were
also recorded at this site (Figure 4.5).
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Plate 4.6 Incised bone fragment, possibly of dugong
(Dugong dugon ), found in shell midden scatter,
Yardie Creek midden.
Held in the Anthropology Department Collection, registration
number B7463, Western Australian Museum.
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Dating the middens
O n e of the key questions to be asked of the midden sites was the
timing of their occupation. Radiocarbon dates are only available
from two of the sampled midden sites, but dates
from a number of other midden sites provide a useful source of
information about the timing and nature of human occupation on
the western coastal margin of the Cape Range Peninsula.

A sample of the gastropod Tectus sp. collected from Mangrove
Bay midden and submitted for radiocarbon dating, yielded a
modern age of 109.2 ± 0.8 yr B P (Beta 26269). This sample,
which was collected from a discrete single-species cluster located
away from the bulk of midden material, is not considered to date
exploitation of the mangrove environment at Mangrove Bay. It is
likely instead to represent use of the site in early historical times.

A sample of Terebralia sp. shells collected from an extensive
midden site at L o w Point (Figure 4.0), just over 1.5 k m south west
of Mangrove Bay, yielded a radiocarbon age of 4810 ± 60 yr
B P ( W k 1430). This site, which was first recorded in 1988, covers
an area of at least 58000 m 2 and is one of the largest midden sites
found along the western coast. Archaeological material is abundant
and includes mangrove and reef molluscs, fish, crab, turtle and
dugong bone and numerous stone artefacts (Morse and Fry 1988).
The presence and age of Terebralia sp. at this site demonstrates
that at the time of occupation, the adjacent mangrove community at
Mangrove Bay was thriving. It m a y also indicate that c.5000 years
ago the mangrove environment at Mangrove Bay was more
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extensive than it is today. Further documentation of this site m a y
be undertaken at a later date.

The in situ hearth at Tulki Well midden appeared for the most
part to be an intact and undisturbed archaeological feature. A s such
it provided an opportunity to collect a sample of shell material
suitable for radiocarbon dating. This hearth, notedfirstas a
discrete cluster of charred turban shell eroding from the side of a
low dune h u m m o c k , consisted of indurated grey coloured sand
containing small ashy particles. A sample of the shell, Turbo
(marmarostoma) argyrostomus , was collected for radiocarbon
dating. In excavating the shell from the site surface it became
apparent that the shell midden layer consisted of only a single lens
some 10 c m thick. Beneath this, sterile beach sand continued to a
depth of at least 30 c m below the site surface. N o further shell
material was uncovered. The sample yielded a radiocarbon age of
5660 ± 110 y r B P ( A R L 245).

This date was older than had been anticipated and made the
apparent lack of stratification at this and all the other coastal
midden sites w e had surveyed somewhat surprising. While
stratified open midden deposits are comparatively rare in Western
Australia (cf. O'Connor 1990: 368-409), S k e w Valley, one of the
few stratified, well dated and therefore famous midden sites of
Western Australia, is located on the Pilbara coast nearly 350 k m to
the north east of the Cape Range Peninsula. This site documents
repeated use of the Pilbara coast from 6000 to 3000 years ago
(Lorblanchet 1977).
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In attempts to locate a stratified midden site several other scatters
of shell and artefact material located in blowouts south east of
Tulki Well midden were surveyed and recorded. The
predominance of turban shell in these smaller midden scatters, a
feature found only at sites on this section of coast, suggests that
they are part of the same site complex as Tulki Well midden. At
the south eastern boundary of the blowout complex, some 250 m
from the main midden site, a number of turban and other shells
were noted apparently eroding from a fossil soil horizon that was
partially exposed in the wall of a relict dune. This find clearly
provided the opportunity w e were looking for. Excavation of the
dune deposit would potentially allow us to recover midden material
in a datable stratigraphic context.
Turquoise B a y North
A transect survey was walked from the hightidemark at Tulki
Well midden to the relict dune site, n o w called Turquoise Bay
North. The primary aim was to establish the height of the fossil
soil horizon in relation to the dated in situ hearth at Tulki Well
midden.

Vegetation was cleared from the surface of the relict dune crest
and a 1 m quadrat was laid out. N o surface midden material was
identified. The test pit was excavated in 10 c m spits and the deposit
passed through 5 m m and 3 m m sieves. Spit 1 consisted of
culturally sterile quartzose calcareous beach sand containing shell
grit and roots from the surface vegetation. Underneath this was a
dark brown humic layer containing leaf matter and roots. The first
shell material, fragments of Turbo (marmarostoma) argyrostomus,
Tectus pyramis, and Acanthopleura gemmata
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was recovered in

Spit 2. The main layer of midden material was found in Spit 3
(Plate 4.7). From a depth between 20 - 30 c m below the dune
surface, at least six species of marine shell, a fragment of crab
claw (probably reef crab of the family Xanthidae ) and ten stone
artefacts, were recovered (Table 4.4). O n e artefact, a triangular
fragment of coarse sandstone, has a smoothed hollowed surface
with parallel longitudinal and diagonal striations and is probably a
fragment of basal grindstone.
Spit
2

3

4

5

Shell material
Tectus pyramis
Turbo marmarostoma
argyrostomus
Acanthopleura gemmata
Thais aculeata
unidentified
Tectus pyramis
Turbo marmarostoma
argyrostomus
Trochus fenestrus
Thais aculeata
Chama sp.
Cellana radiator
unidentified
Tectus pyramis
Turbo marmarostoma
argyrostomus
Trochus fenestrus
Thais aculeata
Acanthopleura gemmata
unidentified
Turbo marmarostoma
argyrostomus
Acanthopleura gemmata
Unidentified

MNI
1
1

Other Fauna

1
1
2 frags
4
7

crab claw frag

36 frags

2
13 frags

2
2 frags

Table 4.4 Turquoise B a y North - Excavated faunal
material from lm 2 .test pit.
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Below this layer (Spit 4), the density of shell and artefact material
gradually decreased and finally terminated in Spit 5 at a basal
depth of 39.5 cms below the surface. Beneath this, sterile sand was
excavated to a point 65 c m below the surface. A 50 x 50 c m
sondage excavated in the south east corner to a depth of 1 m
yielded no further archaeological material.

A sample of turban shell collected from the top of Spit 3 (25-30
c m below the dune surface) yielded a radiocarbon age of 5430 ±
200 y r B P ( W A I T 118).

Plate 4.7 Turquoise Bay North. North face of
excavated square showing layer of midden material
in situ.
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Discussion
The exposed soil horizon-midden lens at Turquoise Bay North is
3.52 m above the in situ hearth at Tulki Well midden.
Radiocarbon dates from both sites fall within one standard
deviation of each other, suggesting that occupation of these
sites has occuiTed as a single and roughly contemporaneous
episode. While it is certain that some degree of deflation has taken
place at Tulki Well midden, the relative difference in height above
hightideof the two occupation lenses is probably adequately
explained by the natural contours of the middle Holocene dune
environment.

Warroora, Mulanda Bluff and Coral Bay middens
O n pastoral land in the southern reaches of Ningaloo Marine Park,
three other sites, known as Warroora, Mulanda Bluff and Coral
Bay middens, make an important contribution to the emerging
Holocene prehistory of Cape Range Peninsula ( Figure 4.0;
Kendrick and Morse 1982; 1990; Veth 1990).

The shoreline in this section of country is characterised by
alternating tracts of open sandy beach and low limestone cliffs
fringed by intertidal reefs. Warroora midden, first recorded in
1981, is a surface scatter of marine and mangrove gastropods,
bivalves, fish, crab and turtle bone, located today on an inland
cliff, some 300 m from the present coast. A sample of marine shell
collected in situ from the site surface yielded a radiocarbon age of
7810 ± 110 yr B P ( S U A 1735; Kendrick and Morse 1982).
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Geomorphological evidence, together with the range of
archaeological material present, suggests that at the time of
occupation Warroora midden would have been located on top of a
low cliff near a tidal inlet which supported a flourishing mangrove
environment. The small stone assemblage at this site is dominated
by adzes, adze slugs and small flakes. The majority of this material
is m a d e on brown and white chalcedony which probably derives
from Tertiary sediments located within the Carnarvon Basin. The
extent of reduction evident on the adze material and the small size
(<15 m m in length) of the chalcedonic flakes suggests that this
stone source has been carefully curated and that the manufacture
and maintenance of stone and wooden artefacts has taken place on
site.

It is however the presence of the mangrove gastropods Terebralia
palustris and Terebralia sulcata that m a k e this site most
interesting. Both species are strictly associated with soft substrates
of the intertidal mangrove environment of tropical Australia
(Wells 1980). Mangrove systems typically form as fringes along
tidal estuaries on relatively sheltered coasts. Regular inundation by
tidal waters together with groundwater run-off promotes
mangrove growth, as in a saline environment mangroves can more
readily compete with terrestrial plants. W a v e action and strong
tides typically erode established mangroves and hinder the
development of seedlings. Mangroves then are best developed on
coasts with shallow shelving shores which have large tidal ranges
but are protected from sttong currents or waves (Semeniuk et al.
1978:1-2).
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Today the nearest known population of both T. palustris and T.
sulcata is in the Bay of Rest in Exmouth Gulf, and there is an
outlier of T. sulcata at the mouth of the Gascoyne River, some 115
k m south of Warroora. It seems unlikely that at the time the site
was occupied, these species would have beenttansportedover 100
k m to the site, when other edible molluscs such as turban, chiton
and clam shell, were available locally. This factor, together with
the pattern of small flakes and woodworking tools very similar to
that recorded at the Mangrove Bay site, points to the existence of
mangroves at or near the Warroora site during the early-middle
Holocene.

A similar story can be told about two sites located near Mulanda
Bluff, a small but distinctive limestone feature located on the
eastern landward margin of an extensive hypersaline evaporation
pan near Coral Bay. Archaeological material including stone
artefacts and mollusc shell is scattered on the irregular, strongly
calcreted surface of Mulanda Bluff. The shell material is
predominantly of mangrove affiliation and includes both species of
Terebralia and oysters of the genus Saccostrea which attach
intertidally to rocks, other shells or mangroves. M a n y of the lower
valves of Saccostrea sp. collected from the midden have
attachment areas consistent with the impressions of intertidal
mangrove roots. O n e example shows a cast impression of a
Rhizophora

stilt root, while others appear to have settled on

Avicennia -type pneumatophores (Kendrick and Morse 1990:352).

The second site, located along the crest and upper slopes of a red
siliceous dune on the southern margin of the evaporation pan some
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3 k m south west of Mulanda Bluff, consists of a scatter of stone
artefacts and marine and mangrove shells including Terebralia sp.
Samples of Terebralia sp. shell from both sites have yielded
radiocarbon ages of 7210 ± 70 yr B P (Wkl429) for Mulanda
Bluff and 6270 ± 120 yr B P ( W k 1728) for the Coral Bay dune
site (Kendrick and Morse 1990; Veth 1990).

The evaporation pan is today defined by two richly fossiliferous
shell beds. A sample of the large cardiid bivalve Acrosterigma
dupuchense , collected from the indurated surface of the
evaporation pan yielded a radiocarbon age of 5230 ± 60 yr B P
( W k 1428). This is considered to represent the time at which, with
the onset of evaporative conditions, the palaeolagoon ceased to be
in exchange with the sea. The evidence thus indicates that the
present-day evaporation pan is a palaeolagoon which supported a
thriving mangrove environment for at least 2200 years prior to
about 5000 years ago.

At this time changes in patterns of sedimentation, particularly the
formation of sand bars and the emergence of barriers, would have
modified the initially transgressive early Middle Holocene
shoreline around Mulanda Bluff. The adverse effects of coastal
progradation together with the somewhat regressive nature of later
Holocene sea level (Chappell et al. 1983) effectively cut off this
mangrove community from the sea and ultimately caused the
decline and eventual disappearance of this coastal ecosystem.

Morphostratigraphic evidence from pollen cores taken in northern
Australia and South East Asia indicates that in response to changes
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in Holocene sea levels and sedimentation rates, extensive mangrove
swamps developed and flourished during the middle Holocene for
approximately 1000 years (Woodroffe et al. 1985, 1988; Allen
1987). Accumulating geomorphological, palaeontological and
archaeological evidence from Cape Range Peninsula suggests that
as middle Holocene sea levels stabilized, mangroves were a more
c o m m o n environmental feature of the western margin of the
peninsula, than they are today The occurrence of Terebralia sp.
in coastal midden sites, three of which are known to be middle
Holocene in age, suggests that at times in the past mangroves and a
greater diversity of littoral to shallow sublittoral habitats were
present on the western margin of the Cape Range Peninsula ((Hesp
1986; Kendrick and Morse 1982; 1990).
Discussion and Interpretation
Midden sites on the western coastal margin of the Cape Range
Peninsula seem broadly to fit into one of two categories. The most
c o m m o n are sites with a moderate density, but low species
diversity, of intact and fragmentary shellfish, most typical amongst
which are chiton and baler shell, and a low density of generally
unspecialized stone artefact material. These sites, which typically
include discreet, sometimes species-specific, shell concentrations,
are interpreted as being limited activity sites, or dinner time camps
where people stopped to eat shellfish collected from the adjacent
reef (cf. Meehan 1982:26). Sites of this type are to be found in
nearly all blowouts in the relict dune system with the exception of
stretches of coast characterised by curved sandy beaches rather
than intertidal reef platforms. Preferred locations are areas which
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provide direct access to exposures of intertidal reef and are within
several hundred metres of a potential freshwater source.

The second category of sites includes those that are located to take
advantage of additional location-specific resources, such as
mangroves or freshwater creeks, which in their turn provide
habitats for a variety of other resources. For example, mangroves,
as well as supplying a source of timber and plant food, also support
a specialized range of mangrove associated biota including crabs
and mangrove molluscs, and are typically in well-watered habitats
which are attractive to a range of terrestrial fauna such as
kangaroos and emus. Creeks, as well as being a source of fresh
water and pebbles for stone artefact manufacture, similarly attract
a range of terrestrial animal species and m a y support a greater
variety of plant foods than less well-watered areas nearby.

Not surprisingly, faunal and artefactual material at this second
category of sites is far more varied than that found in the first
category. Occupation at these sites has encompassed a range of
longer term activities, including in particular the manufacture and
maintenance of stone and wooden artefacts.

Sites such as Pilgramunna Bay and Yardie Creek midden are seen
to typify this second category of sites. T h e range and number of
stone artefacts together with the variety of faunal material, the
presence of shell artefacts, the remnants of shell dishes and a
probable ceremonial bone artefact, indicate that a diversity of
economic and cultural activities was taking place at these sites. In
addition, the extent of erosion and dune deflation, at least at
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Pilgramunna Bay midden, suggests that more than one episode of
occupation has taken place. While Pilgonaman and Yardie Creeks
have undoubtedly been the primary focus of both sites, the
occurrence of both reef and lagoonal species, mangrove species at
Yardie Creek midden and grinding material at Pilgramunna Bay
demonstrate that their occupants were taking advantage of more
than just their immediate environment. Because of the probably
mixed nature of the surface assemblages, the lack of any intact
datable features such as hearths, and a limited budget, no
radiocarbon dates were obtained from either of these sites.

Mangrove Bay also fits into this site category. It is clearly located
to target the adjacent mangrove environment and all evidence
points to an almost exclusive focus on mangrove resources,
specifically crabs and mangrove timber with an opportunistic use
of nearby reef resources. With the exception of clam and chiton
shell, and rare fish bone, there is very little evidence for any
concentrated fishing or shell fish gathering efforts on the nearby
inter-tidal reefs. Exploitation of the sandy bottom or lagoon is
better represented with a total of 464.63 g (or 321 fragments) of
baler shell identified in the sample, together with a total of 52.49 g
of turtle shell and dugong bone and 5.3 g of bivalve shell material.
Quantifying the weight of identified faunal material on the basis of
the habitat from which it has most probably been collected, it is
estimated that over 4 2 % of the faunal assemblage derives from the
nearby mangrove environment compared to only 2 4 % from the
reef. The remainder (34%), which consists mainly of baler shell
fragments, presumably the remnants of shell dishes, has derived
from the sandy or lagoon bottom.
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The stone assemblage supports this interpretation. The
predominance of wood working tools such as adzes and scrapers is
unique to this site and is clearly associated with the availability of
mangrove timber.

Mangroves are a multi-purpose resource. Their survival depends
in part on a steady source of groundwater and this in turn supports
and attracts an abundance of fauna. A s discussed in Chapter 3,
ethnographic literature for the Cape Range Peninsula is exttemely
limited. Nevertheless, Tindale (1974:243) notes that the Jinigudjira
lived among the mangroves and were "coast-frequenting people
[who] ventured out to sea on rafts of sticks". In the western
Kimberley mangrove w o o d is also recorded as being used to m a k e
spears and fishing boomerangs (Smith and Kalotas 1985). A s well
as its value as timber Avicennia marina , the dominant mangrove
species at Mangrove Bay, has edible fruit. In parts of Northern
Australia its leaves are used as flavouring in the cooking of
shellfish and smoke produced from burning its branches is also
said to repel flying insects (Levitt 1981:84; Smith 1987:42).

Radiocarbon dates are available from seven midden sites in the
survey area. These dates are listed below in order of age (Table
4.5).
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Table 4.5 Holocene dates from midden sites, Cape
Range Peninsula.
Site

Site type

Mangrove midden
Bay
L o w Point midden
Turquoise
Bay North
Coral Bay

midden
midden

Tulki Well midden
Coral Bay

midden

Mulanda
Bluff
Warroora

midden
midden

Sample
material
marine
shell
mangrove
gastropod
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
mangrove
gastropod
mangrove
gastropod
mangrove
gastropod

Depth
Lab. Code
below
surface c m
surface
Beta
26269
surface
W k 1430

Convent. Age
yr B.P.
109.2 ± 0.8
4820+ 60
5430 ± 200

surface

WAIT
118
W k 1729

surface

ARL 245

5660 ±110

surface

W k 1728

6270 ± 120

surface

W k 1429

7210 ± 70

surface

SUA1735 7810 ±115

25-35

5620 ± 60

These radiocarbon dates clearly demonstrate an ongoing and
continued use of the coast and its resources during the early to late
middle Holocene, from some 8000 to 4000 years ago. The lack of
recent dates from coastal midden sites is considered most likely to
be an artefact of the samples submitted for dating. As is shown in
subsequent chapters, the gaps in this chronological sequence are
more or less filled by dates obtained from the Holocene sequences
from stratified rockshelter sites in the foothills of Cape Range.
Significantly, the available midden dates show that where older
land surfaces survive, such as the present day inland cliff at
Warroora and the palaeolagoon at Mulanda Bluff, there is evidence
of human exploitation of their one-time associated marine
environments. In short, all the dated sites show a clear link
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between local sea level stabilisation and the immediate appearance
of archaeological evidence for the exploitation of marine
resources.

The archaeological record shows that the occupants of all these
sites had a broadly based knowledge of coastal resources that was
certainly well developed w h e n sea level first stabilized some 7000
years ago (Hesp 1986). The implication of this evidence is that
during the early middle Holocene the marine economy of the
inhabitants of Cape Range Peninsula was sufficiently flexible to
enable them to follow the changing shoreline and adapt to
consequent changes in the nature of coastal habitats. If w e can
apply Beaton's (1985:1) paradox "that what w e learn about the
nature of Pleistocene occupation w e must deduce from Holocene
data" , there is a case for arguing that a similar occupation strategy
was adopted during the Pleistocene, perhaps even during the last
glacial period. This question is n o w considered further with the
description and analysis of the results of excavations in three
stratified rockshelter sites in the western foothills of Cape Range.
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CHAPTER 5. STRATIFIED SITES, MANDU MANDU
CREEK ROCKSHELTER: EXCAVATION ANALYSIS
AND RESULTS
This is the first of three chapters which describe the analysis and
results of excavations undertaken at three rockshelter sites on the
western coastal margin of Cape Range. M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter was first excavated in 1985. The other two sites,
Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter and Yardie Well rockshelter were
excavated in 1989.

Background
The first excavation at M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter was
completed in 1985. Archaeological evidence was used to construct
a picture of Pleistocene h u m a n coastal occupation that was
apparently terminated by the increasingly arid conditions of the
last glacial period. The site appeared to have been abandoned and
not re-occupied until late Holocene times (Morse 1988), although
midden sites on the coast indicated that people were in the area by
middle Holocene times. The significance of these results was two
fold. Firstly, this was the first unequivocal Australian evidence for
the Pleistocene use of coastal resources. Secondly, while occupation
has always been at best intermittent, faunal evidence indicates that
coastal resources have always been part of the economic round at
this site. In terms of the range of food resources exploited, there
appeared to be little real difference in the economy of Pleistocene
times and that practised nearly 17,000 years later during the late
Holocene.
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A second excavation undertaken at M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter in 1989 aimed primarily to confirm the stratigraphic,
chronological and archaeological sequence identified in the 1985
test pit. T w o additional 1 m 2 pits were excavated to baserock.

Two other sites, Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter and Yardie Well
rockshelter were also excavated in 1989. The aim of these
excavations was to replicate the archaeological sequence identified
at M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, or to find stratified deposits
that would "fill the gap" of some 12,000 years in the
archaeological sequence from Cape Range Peninsula.

Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter is one of a series of small
limestone rockshelters in the Jurabi Scarp some 800 m north of
M a n d u M a n d u Creek in the western foothills of Cape Range
(Figure 4.0). Archaeological material was found in nearly all of
these rockshelters, and M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter was
selected for excavation on the basis of its size and the quantity of
archaeological material scattered on the scree slope outside the
entrance (Plate 5.0). Elevated some 4 m above the Tantabiddi
Terrace and facing almost due west, the rockshelter is just over
one k m from the modern shoreline and provides a panoramic view
of the spinifex plain, coastal dunes and reefed shoreline.

During the 1985 fieldwork season a kurrajong tree (Brachychiton
gregorii ?) and a low wall of boulders including some large roof
fall, running across the 9 m wide mouth of the shelter, restricted
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entrance to a 1.5 m gap at the northern end. In 1989 the
kurrajong, which had died, had fallen over, creating an easy
access to the centre front of the shelter. Fragments of shell around
the base and in the roots of the tree and hidden under nearby
limestone boulders suggested that this more centtalized entrance
had been favoured prior to the growth of the kurrajong. Inside, the
floor surface covers an area of just less than 80 m 2 . At its apex,
towards the centre front of the shelter, roof height reaches 2.15 m
above the floor. Along the back and side walls the roof slopes
unevenly to a height of just 40 cms, but retains its height towards
the front, forming an entrance nearly 2 m high (Figure 5.0).

Small boulders and numerous fragments of limestone were
scattered over the floor surface. The shelter had clearly been
recently inhabited by kangaroos. The sandy floor was littered with
kangaroo scats and a complete fairly recent macropod skeleton
(probably Megaleia rufa or Petrogale sp.) and several
disarticulated large limb bones. In 1989 two more macropod
skeletons were present on the floor surface. Occasional stone
artefacts and marine shell, notably chiton (Acanthopleura
gemmata ) and occasional large fragments of baler (Melo

amphora

) and giant clam (Tridacna maxima ) shell were concentrated
along the shelter walls. It seems likely that occupation of the
shelter by macropods, together with the considerable seepage of
rain water observed in the shelter during a storm, explains this
apparent patterning of archaeological material.

No plants grow inside the shelter, though in 1985 the dying
kurrajong tree twisted from the drip line out of the shelter
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Plate 5.0 Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter
Plate 5.1 Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter showing
1985 excavation Square C3.
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enttance. Outside, the scree slope littered with stone artefacts and
numerous shells and shell fragments, is covered with patches of coastal
heath and spinifex (Triodia sp). Today kurrajong and rock fig (Ficus
platypoda ), both of which provide edible fruit, grow within 10 m of
the shelter enttance.

The excavation
The rockshelter was surveyed using a theodolite and tape, and a
grid of 1 m squares was laid out. A small depression in a
prominent section of the curved wall at the northern enttance was
selected as site datum, and marked with yellow paint (Figure 5.0).
All surface material was collected from the squares selected for
excavation and kangaroo scats, twigs and leaves were discarded.
The squares were excavated in quadrants ( N W ; S W ; S E ; N E ) in
arbitrary spits of 5 c m depth unless stratigraphic changes or
features were encountered. In such cases the deposit was removed
within the 5 c m spits but following the noted changes and sieved
and sorted separately. In the 1985 test pit and in one of the two
squares excavated in 1989, an intact 25 c m 2 bulk sample was
collected from the north east corner at the completion of each spit.
This sample was removed for more detailed laboratory analysis
and is taken to be sufficiently large enough to be representative of
the spit from which it was excavated (cf. Bowdler 1983).

The deposit was removed by trowel, collected on hand shovels and
deposited in buckets. During the 1989 excavation the weight of
sediment in the buckets was measured. From the buckets the
deposit was passed through sieves with mesh sizes of 5 m m and 2
m m . Sieve residue was sorted into bone, marine shell, stone
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1985

Figure 5.0 Site plan and section, M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter
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artefacts, charcoal and "other". Concentrations of charcoal noted
during excavation were collected in situ and bagged separately.
Depths were recorded using a theodolite and artefacts located in
situ were recorded three dimensionally. At the completion of
excavation, the sections were drawn and the pits were lined with
black plastic and back-filled.

A total of three 1 m2 pits have been excavated at Mandu Mandu
Creek rockshelter (Figure 5.0). In 1985, a test pit, Square C 3 , was
selected for excavation (Plate 5.1). This square, located towards
the centre front of the shelter in a well lighted position under a
high point in the roof, appeared unlikely to have been affected by
rain water run-off, although the surface was undoubtedly disturbed
by animals. During the 1989 fieldwork season two further 1 m
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pits were excavated (Plate 5.2). Like Square C3, one of these
squares, E2, was selected because of its position under a high point
in the cave roof, and its distance from areas that appeared likely to
be most disturbed by water run-off. The third square, CI, was
selected partially on the advice of George Cooyou, an Aboriginal
informant from Carnarvon . In George's opinion people were most
likely to have camped at the very front of the rockshelter to get the
best light, enjoy the sea breeze and to avoid the mosquitoes which
would inhabit the wanner parts of the cave towards the back wall.

Stratigraphy
T w o main stratigraphic units distinguished by sediment colour,
texture and content and separated by a marked disconformity were
identified in the 1985 excavation (Plate 5.3). Radiocarbon dating
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demonstrated that Unit 1, the upper unit of greyish brown sand
containing the bulk of archaeological material, was late Holocene
in age. Below this, the lower unit, Unit 2, consists of yellowish red
and red carbonate rich sands. Archaeological material is present
throughout this lower unit but in markedly diminished quantities
compared to Unit 1. Radiocarbon dating of samples bracketing the
lower unit yielded ages of 25,000 and 20,000 years B P . The
disconformity between the two units was interpreted as a hiatus in
occupation when the site was abandoned as the arid conditions of
the last glacial period intensified (Morse 1988).

This stratigraphic pattern, identified initially in Square C3 was
subsequently replicated in excavated squares C I and E 2 in 1989.
S o m e differences and features were noted in the more recent
excavations however, and these and a more detailed description of
the site's stratigraphic sequence are discussed below.

Unit 1 - the upper grey unit
Unit 1 consists of layers of dark greyish brown (10 Y R 4/2) to
brown (7.5 Y R 5/2) fine to medium sands. H u m i c material is
abundant and the sands are organically stained. Organic material
and calcium carbonate peak in Spit 2 but maintain a similar profile
throughout the unit. p H is constant at 8.5.

Beneath the disturbed surface layer of Spit 1, intact hearth features
were identified at depths between 10 and 20 cms below the floor
surface in each of the excavated squares. Charcoal, burnt bone and
shell material and an intermittent series of light grey ashy lenses
overlying bands of scorched red earth are spread throughout the
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Plate 5.2. M a n d u Mandu Creek rockshelter showing
1989 excavation, Square CI (on right hand side of
plate) and E2.
Plate 5.3. Square C3 Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter
showing upper grey and lower red stratigraphic unit
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top-most spits of this upper unit. Discrete concentrations of
charcoal and ash are clearly visible in section (Figure 5.1). Only
one date has been obtained from this upper part of the deposit. A
charcoal sample from a discrete hearth feature in Square C 3
(Figure 5.1a) yielded a radiocarbon age of 430 ± 130 yr B P
( W A I T 116).

In Square CI, hearth material makes its first appearance
immediately below the surface and is concentrated in the north-east
quadrant of the excavation (Figure 5.1b). In the south-west
quadrant, a roughly circular feature some 30 cms in diameter and
containing shell and a number of apparently round or rounded
loose stones, was recorded. O n e of these rounded stones is a
grinding implement. The feature, which continued into Spit 3, a
depth of 15 cms below the floor surface, is identified as a small pit
containing a marked abundance of shell and scattered charcoal
fragments. Nearly all the shell material excavated from the pit was
chiton (Acanthopleura gemmata ). It was chaired and had very
clearly been smashed up. It seems reasonable to suppose that this
pit represents the remains of a meal. Presumably the chiton shell
has been cooked in the adjacent hearth and then removed from the
coals and perhaps broken up or pounded with the rounded stones to
tenderize the meat prior to eating.

Beneath the hearth zone, archaeological material and charcoal
continues to the base of Unit 1 but in decreasing quantities, and no
further charcoal or ash concentrations indicative of other hearths
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were recorded. In Square C 3 the base of Unit 1 is clearly defined
by the irregular but abrupt sediment change at the base of Spit 7
some 35 cms below the floor surface (Figure 5.1a). Spit 8 however
appeared to be a mixed layer of grey and red sediment at the
interface of the Pleistocene and Holocene units. It is not until Spit 9
that the deposit in this square can confidently be described as the
banded reddish yellow sand of the lower Pleistocene unit.

In Square E2 the first reddish sediment was noted at a depth of 23
c m below the floor surface in Spit 5, where soil in the south-west
quadrant is notably different from the rest of the excavated square
(Figure 5.1 c). Yellowish red (5 Y R 5/6) in colour, it contains a
marked concentration of shell and loose stone fragments. B y Spit
7, however, with the exception of a small patch of grey soil in the
south-east corner the entire surface of the spit was uniform red
sediment containing little archaeological material..

Square CI presents a slightly different picture (Figure 5.1 b). The
first reddish brown (2.5 Yr 5/4) sand was uncovered in Spit 4 at a
depth of 18 c m below the floor surface in the western half of the
excavation. However loose grey (10 Y R 4/3) to dark yellowish
brown (10 Y R 4/4) sand continued in the south-east and north-east
quadrants where it was cemented hard by insect cases. Angular
fragments of limestone, presumably roof fall, were relatively
abundant in the reddish brown sediment, which, with the exception
of the south-east quadrant, spread all over the excavated square in
Spit 5.
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Figure 5.1a. Dated stratigraphic section, west face
Square C3, M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter
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M A N D U M A N D U CREEK ROCKSHELTER
Square CI East section
_

SPIT
1

N
r0

10 Y R 4/3 dark brown surface layer

2
.charcoal
3

5 Y R 4/3 reddish brown

___.!•;

N7.5

Y R 5/2 brown^ ''

4
5
6
7
8

5 Y R 5/3 ,
reddish brown

i Y R 4/2 dark reddish grey

h40g

9

a

10

u
3

11
c

12

1-60
13
14

22,100 ± 500 ( W k 1575)

15

2.5 Y R 5/8 red

16
80
17
18

34,200 ± 1050 ( W k 1513)

19

30,000 ± 850 (Wk 1576)

Figure 5.1b. Dated stratigraphic section, east face
Square CI, M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter
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Figure 5.1c. Dated stratigraphic section, east face
Square E2, Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter
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In this square then, the reddish brown soil, taken to be the
signature of the lower Pleistocene unit, occurs nearly 15 cms
higher up than it did in the original Square C 3 test pit. Square C I
is however at the front of the site and so this apparent proximity of
the lower Pleistocene unit to the modern floor is probably in part
due to the floor surface which slopes d o w n towards the front of
the cave. The grey soil in the south-east quadrant continued
irregularly to a point just below the interface of Spits 9 and 10, a
depth of some 45 - 50 cms below the floor surface. Archaeological
material, particularly shell, becoming increasingly sparse with
depth is notably minimal in this apparent grey soil pit. N o roots
are present in the deposit and there is no evidence of any other
disturbance in the adjacent quadrants in any of the spits. This
feature is considered most likely to represent a confined area
where post-depositional bioturbation or disturbance of some other
kind has occurred.

Unit 2- The lower red unit
The lower stratigraphic unit, Unit 2, consists of irregular layers of
reddish-brown (5YR 4/4), yellowish red (5YR 4/6) and red (2.5
Y R 4/8) fine sands and coarse silts. Carbonate nodules are
abundant throughout this lower unit and all archaeological material
was encrusted in a red carbonate cement. The sediment consists of
moderately to well sorted iron-oxide stained quartz and rutile
particles. p H levels are constant at 8.5. Baserock was reached at a
depth of 81 cms below the floor surface in Square C3, 80 cms
below the floor surface in Square E2, and 91 cms below the floor
surface in Square CI.
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Sediment analysis
Given the marked differences between the two su-atigraphic units
in terms of age, appearance and the amount and conditions of
archaeological material in each unit, the main purpose of sediment
analysis was to characterize the sediments and determine whether
they derived from the same source material and if their apparent
differences were in fact a result of post-depositional events.

Three standard analytical techniques were applied to sediment
samples selected from Square CI. All experiments were conducted
on air-dried samples. Samples were obtained from the bulk sample
collected in the north east quadrant of the excavated square at the
completion of each spit. The grain-size scale employed throughout
is the phi (0) scale conversion of the Wentworth scale (Shackley
1975:90). Sediment analysis was carried out by Sharon Budworth
of the London Institute of Archaeology, in the Department of
Geography at the University of Western Australia.

The loss-on-ignition procedure was used to determine the
carbonate and organic content of the sediment matrix. Paired l-2g
subsamples of sediment were ignited in a muffle furnace set at
550°C for one hour and then for a second hour at 1000OC (cf.
Dean 1974). The difference between the initial dry weight of each
sample and the weight after firing at 550OC provides a measure of
the amount of organic matter in the matrix. The weight loss
between 550°C is a measure of the carbonate content of the
sediments.
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Mechanical dry sieve analysis and hydrometer analysis were used
to characterise the grain-size distribution of the inorganic or
sediment component of the sample. Standard dry sieving
techniques, as described by Shackley (1975:111-113) were used to
determine the size distribution of particles within the grade limits
for sand (+4.00 to -1.00 ). Sieves were spaced at 0.50 intervals
within this range. Subsamples of sediment weighing between 40-70
g were used. These were obtained by hand splitting the bulk
sample. A n y large pieces of wood, shell, charcoal or artefactual
material were removed from the sediment prior to sampling. All
samples were mechanically sieved for 15 minutes. Those which
contained a moderate to large amount of coarse material (>-l.O0 )
were hand sieved first through the -1.00 sieve.

Hydrometer analysis was used to characterise the clay/silt fraction
of the sediments (Bowles 1970). The hydrometer and thermometer
readings on which the particle size calculations were based were
taken at elapsed times of 1,2,3,4,8, and 30 minutes, 2 hours, 4
hours and 24 hours.
Results
Grain size distribution is similar throughout the deposit (Figure
5.2). There is a small increase in sand content with organic
material but this correlates well with occupation, as sand and other
material is introduced into the site as a by-product of other
activities. This factor, together with the general bimodality (except
spit 2) of the rockshelter sediments, indicates that they have
essentially derived from the same source material and depositional
process. Like all the other samples, spit 2 exhibits a strong m o d e in
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the +20 grade (medium to fine sands) but in other respects shows a
slightly different particle size distribution. It has a low percentage
of gravel and coarse sand (-1.0- +0.50); a relatively high
proportion of very fine sediments (+4.00) and a distribution
skewed towards the fine end of the sand range. This pattern is in
fact very similar to that obtained from the control sample from the
Tantabiddi alluvium (cf. Figure 5.2).

Hughes and Lampert (1982) show a clear correlation between the
rate of sedimentation and the intensity of human use in a series of
sandstone cave sites in eastern Australia. At M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter, the gravel and coarse sand peaks appear to correlate
with occupational peaks and have presumably derived from a
h u m a n presence at the site. The gravel size material is likely to
have come from weathering of the cave roof and walls. Coarse to
medium sand has probably been introduced into the site on peoples'
feet and been brought in with the marine molluscs and fish
collected from the shore.

A control sample from the alluvial fan on the Tantabiddi Terrace
some 50 m from the shelter mouth shows a low percentage of
gravel and coarse sands and a relatively high proportion of fine
sediments. This provides a source for the fine sands in the shelter
deposit.

As already noted, organic matter and calcium carbonate
percentages show similar profiles d o w n the deposit (Figure 5.3).
There is a higher percentage of both measures in Unit 1 and this is
a direct reflection of the greater amounts of faunal material,
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Figure 5.2 Particle size distribution of sediment
samples from M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter.
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particularly shell, and charcoal in this more recent deposit. There
is no major increase or loss of material, particularly calcium
carbonate, at either the unit boundaries or at baserock. This
suggests that there is minor vertical movement within the deposit,
or only that consistent with soil forming processes.
20-1
I

organic material
carbonate

1/3

Vi

©

10-

#

Figure 5.3 Percentage loss-on-ignition of organic
material and calcium carbonate, Square C I M a n d u
M a n d u Creek rockshelter.

Sediment analysis indicates then that the two stratigraphic units
basically derive from the same source material. The apparent
difference in colour between the Pleistocene and Holocene deposits
is primarily a reflection of the age of the deposit, the grey, darker
colour of the more recent unit deriving essentially from the
retention of humic material such as charcoal.
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Dating
Dating the deposit at Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter has been a
two-part process. Table 5.0 below shows the initial four dates
obtained from Square C3 in 1985.
Table 5.0 Radiocarbon dates from Square C3 M a n d u
M a n d u Creek rockshelter. (BFS - Below floor
surface; Conv. age - conventional age)
Date
No

Square Spit

Unit

WAIT
116
WAIT
117
SUA
2614
SUA
2354

C3

2/3

1

Depth Sample
BFS
Material
cm
10
charcoal

New
Age

Conv.
Age

-

430 ±
130
2420 ±
200
20,040
± 440
25,200
± 250

C3

7

1

30-35

charcoal

-

C3

9

2

40-45

-

C3

16/17

2

81

marine
shell
carbonate

-

The four samples sent for dating from Square C3 were selected to
give a minimum and maximum age of each stratigraphic unit. O n
the basis of the stratigraphic evidence it seemed likely that Spit 8 at
the interface of units 1 and 2 was probably in part mixed. Samples
selected from spits 7 and 9 were carefully chosen as deriving, on
the one hand, from the base of the upper grey unit and, on the
other, from the top of the lower red unit. The Spit 7 charcoal
sample was collected in situ from a discrete concentration of
charcoal at the base of the grey sediment 30-35 cms below floor
surface. The 7.0 g fragment of baler shell (Melo amphora ) dated
from Spit 9, 40-45 cms below floor surface, was stained and
encrusted in red carbonate cement.
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Datable material was virtually non-existent at the base of Square
C3. At a depth of 81 cms, the interface of spits 16 and 17, two
silcrete flakes embedded in a carbonate nodule were recovered.
Radiocarbon analysis of the carbonate yielded an age of 25,200 ±
250 years B P ( S U A 2354). This date probably represents the
summation of a complex of environmental processes operative
within the rockshelter. Formation of the calcareous nodule would
betime-transgressive,the nodule core reflecting the onset of
pedogenesis, the outer layer reflecting the cessation. Pretteatment
procedures at the radiocarbon laboratory removed the outer 5 % of
carbonate from the nodule by a dilute hydrochloric acid etch.
Unfortunately, B 1 ^ values, which would provide a useful test of
whether diagenetic contamination of carbonate had occurred (i.e.
inclusion of carbonate in solution or detrital carbonate fragments
of different ages), were estimated and not actually measured.
However, while detrital carbonate fragments within the pedogenic
concretion will contain older carbonate, there is the possibility of
progressive influx of younger carbon throughout the diagenetic
history of the nodule, which would have the effect of yielding a
younger "apparent" age (C. Murray-Wallace, Radiocarbon
Laboratory, University of Sydney, pers.comm;).

In essence then, the final age of 25,200 is the integrated result of
all these processes. W h a t is of particular importance in this
instance is the degree of contamination by younger carbonate that
is involved. However in view of these considerations, and since the
sample age was consistent with the other dates then available from
the stratigraphic sequence, 25,200 yr B P is considered to genuinely
reflect the age of carbonate formation (Morse 1988).
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The Square C 3 dates provided a clear picture of an initial phase of
Pleistocene occupation that lasted some 5000 years until the site
was abandoned as the arid conditions of the last glacial period
intensified. Abandonment lasted at least 17,000 years and the site
was not re-occupied until late Holocene times.

In selecting samples for dating the 1989 excavations, the primary
concern was to test the chronological sequence identified in the
first excavation. All the dates obtained from squares C I and E 2
were on shell fragments. Shell at M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter
is unequivocal evidence of human presence. Charcoal, on the other
hand, can derive from other than human sources. This factor, plus
the lack of discrete hearth features in the lower parts of the
deposit, the very small amounts of charcoal available, and an
anomalous charcoal date obtained from Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter (see Chapter 6.0) led m e to use shell samples in
preference to charcoal for dating where possible. All shell samples
submitted for radiocarbon analysis were acid-etched to remove any
surface contamination and examined by X-Ray diffraction.

Table 5.1 clearly demonstrates that a comparable chronological
sequence to that identified in Square C 3 was obtained from
squares CI and E2. The most significant difference is the new basal
date of between 30,000 and 34,200 yr BP. A 2.7 g fragment of
baler shell collected from just above baserock in the south-west
corner yielded a radiocarbon age of 30,000 ± 850 yr B P ( W k
1576). A 9.1 g baler sample from the north west corner at a depth
some 6 cms above baserock was dated 34,200 ± 1050 yr B P ( W k
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1513). X-ray diffraction analysis demonstrated that the dated
samples consisted of primary aragonite. However isotopic analysis
indicated that there was a 3 0 % contamination with ground water
carbon dioxide leading to the older sample appearing to be between
950-1250 years too old (C. Hendy pers. comm.; cf. Hendy 1969).
A date of ca. 32,000 yr B P is taken as an approximate age for the
occupational horizon.
Table 5.1 Radiocarbon dates from Mandu Mandu Creek
rockshelter squares C3; E 2 and CI. (BFS Below floor
surface). N e w age is based upon the more accurate halflife of 5730 years. Conv. age - conventional age.
Sample N e w
Material A g e

Conv.
Age

1

Depth
BFS
cm
10

charcoal

-

7

1

30-35

charcoal

-

C3

9

2

40-45

-

C3

16/17

2

81

marine
shell
carbonate

E2

6

1

25-30

E2

8

1

35-40

CI

14

2

65-70

CI

18

2

85-90

CI

19

2

91

430 ±
130
2420 ±
200
20,040 ±
440
25,200 ±
250
1960 ±
80
5490
±80
22,100 ±
500
34,200 ±
1050
30,000 ±
850

Date
No

Square Spit

WAIT
116
WAIT
117
SUA
2614
SUA
2354
Wk
1512
Wk
1511
Wk
1575
Wk
1513
Wk
1576

C3

2/3

C3

Unit

marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell

—

2010
±80
5650 ±
80
22,700
±500
35,200
±1050
30,900
± 850

The three dates from Square CI all derive from samples obtained
from the basal 30 cms of deposit. Above the most recent of these
dates, 22,100 ± 500 (Wk 1575), there is a further 40 cms of
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undated red sediment. However, the amount of archaeological
material, notably marine shell, present in this upper section of the
red sediment, compared to that found in the lower levels, suggests
that a sample from the top of the red unit would yield an age more
or less contemporaneous with the date of 5490 ± 80 yr B P
obtained from spit 8 in Square E2. The striking reduction of shell
material (see Figure 5.5) in spit 9 in this square suggests that this
marks the beginning of the Pleistocene occupation. However, as is
discussed later, in the context of evidence from the other two
excavated rockshelter sites, the possibility of an earlier Holocene
date from the top of the red unit in Square CI cannot be
completely discounted.

The date of 5490 ± 80 yr BP (WK 1511) from spit 8 in Square E2,
confirms that the site was in fact re-occupied in mid-Holocene
times and as such was being occupied at the same time as the
midden sites on the coast (Kendrick and Morse 1982; 1990). This
date is also important in that, with an age of 20,040 years from spit
9 and 5490 years from spit 8, representing a difference of 14,550
years in at most 5 cms of deposit, it confirms (cf. Morse 1988) that
there is a direct relationship at this site between human occupation
and sedimentation rate.

Depth/Age Curve
A depth/age curve was constructed using all available dates (Figure
5.4a). It shows a notable similarity in the pattern of sediment
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Mandu Mandu Creek Rockshelter
Depth/Age Curve
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deposition in both the Pleistocene and Holocene units and clearly
demonstrates that the rate of sediment accumulation in this site is
closely linked to h u m a n occupation.

In the earliest occupation layers, deposition was slow but increased
markedly throughout the more than 10,000 years of Pleistocene
occupation. In the period between about 22,000 to 20,000 years
ago the rate of deposition accelerated markedly to an extent
matched only by that exhibited in the final phase of Holocene
occupation. W h e n the site was abandoned some 20,000 years ago,
a total of only 5 cms of deposit accumulated in the 14,500 year
period until it was re-occupied.in the middle Holocene. A s with
the first Pleistocene occupation, sediment deposition rate was slow
during the initial phase of Holocene occupation but accelerated
dramatically in the last 2000 years.

Archaeological Material
Figure 5.5 illustrates the distribution of archaeological material in
the deposit. In view of the marked age difference between the two
stratigraphic units, archaeological material recovered from units 1
(spits 1-8) and 2 (spits 9-19) has been treated as separate
assemblages. T o summarize, the Unit 1 material derives from
human occupation that took place between 5490 yr ago to within
the last 400 years ago. The Unit 2 assemblage accumulated between
at least 32,000 and 20,000 years ago.
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Marine Fauna
Shellfish
A total of 10745.3 g of mollusc shell material was excavated from
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter; 9 8 % was recovered from the
upper Holocene unit. With the exception of 76 g of shells and
fragments excavated from spits 18 and 19 in Square CI, a total of
only 105.7 g of shell was recovered from the Pleistocene unit.

The great majority of shellfish throughout the Mandu Mandu
Creek deposit are species that have been collected from a rocky or
reefed shoreline (Table 5.2). The exceptions are several species,
most prominent amongst which is baler shell (Melo amphora)

and

a number of bivalves. Baler shell is found in sand in the lower
intertidal and subtidal range. The bivalve species identified inhabit
shallow areas of protected bays in sandy and m u d habitats. Rare
fragments of the mangrove gastropod Terebralia palustris were
also identified in the deposit.

The classification of species by habitat can cautiously be used to provid
a key, or perhaps, more realistically given the age of this deposit, a hint
as to the nature of the shoreline during the time the site was occupied.
A s already discussed in Chapter 2, the modern day Ningaloo reef is
thought to have built up at the beginning of the Holocene, and clearly
the presence of a reefed shoreline is well reflected in the range of reefinhabiting marine molluscs that characterize the Holocene shellfish
assemblage. Little or no information is however available about the
nature of the Pleistocene shoreline. Local geology clearly demonstrates
that
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Table 5.2 Mollusc species recovered from M a n d u
M a n d u Creek rockshelter and their habitat (after Wells
and Bryce 1985).
Reef and rocky shore
species
Chitonidae:
Acanthopleura gemmata
Turbinidae:
Turbo argyrostomus
Turbo cinerous
Thaididae:
Thais aculeata
Thais orbita
Tectus pyramis
Trochidae:
Tectus fenestrus
Nerita plicata
Neritidae:
Tridacna maxima
Tridacnidae:
Pinctada sp.
Pteriidae:
Cellana sp.
Patelloididae:
Patelloida nigrosulcata
Conus dorreensis
Conidae:
Hipponix
Sandy or mudflat
species
Melo amphora
Volutidae:
Dentalium sp.
Scaphopoda:
Fragum fragum unedo
Cardiidae:
Acosterigma dupuchense
Fimbria souverbii
Fimbriidae:
Tellina sp.
Tellinidae:
Placamen gravescens
Veneridae:
Vererupis crenata
Terebralia palustris
Potamididae:

Common Name
chiton
turban
whelks
top shells
nerita
giant clam
pearl oyster
limpet
cone shell

baler shell
dentalium or tusk shell
cockles
basket lucina
venus shells and clams

m u d whelks

coral reefs have been an integral part of the western coast of Cape
Range for many hundreds of thousands of years. The
archaeological evidence can be used to refine this picture. Table
5.3 (a,b,c) shows the presence of marine shell species in each spit
in the three excavated squares at Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter.
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Table 5.3 a Mollusc species identified in Square C3,
Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter

Species /spit 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

?

*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

Baler

Giant clam
*
Chiton
*
Turban
Limpet
T o p shell
Whelks
Hipponix
Mud
whelk
*
Dentalium
Pearl
oyster
shell indet.
Total weight 308.9
per spit E

1 1

1 2

13

1 4

15

16

*

?

1

*
*

*
*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*
*

*
432.2

343.8

175.5

105.4

*

*
35.1

27.0

8.4

10.0

2.1

*
2.1

0.08

'

0.62

5.4

1.99

15

16

Table 5.3b Mollusc species identified in Square E2,
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter

Species/spit 1
*
Baler
Giant clam
*
Chiton
Turban
Limpet
T o p shell
Whelks
Mud
whelk
Cone
Nerite
Dentalium
shell Indet. *
Total weight 796.3
per spit e

17

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

759.2

556.3

615.2

901.3

406.4

105.6

61.7

19.7

5.8

7.3

2.7

8.2
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*

3.9

*

*

0.3

0.2
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Table 5.3c Mollusc species identified from Square
CI, M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelterl
Speclcs/splt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

1 2

13

14

15

16

1 8

19

Baler

*

*
*

*
*

?
?

*

*

*

*

•

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

+

*
*
*
*

*

Chiton
Turban
Limpet

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
»

*

*

*

*

34.5

41.5

Top shell
Whelks
Mud
whelk
Nerite
Bivalve
Dentalium
Cone
Pearl oyster
Shell Indet.
Total weight
per spit E

*
*

*

*

*
*
*

*
1415.4

1426.8

*

*

*

*

1337.3

473.1

206.8

27.6

*
29.3

21.9

4.0

7.3

1.8

*
*

*
*
2.4

3.9

11.8

3.9

2.3

Figure 5.6 describes the relative contribution of shellfish by weight
from squares CI and E 2 at M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter. Data
is not presently available from Square C3. This information can be
used circumspectly to translate presence of different species into an
index of habitat proximity. O n this basis, when the site was first
occupied and the shoreline was some four to five k m west of its
present position, the apparent predominance of sandy bottom
species, including Melo amphora , Pinctada spp, bivalve and
dentalium, suggests that a reefed or rocky coast was perhaps not

1

During excavation of Square CI I thought at first that baserock had been
reached at the base of spit 16. The deposit was cemented extremely hard and
contained several large boulders. A s it turned out the deposit in fact
continued to a depth of some 15 c m s below spit 16. However.this was not
appreciated until w e had excavated greater than a five c m spit. For this
reason, in the following tables, spit 16 in Square CI, is in fact spit 16/17
and represents a 10 c m spit.
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such a dominant shoreline feature as it was in later Holocene times.
It is not until Spit 13, dated c.21,000 years ago, that the
archaeological evidence points to the presence of a reefed
shoreline. While other factors such as preservation, age of the
deposit, the distance of the site from the coast and, not least,
h u m a n choice obviously enter this equation, this apparent
patterning of shell species within the deposit must, at least in part,
reflect the nature of the adjacent shoreline.

Figure 5.6a M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter Square
C I . Division of shell assemblage by habitat type
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Figure 5.6b M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter Square
E 2 . Division of shell assemblage by habitat type
Recent oceanographic data support this interpretation. Rather than
being an ancient coral reef, the Ningaloo reef is n o w thought to be
a thin coral matrix built on old coastal features during the
Holocene transgression. Preliminary research suggests that the
level of Holocene precipitation m a y have allowed the reef to grow
closer to the shore than had been possible during previous
interglacial periods (Hatcher 1991:120).

The presence of fragments of Terebralia spp. in Spits 2,3,5 and 8
contribute to the evidence discussed previously, which indicates
that at times in the past people have had access to a greater
diversity of marine environments than are presently available
(Kendrick and Morse 1982; 1990).
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Crustacea
Crab and sea urchin remains are found throughout the
archaeological deposit (Figure 5.5; 5.7). With rare exceptions,
crab remains have been identified only as reef crabs of the family
Xanthidae. Claws and fragments of mangrove and mudcrabs
(Thalamita crennata and Scylla serrata ) have been provisionally
identified in the Holocene layers. However the lack of diagnostic
parts and the fragmented nature of m u c h of the crustacean material
makes accurate identification impossible.

Figure 5.7a M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, Square
C3. Crab and sea urchin weight per spit
0.8-1
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Figure 5.7b M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, Square
CI. Crab and sea urchin weight per spit
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Figure 5.7c M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, Square
E2, Crab and sea urchin weight per spit
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Fish
Only two bones positively identifiable as fish were recovered from
the Pleistocene layers. One bone, species unidentified, was found in
spit 11 of Square C3; the second a bone of Scarus spp was found
in spit 10 in Square E2. All other bone identified as being fish was
obtained in the Holocene layers (Table 5.4, 5.5). It consists
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predominantly of several species of parrotfish (Scams spp.) which
are best identified by the upper and lower pharyangeal toothplates.
Small numbers of bones identified as tuskfish (Choerodon sp.) are
also present, as well as a few examples of bream (Acanthopagrus
sp.). A chaired fish jaw, possibly of a rock cod (Epinephelus sp.),
was also identified. All these fishes are coral reef dwelling species
and are amongst the most speciose families of fish in the Ningaloo
reef area.
Table 5.4 Fish species identified in excavated
squares, M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter
Sc. Scarus spp; Ch. Choerodon
spp.; O Other
A Acanthopagrus
spp.; E Epinephelus
sp., ? fish
bone indet.

Sq/
Spit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Sc.

CI
Ch.

O

Sc.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

O

C3
Ch.

*

*
*

Sc.

E2
Ch.

A
A

*
*
*

?
?

*

*

*

*

?

*

O
?
?

*

*
*
*

?

*

*

*

?

Turtle
Small fragments of bone provisionally identified as turtle are
present in Spits 5 and above (cf. Table 5.5 below). A fragment of
burnt turtle shell weighing 12.9 g was identified in Spit 3 in Square
CI. Species identification is problematic as there is almost no
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comparative reference material available. However two species of
turtle, Chelonia mydas, the green turtle and Eretmochelys
imbricata, the hawksbill turtle have been recorded in the Ningaloo
area. O n the basis of their distribution patterns two other species,
Dermochelys coriacea , the leathery turtle and Careretta carretta ,
the loggerhead turtle, might be expected in the area but have not
yet been recorded (May et al 1983:9). It is considered most likely
that the species represented at this site is Chelonia mydas , which is
very common in the lagoon all along the western coast.
Table 5.5 Weight of fish and turtle bone per spit
(g) Squares CI; E2 and C3 M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter.
Total
Fish

FISH
Spit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

CI
10.35
23.98
18.24
17.17
7.37
2.43
0.58
0.26
0.10

C3
1.38
17.28
6.35
12.73
14.17
5.45
3.54
0.52

_

-

-

-

0.32

E2
8.73
17.69
21.10
9.24
13.14
1.32
0.25
1.03
0.15
0.18
-

20.46
58.95
45.69
39.14
34.68
9.2
4.37
1.81
0.25
0.18
0.32

T URTL E
CI
8.05
1.79
17.21
9.91
?

C3
2.16
0.64
0.57
11.6
9.10

E2
1.88
6.59
28.85
6.23
8.51

Total Total
Turtle

12.09
9.02
46.63
27.74
17.61

32.55
67.97
92.32
66.88
52.29
9.2
4.37
1.81
0.25
0.18
0.32

Terrestrial Vertebrate Fauna
Very little bone material was recovered from Mandu Mandu Creek
rockshelter. As with the marine shell remains discussed above, the
great majority of bone material was found in the upper late
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Holocene layers in each excavated square. A s is shown below, no
bone at all was recovered from m a n y of the Pleistocene spits.

Tables 5.6 a, 5.6 b and 5.6 c record the presence of identified
terrestrial bone material in spits in each of the three excavated
squares at this site. Total bone weight per spit is also shown.

Identification is based primarily on mandibles and maxillae,
particularly where identification to species has been made. M u c h
of the bone material, particularly in the Pleistocene unit, was badly
fragmented and encrusted in red carbonate cement. Identification
of this material, even after cleaning, was problematical. N o attempt
has been m a d e to estimate m i n i m u m numbers.
Table 5.6 a Terrestrial faunal material Square E2 M a n d u M a n d u
Creek rockshelter
Species/spit 1
Macropodid
small indet.
Macrop us
sp. large
Bettongia
leseur
Pseudomys
nanus
Notomys
*
alexis?
Rattus
*
tunneyi
Total weight 4.85
per spit g

2

3

*

*

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 0

1 1

12

1 3

14

15

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

*

*
*
*

*
20.46

*
16.08

6.08

10.34
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3.73

2.9

4.7

*
0.3

0.3

Table 5.6 b Terrestrial faunal material Square CI Mandu Mandu
Creekrockshelter
Species/spit
Isoodon
a u ra t u s

2

1

4

3

5

8

7

6

10

9

12

11

1 3

15

1 4

1 6

*

19

18

*
*

Trichosurus
v ulp e c u la

*

Macropodid
small indet.
Macropus
sp. indet
Macropus
agilis
Thy tact nus

«

*

*

*
*
*

Pseudomys
desertor
Pseudomys
nanus
Notomys
alexis?
*
Mus
musculus
Rattus
tunneyi
Rodent
indet.
Lizard indel *
Bird indet.
11.04
Total weight
per spit gl

*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*

*

*

(3.26

2.41

*
*

7.9

14.01

3.25

0.03

1.4.1

0.18

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

94.07

Table 5.6 c Terrestrial faunal material Square C3 Mandu Mandu
Creek
Specles/spit
1
Isoodon
auratus
Bettongia
leseur
Macropus
robustus
Macropus
*
sp. indet
Petrogale
sp.
Pseudomys
nanus.
Notomys
to ngtcaudatus
Notomys
alexis ?
Zyzomys
pedunculatus
Rattus
tunneyi
Rodent

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 0

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

*
*
*
*
?

*
*

*
*

*

*
*
7

*
*

*
*

*

*

indet.

Muridae
indet.
Capra hircus
Eptesicus
finlayson
Bone indet.

*

Total
weight
per spit 2

14.2

*

*

*

*
*
*
65.6

10.3

11.9

6.7

1.9

5.2

2.2

9.8

3.6

9.4

0.1

*
0.6

0.0

0.2

0.0

Macropods
At least four species of macropod have been identified in the
Mandu Mandu Creek deposit. These are Macropus robustus , the
c o m m o n Wallaroo or Euro; Petrogale sp. the rock wallaby;
Macropus rufus , the red kangaroo and Macropus agilis , the agile
wallaby. One other species, Macropus fuliginosus, is included in
l

Spil toial weight includes unidentified bone
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modern distribution records for the Cape Range area ( M a m m a l
Dept. W . A . M u s e u m ) , but is not identified in the archaeological
record. Three of the four identified species are known in the area
today. M. robustus and Petrogale sp. occur in Cape Range itself,
while the red kangaroo Macropus rufus is found on the coastal
plain. All three are well adapted to arid conditions and can survive
without frequent access to free water providing they can find
refuge from the sun and access to food plants with sufficient water
content (Sharman 1991:255-256; Poole 1991:250-251; Sharman
and Maynes 1991:207-208). The number of times kangaroos fled
from rockshelters as w e approached during our initial survey,
together with the ubiquitous scats noted on the floor surface of
every cave w e investigated, clearly demonstrates that shelters in
Cape Range are well used by macropods.

A jaw bone ofMacropus agilis , the agile wallaby, was identified in
bone recovered from the basal 5 c m of deposit in Square CI.
Today this species is the most c o m m o n macropodid in tropical
coastal Australia. Its preferred habitat is along creeks in open
country, although it has also been recorded in the Northern
Territory in rocky country with abundant grassland (Merchant
1991: 242).

Its presence at this site is clearly well outside the modern species
range. Several possible explanations for this can be considered. It
is possible that in times past this species was distributed over a
greater range of ecological conditions than modern records
indicate, and at Cape Range Peninsula climatic and vegetational
regimes c.32,000 years ago were such that M. agilis could survive
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on what is today the margin of an arid spinifex plain.
Alternatively, in view of the heavily cemented and brittle condition
of the bone, it is possible that it m a y have been present on the cave
floor long before the site was first occupied and became included
in the archaeological deposit by post depositional processes.

Bettongia leseur , the burrowing bettong, is present in recent
Holocene layers in squares E 2 and C3. It is the only macropod
k n o w n to inhabit burrows on a regular basis (Burbridge 1991:188)
and is n o w extinct throughout mainland Australia. Today its
distribution is restricted to islands such as Bernier, D o n e and
Barrow Island off the central coast of Western Australia. Its
disappearance appears to have coincided with the establishment of
foxes and feral cats.

The presence of species of macropod throughout the deposit would
suggest they were probably being exploited by the h u m a n
occupants. However, as already noted, macropod bones were
present on the site surface when the rockshelter wasfirstinspected
and it had clearly been recently occupied most likely by either
euros or rock wallabies. Nevertheless, the almost complete lack of
terrestrial faunal material between spits 11 and 17, w h e n h u m a n
use of the site was at best episodic, supports the interpretation that
at least some of the macropod remains are likely to be the result of
h u m a n hunting rather than just natural deaths.

Bandicoots
Isoodon auratus , the golden bandicoot, is present only in the
earliest and most recent layers at this site. This species, which is
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known today throughout the north-west Kimberley and on Barrow
Island off the Pilbara Coast, was widely distributed in arid central
Australia in the 1930s, and is recorded as an important food item
for Aborigines in Central Australia (Burbidge 1988). Its
disappearance is thought to be linked with the growth of the
pastoral industty (McKenzie 1991:98). It is not known whether or
not this species is extant on the Cape Range Peninsula today.

Possum
Trichosurus vulpecula , the brushtail possum is also present in the
late Holocene layers in Square CI. Generally speaking it is an
arboreal species, but on Barrow Island off the Pilbara coast, where
there are no large trees, it nests in termite mounds and in solution
pipes in the limestone. It has presumably inhabited a similar niche
in the predominantly Ueeless environment of the coastal plain at
Cape Range Peninsula. It is noted, from an Aboriginal point of
view, as being very tasty. (Kerle 1991:149).

Thylacine
The jaws of a thylacine, Thylacinus cynocephalus , or Tasmanian
Tiger, have been identified at the base of Square CI. The largest of
the historically known carnivorous marsupials, the thylacine is n o w
extinct in Tasmania and is believed to have been extinct on the
Australian mainland for some 3000 years. The last known wild
thylacine was captured in Tasmania in 193 3 and died in Hobart
inl936. Thylacine reportedly had some importance as a food
species to the Tasmanian Aborigines (Plomley 1966 in Guiler
1985). Thylacine is reported to have been seen near Exmouth, on
the eastern side of Cape Range.
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A very clear view of a dog-like animal, grey-brown in
colour with very marked either dark-brown or black
transverse stripes running across the rump and thin
tail. It was about 20 inches high. The viewers were
able to watch it m o v e slowly into the scrub about 25
yards away (Buckingham 1980 in Guiler 1985:174).
However, despite this and numerous reported sightings elsewhere
in Austtalia, and even elaborate organized searches, unequivocal
proof of its continued existence is yet to be found.

Archaeological and palaeontological finds indicate that the
thylacine was once widespread in Australia and N e w Guinea prior
to about 3000 years ago (Rounsevell 1991:82-82; Guiler 1985).
Thylacine remains have also been found in an undated
palaeontological deposit in Monajee Cave in Cape Range itself
(Kendrick and Porter 1973).

Rodents
Rodents comprise the greatest variety of terrestrial faunal species
in the archaeological deposit at this site and are presumably in part
the result of deposition by owls. The majority have been identified
in the upper Holocene layers. Worthy of note is the presense of
Zyzomys pedunculatus , the central rock-rat. This is one of the
rarest of Australia's rodents and appears to be restricted to rocky
ranges (Begg 1991a). It is identified in Spits 2 and 10 in Square
C3. Notomys longicaudatus, the long tailed hopping mouse,
Pseudomys nanus, the western chestnut mouse, and Pseudomys
desertor , the desert Mouse, are all present in the topmost spits of
the deposit. All are recognized today as being rare and endangered
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species. Notomys longicaudatus is considered to be probably
extinct and Pseudomys nanus is currently restricted to Barrow
Island off the Pilbara coast (Robinson 1991; Happold 1991; Dixon
1991). It is more than likely that at least some of these individuals
in the archaeological deposit are the remains of owl prey
(A.Baynes pers. comm.).
Bats
Eptesicus finlay son, the little cave eptesicus, is identified from the
top most spit in Square C3. This species, which preys on
mosquitoes, flies and small moths, is adapted to habitats extending
from tropical rainforest to arid desert (Richards 1991: 359).
Emu
Fragments of e m u eggshell are present in spits 7,9,12, 14 and 15.
Most of this material therefore dates between 25-20,000 years ago,
a time when the coastal plain stretched some 6-8 k m to the sea.
Emus, Dromais novaehollandiae , are flightless nomadic birds
covering distances of up to 600 k m within a few months. Their
modern distribution includes the Cape Range Peninsula where they
are found principally on the coastal plains. Their preferred habitat
is noted as being within 20 k m of drinking water (Storr 1984:9;
Johnstone and Storr in prep).

Stone artefacts
The analysis of stone material from all three excavated
rockshelters aimed primarily to characterise the stone assemblage
and investigate and document changes or differences in assemblage
characteristics of artefacts from the Pleistocene and Holocene
stratigraphic units. In view of the small number of formal or
retouched tools excavated, the focus of the analysis was on the
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debitage. T h e comparatively large amount of debitage provided a
sample sufficient to allow statistically valid comparisons of a range
of technological attributes to be made.

Methodology
A total of 23 discrete and meuical attributes were used to describe
each artefact. T h efirstthree, square, spit and quadrant, define the
location of an artefact within the excavation. The fourth attribute,
lithology, describes the raw material used. A s is discussed in more
detail below, four main classes of stone material were identified:
silcrete, limestone, partially silicified limestone and "other". There
is a marked gradation of quality from fine to coarse grained in all
raw material classes. The category "other" includes rare pieces of
chalcedony, quartzite and siltstone.

The fifth attribute, blank, provides a broad description of artefact
type. Pieces are identified as either debitage or formal tools.
Following Sullivan and Rozen (1985), four main debitage classes
are recognized. These are complete flakes, broken flakes, flake
fragments and debris. Figure 5.8 below indicates the basis on
which these classes are identified. For the purpose of analysis,
cores and core fragments were also classified as debitage.
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Figure 5.8 Attributes used to identify debitage
classes (after Sullivan and Rozen 1985:759)
DEBITAGE

Single interior Discernable Not discernible
surface
/\

Point of applied Present Absent
force
/\

Margins Intact Not intact

Debitage Complete Broken Flake Debris
flake
flake

fragment

The next four attributes, status (primary; retouched; edge
damaged/ utilized; retouched/utilized); completeness (complete/
broken), bulb (present/absent) and platform (present/absent) are
designed to refine the variable, blank. M u c h of the stone material
was pebble that had presumably been collected from the nearby
creek bed. Percentage of cortex, the next recorded attribute, was
used as a means of identifying the extent to which pebbles and
other core materials were being reduced.

Callipers were used to measure the length, width, and thickness of
all stone material. Following Hiscock (1983; 1988) flake length
was measured on the ventral face at a point 90° to the striking
platform and dissecting the point of percussion; width was
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was measured on the ventral face at a point 90° to the striking
platform and dissecting the point of percussion; width was
measured at a point half w a y along flake length. Thickness was
measured at the mid point of the artefact in the plane perpendicular
to its length and width. W h e r e no striking platform was evident the
m a x i m u m length was measured. The weight of each artefact was
recorded in grams. Small flakes with a length less than 10 m m
were classified as chips, counted, weighed and their raw material
identified but were excluded from further analysis.

This analysis was used to describe and classify the great majority
of artefactual material, i.e. the debitage, from this site. The
remaining eight attributes were only used where possible to
describe characteristics of retouched and formal tools. They are
designed specifically to record edge characteristics. Edge, in this
context, refers to a retouched or worked edge. Margin refers to an
artefact's perimeter. The following attributes were recorded: edge
modification (undercut/unifacial/bifacial); edge shape
(straight/convex/concave); length of margin; retouch length;
percentage retouch; position of retouch (defined with respect to the
dorsal face as left/right lateral margin/ proximal /distal end); edge
angle/s (more than one was measured if the retouched edge was
discontinuous); and tool type (cf. Chapter 4).

As is shown in Figure 5.1 and confirmed by the available
radiocarbon dates (Table 5.1), despite minor irregularities there is
a generally good conespondence between spits in the three
excavated squares. For the purpose of analysis, stone artefacts
from spits 1-8 (Unit 1, dated from 5490 to at least 430 yr B P ) and
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spits 9-19 (Unit 2, dated from 20,040 to at least c.32,000 yr BP))
were treated as separate assemblages. Analysis of artefactual
material aimed primarily to characterize the stone assemblages
and to investigate the nature of differences between artefacts from
the Pleistocene and Holocene units. Specifically, the question of
raw material use over time, artefact size and range of types that
can be used to define the Pleistocene and late Holocene industries at
this site are discussed.

Raw material use
The great majority of stone artef actual material at Cape Range
Peninsula is comprised of varying grades of silcrete, calcrete and
partially silicifed limestone (PSL). Identification of stone types
was initially carried out by a geologist. A m o n g the stone artefacts
excavated from Square C 3 , five main types of raw material were
identified: coarse grained silcrete, fine grained silcrete, P S L ,
limestone and other. "Other" included siltstone and sandstone.
Following the 1989 excavations, w h e n the great bulk of stone
artefactual material w a s recovered, the additional category of
chalcedony was added and the division of silcrete into fine and
coarse grained was not continued. The problem was consistency. In
lithological terms, silcrete is defined as a brittle indurated rock
composed mainly of quartz clasts cemented in a matrix of
amorphous silica, cryptocrystalline quartz or well crystallized
quartz. T h e texture of silcrete is a reflection of the host rock and
the quartz clasts m a y range in size from very fine sand grains to
boulders. Different grades of coarser and finer texture m a y be
contiguous but most silcretes are intermediate between these two
extremes. Silcrete m a y be coloured grey, red, white, yellow or
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brown and at Cape Range is c o m m o n l y yellowish brown or grey
(Hutton et al 1978). In view of these characteristics, making a
consistent division of artefactual material as either fine or coarse
grained w a s practically impossible. The resulting analysis therefore
uses the term silcrete to include all silcrete material.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the Cape Range is formed of a great
variety of limestones (Playford et al 1975: 302-303). This is
reflected in the artefactual material, with artefacts m a d e on
calcarenite, algal limestone, formaniferal limestone, quartzose
sandy limestone, calcrete and so on. At least 12 slightly differing
forms of limestone were initially identified in the stone
assemblage. All are locally available and with a few exceptions all
have similar flaking characteristics. In the following analysis the
term limestone is used to encompass all this material.

In the course of sorting and analysis, it became apparent that a
preference was shown in the Unit 1 Holocene assemblage for the
use of finer textured raw material, particularly PSL. In addition it
appeared that the bulk of finer grained silcrete also derived from
Unit 1. There is however by no means an exclusive use of finer
rather than coarser grained silcrete in the more recent assemblage.

Table 5.7 below compares the proportion of raw materials used
between the Holocene and Pleistocene units.
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Table 5.7 R a w material use, M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter.

Silc:rete

No
Unit 480
1
Unit 493
2
Total 973

PJ>L

Lime stone

%
NO; %
52.4 299 32.6

96

13.8

60.5 396

24.6

71.3

Total

other

Chalcedony

9.8

No.
15

%
1.6

No.
32

%
No. %
3.4 916 57.0

82 11.8

1

0.1

19

2.7 691

No.

%

90

172

10.7

16

0.9

50

42.9

3.1 1607 100

The result of a Chi square test (Table 5.8) on the significance of
the differences in the counts of raw material used supports the
observation that finer grained material, notably partially silicified
limestone and chalcedony, was prefened in Unit 1.
Table 5.8 Chi Square result of comparison between
use of finer grained r a w material in Units 1 and 2.
Contingency

Table

Analysis

Summary Statistics

DF:

4

Total Chi-Square:
G Statistic:
Contingency Coefficient:

90.712
96.476
.231

Cramer's V:

.238

p=.0001

Characteristics of the stone assemblages.
Tables 5.9 and 5.10 show the raw counts and percentage of
debitage, cores and retouched/formal artefacts by raw material in
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the Pleistocene and Holocene units at Mandu Mandu Creek
rockshelter.

Table 5.9 R a w count and percentages of stone artefacts
by raw material Unit 1 M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter.
Artefact
type

Silcrete
No

Flake
Broken
flake
Flake
frag
Debris
Cores
Core
frag
Pebble
manuport
Retouche
d/formal
Total

P,SL

Lime;;tone chalc edony

4
3

6
4

2.31 259
2.13 187

28.27
20.44

8.16

3

1.53

4

2.04 196

21.39

6
3
5

7.40
15.00
4.76

2
2
1

2.46
10.00
0.95

14
1
2

17.28 81
5.00 20
1.90 105

8.84
2.18
11.46

00.00

6

54.5.4

0. 00.00 .. 0 0.00

33

57.89

3

5.26

0

00.00

1

52.40| 299

32.64

90

9.82

15

1.63

32

31
20

37.24

16

21
4
48

25.92
20.00
45.71

0

141
117
100
38
10
49

No.

77
43

%
29.72
22.99

51.02

73

46.91
50.00
46.66

5 45.45
35.08

1.75

No.

%

No.

No.

No.

480

%

Total

%
1.54
1.60

%
11.96
10.69

%
54.40
62.56

20

other

H.

1.20

57

6.22

3.49 916

100.0

Table 5.10 R a w count and percentages of stone
artefacts by raw material Unit 2 M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter.
Artefact
type

Silcrete
No

Flake
115
Broken 109
flake
109
Flake
frag
77
Debris
11
Core
62
Core
frag
Pebble
1
manuport
Retouche
9
d/formal

Total

493

P SL

limes tone

No.
No. %
%
15.90 31
65.34 28
73.64 19 47.12 14

otller

chalet2dony

%
17.61
9.45

No.

Tol.al

1
6

No.
%
00.56 176
4.05 148

%
25.47
21.41

1.39 143

20.69

No.

1
0

%
0.56
00.00

76.22 19

13.28 13

9.09

0

00.00

2

79.79 12
1
64.70
73.80 10

12.12
5
5
5.88
11.90 10

5.05
29.41
11.90

0
0
0

00.00
00.00
00.00

5
0
2

5.05
00.00
2.38

99
17
84

14.32
2.46
12.15

20.00

0

00.00

4

80.00

0

00.00

0

00.00

5

00.72

47.36

7

36.84

0

00.00

0

00.00

3

15.78

19

2.74

13.89 82

11.86

1

2.74 691

100.0

71.34 96
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0.14 | 19

With the exception of retouched and formal tools, there is a
marked similarity in the percentage of artefact types in both the
Holocene and Pleistocene assemblages. There is a slight increase in
the percentage of flakes in the upper unit and a decrease in the
amount of debris. The percentage of broken flakes and flake
fragments is remarkably consistent between the two units, as is the
relative proportion of cores and core fragments. A s already
discussed there is a clear pattern of preference for finer quality
raw material, namely partially silicified limestone and chalcedony,
in the Holocene unit.

While the characteristics of both the Holocene and Pleistocene
stone assemblages are very similar, t-Tests on the m e a n weight and
size (length, width and thickness) of complete flakes in each unit
demonstrate that those in the Holocene unit are significantly
smaller and lighter than those in the Pleistocene unit. Flake
thickness is not significantly different.

Table 5.11 tests the hypothesis that flakes in Unit 1 are smaller
than those in Unit 2. Significance is set at a = 0.05.
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Table 5.11 t-Tests on flake size and weight Units 1
and 2, M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter
Group 1 = Unit 1; Group 2 = Unit 2.
Unpaired t-Test

DF:

Unpaired t Value:

433
Group:

Xi: UNIT

-3.158

Count:

Yi:

LGTH

Prob. (1-tail):
.0009

Mean:

Std. Dev.:

Std. Error:

Group 1

259

19.658

7.782

.484

Group 2

176

22.278

9.441

.712

Unpaired t-Test

DF:
433
Group:

Xi: UNIT

Unpaired t Value:
-3.128

Count:

Y2:

WDTH

Prob. (1-tail):
.0009
Std. Dev.:

Mean:

Std. Error:

Group 1

259

15.165

6.59

.409

Group 2

176

17.343

7.855

.592

Unpaired t-Test

DF:

Y3:

THCK

Unpaired t Value: Prob. (1-tail):

433
Group:

Xi: UNIT

.0253

-1.961

Count:

Std. Dev.:

Mean:

Std. Error:

Group 1

259

4.431

2.404

.149

Group 2

176

4.926

2.829

.213

Unpaired t-Test

DF:

Unpaired t Value:

433
Group:

Xi: UNIT

-2.212

Count:

Mean:

Y4:

WGT

Prob. (1-tail):
.0137
Std. Dev.:

Std. Error:

Group 1

259

2.394

3.669

.228

Group 2

176

3.963

10.514

.793
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Similarly, as is shown in Table 5.12 below, there is a marked
decrease in the m e a n weight of cores in the Holocene unit (Figure
5.9).

Table 5.12 Mean weight (g) of cores by raw
material in Units 1 and 2, M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter.
P S L = partially silicifed limestone; n = number.

Unit 1
Unit 2

total
other
silcrete
PSL
limestone chalcedony
4.58 (n=9) 3.7 (n=3) 121.7 (n=2) 1.45 (n=2) 1.00 (n=l) 22.8 (n=17)
132.3(n=15)
—
—
28.99(n=10) 3.2 (n=l) 364.7 (n=4)

Despite the significant change in flake size between the two
stratigraphic units, there is little difference between the m e a n
width:length ratio of intact primary flakes in each unit. Similarly,
the m e a n thickness:length ratio in each unit is also fairly consistent.
The implication of this is that manufacturing technology has
changed little during the time the site has been occupied. Assuming
that stone technology has not changed, the decrease in size of both
flakes and cores in the upper Holocene unit indicates that more
intensive reduction of stone material has occuned during the more
recent phase of occupation, a time coinciding with the introduction
of a distinctive late phase tool industry. With the possible exception
of chalcedony all the raw material used is locally available. The
differential use of finer quality material, specifically partially
silicified limestone, in the Holocene unit m a y reflect the
recognition of, or need for the superior flaking qualities of the
partially silicified limestone compared with the other raw material,
particularly its use for retouched tools and adzes, rather than its
changing availability.
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0
cm

Figure 5.9. Cores Unit 2, M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter
1. limestone horse hoof core, Square E 2 spit 11,
2. silcrete single platform core, Square CI, spit 12,
3. limstone horse hoof core, Square C3
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Retouched and formal tools
Retouched and formal tools make up only 4.72% of the total stone
assemblage from this site. Of a total of 76 tools and retouched
pieces, 57 (75%) were recovered from the Holocene unit and 19
(25%) from the Pleistocene unit. These artefact types comprise
6.22% of the Holocene assemblage and 2.74% of the Pleistocene
assemblage (Table 5.9 and 5.10 above). The increased proportion
of formal and retouched artefacts in the Unit 1 stone assemblage is
then the most obvious difference between the stone industries of
the Pleistocene and Holocene units. Table 5.13 illustrates the
number and type of retouched and formal artefacts in the Holocene
and Pleistocene units at this site.

Table 5.13 Retouched and formal
2 Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter
Adzes Retouched Misc.
Retouch
flakes
No
% No
%
% No
9 15.78
Unit 1 11 19.29 34 59.64
8 42.10 11 57.89
Unit 2 ___
11 14.47 41 53.94 19 25.00
Total

tools Units 1 and
other
No
3
—

3

.

Total

%
% No
5.26 57 75.00
—
19 25.00
3.94 76 100.00

Retouched flakes, adzes and adze slugs make up the great majority
of tools in the Holocene assemblage at Mandu Mandu Creek
rockshelter (Figure 5.10). These latter artefact types, together with
backed blades, microliths, pirri points and Kimberley points are
recognized in different parts of Australia as characterising the
Australian small tool tradition. This late phase industry is
considered to have been an addition to stone tool kits some time
between 7,000 and 3,000 years ago (Bowdler and O'Connor 1991;
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Figure 5.10. Retouched flakes and adzes, Unit 1
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter
1.Retouched flake; 2. adze; 3. adze; 4. adze; 5. tula adze (slug)
6. adze; 7. adze, 8. adze; 9. adze (8 and 9 are drawn at twice
normal size).
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Hiscock and Veth 1991). Adzes, which are considered to be the
archaeologically visible component of a composite, hafted w o o d
working tool suitable particularly for adzing dense woods, are the
only definitive late phase tools identified in the deposit at this site.
N o microlithic tools were noted. O f the 11 adzes and adze slugs
recorded, 9 (81%) are m a d e on partially silicifed limestone. The
remaining two are m a d e on finely grained silcrete. O n e piece,
m a d e on a finely grained silcrete, has been classified as a flat adze.
This artefact, described by Gould and Quilter (1972), is
characteristically m a d e on a thin flake and distinguished by steep
unifacial retouch along the working edge, and small terminated
flakes on the bulbar face directly behind the working edge. After
controlled experimentation and morphological comparison with
ethnographic adzes collected from the Western Desert, Gould and
Quilter (1972:13) conclude that flat adzes were hafted and used as
flake knives for cutting meat and skin, as well as being w o o d
working implements. Use-wear analysis which would be a viable
means of testing this interpretation, has not been earned out on any
of the stone artefacts from Cape Range peninsula, and is considered
to be beyond the scope of this thesis.
With one exception, all adze material occurs in the most recent
layers of the deposit (spit 4 and above) and can therefore be dated
to well within the last 1000 years (Figure 5.4a). However, one adze
made on partially silicified limestone was recovered from spit 7
(Figure 5.10.7), the base of Unit 1, in Square C 3 and is therefore
dated to c. 2420 ± 200 yr B P (Table 5.1).
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Retouched material in the Unit 2 Pleistocene assemblage is typified
by flakes and miscellaneous retouched pieces (Figure 5.11). M e a n
percentage retouch on these artefacts is notably less (25.63%) that
that recorded for the late phase tools (35.03%). Notched pieces and
thick notched flakes are the most distinctive group of tools in the
Pleistocene assemblage (Figure 5.12). O f the 19 retouched flakes
and pieces in the Unit 2 stone industry, 7 (36.84%) are
distinctively notched with up to 1 0 0 % retouch within the notch
itself. Notched flakes and pieces are identified by Dortch as
typifying early phase assemblages in the Ord Valley in the East
Kimberley (Dortch 1977:121-123). Ethnographic examples in the
Western Desert suggest that notched tools were used similarly to
other scraping tools for shaving d o w n and sharpening the ends of
wooden shaft implements such as spears (Hayden 1977: 185)
Grinding material
Three fragments of grinding material were recovered from the
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter deposit (Figure 5.13). All were
recovered from Unit 1 and are therefore dated to well within the
last 5,500 years. Smith (1985;1986;1988), in reviewing the
evidence for the antiquity of seed grinding in Australia, has argued
that formal seed grinding technology is first found in the
archaeological record no earlier than the mid-Holocene. Although
grindstones have been recovered from a number of Pleistocene
sites from both northern and southern Australia, Smith has
concluded on morphological grounds that none of these could be
conclusively identified as seed-grinding implements. The presence
of grinding material in the Holocene unit at M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter, at similarly dated midden sites on the west coast and at
a number of hinterland dune sites recently investigated at the base
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Figure 5.11. Retouched flakes, Unit 2, M a n d u M a n d u
Creek rockshelter
1. Spit 18, Square CI; 2. Spit 12, Square E2
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A

Figure 5.12. Notched flakes, Unit 2, M a n d u M a n d u
Creek rockshelter
1. Sq. CI spit 8; 2. Sq. CI spit 14; 3. Sq. CI spit 9;
4. Sq. E2 spit 13; 5 Sq. CI spit 11.
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1.upper grindstone, M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, Square CI,
spit 2; 2. grindstone fragment (probably basal) Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter Square C2, spit 4; 3. dimpled grindstone on a partially
flaked pebble, M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, Square E2, spit 4.

of Exmouth Gulf and dated c. 1500 yr B P (Morse and Fry 1993b;
cf. Chapter 8), would seem to support Smith's argument.

Artefact discard rate.
Figure 5.4b above shows the pattern of artefact discard and
clearly parallels the pattern exhibited in the age/depth curve
(Figure 5.4a). The most notable feature of this graph occurs in the
period prior to the site's abandonment between about 22,000 and
20,000 years ago, when artefact discard rate per spit is higher than
for any subsequent period of occupation except the terminal
Holocene. During this time, artefact discard rate per spit is more
than double what it was when the site was first occupied and is
exceeded only in the top four spits of the deposit. This fits well
with the age depth curve discussed previously and is attributed to
an increased use of the site during both the several thousand years
prior to its abandonment and during its final phase of occupation.
Ochre
Ochre is present in both the Pleistocene and Holocene units (Figure
5.5). N o local sources of ochre are known or are believed to be
present on the Cape Range Peninsula (R. Hocking, Geological
Survey of Western Australia, pers. comm.). The nearest recorded
sources are in the Hamersley Plateau area some 300 k m to the
north east, and the important ochre quarry of Wilgie Mia, some
850 k m s to the south east (Bates 1938: 113-4). The occurrence of
ochre thoughout m u c h of the archaeological deposit at M a n d u
M a n d u Creek rockshelter points to the existence of long distance
trading networks during both Pleistocene and Holocene times.
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Shell beads
Twenty two small cone (Conus sp.) shells and fragments were
recovered from the basal two spits of Square CI. This occupational
horizon, dated c. 32,000 years BP, extends from a depth of 82 to
91 cms below the floor surface and was only found in Square CI,
the excavation closest to the front of the rockshelter (Figure 5.0).
Nearly 7 5 % of the cone shell material was derived from residue
excavated from the two western quadrants. With the exception of
one shell, the small size of which presumably precluded its use, all
the Conus sp. material appears to have been deliberately modified
as beads. Six of the cone shells are whole; their apices have been
perforated and their internal structure cleanly broken to form a
hollowed out shell with a round hole in the top. The diameter of
the holes ranges between 2.5-3.7mm; mean diameter is 3.2mm.
The largest of these predominantly intact shells has a m a x i m u m
length of 21.1mm and a m a x i m u m diameter of 12.4mm. T w o are
fractured and have their anterior ends broken. After cleaning they
appeared slightly calcined and grey, suggesting they have briefly
come in contact with fire. O n e other shell is broken in half
lengthways.

The two best preserved cones have a small notch worn into the
shell edge at the posterior end of their aperture (Plate 5.4). In
some species of cone a notch occurs naturally in this position.
However, inspection of these notches under magnification (40x)
showed that they had very abraded edges. This is consistent with
the notch being formed by wear from a string on which the beads
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Plate 5.4 Intact shell bead from Square CI Mandu
Mandu Creek rockshelter showing notch at posterior
end of aperture.
Plate 5.5 Shell ring, Square CI Mandu Mandu Creek
rockshelter.

could have been threaded. B y virtue of a shell's weight, a string
inserted in the hole in the apex is most likely to emerge from the
shell at the posterior end of the aperture, thereby eventually
causing a notch to form. Growth lines, visible at high
magnification on the shells' surface, appear to have been cut
through by the notches. Comparison of notches on the Conus sp.
material with similarly threaded shell artefacts held in Australian
ethnographic collections at the Western Australian M u s e u m shows
analogous wear patterns.

The other modified cone shells and fragments consist of a section
of the spire of each shell. Like the shells described above, the apex
of each shell has been perforated and a rounded hole has been
formed. The diameter of the hole is generally larger than that
recorded in the intact shells, ranging between 1.3-6.5 m m ,
although the mean diameter is the same. These shells have been
further modified and have their last whorl removed. Both their
posterior and anterior ends have been well rounded and smoothed.
The result is a shell ring between 2.9-9.6 m m long (mean length
6.3mm) and between 7.2-12.7 m m in diameter (mean diameter
10.06mm; Plate 5.5). S o m e of the shell rings are partially broken;
measurements are the m a x i m u m that could be taken.

It is suggested that the beads were made by rubbing the weakest
part of the shell, the apex, against an abrasive surface. Once a
rough hole had been worn, the internal structure would then be
broken, perhaps using a piece of bone or stick. The edge of the top
hole would be rounded and the still largely intact shell threaded on
a fine string. The shell rings appear to represent a secondary
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modification following breakage of the last whorl, whether
accidental or deliberate, during the initial stages of modification. It
is estimated that, if assembled, the strand of at least 22 beads would
have had a length of 180 m m (Plate 5.6).

All the shells appeal* to have been selected on the basis of both the
size and genus. Their worn and battered appearance suggests they
were probably collected as dead shells in the beach drift where
they can often be found in abundance. Comparison of the
archaeological shells with modern and fossil shells shows some
important differences. While the apex of some of the natural shells
is perforated, the resulting hole is irregular and has a very fine,
often jagged edge. In addition, in all specimens examined, the
internal structure of the natural shells is more or less intact.

Species identification of the cones from this site is problematical a
they have very worn and etched surfaces. The majority are
provisionally identified as Conus dorreensis (G.W. Kendrick
pers.comm.), a species which typically lives in shallow waters on
reef platforms, and in sand under rocks, environments consistent
with the predominantly reefed shoreline of the western coast of
North West Cape. Cone shells, with over 300 k n o w n species,
belong to one of the most diverse shell families in Australian
waters. Though edible, m a n y are venomous and they are not
generally considered to be a dietary species. In view of the
condition and very small size of the cone shells described here, it is
considered most unlikely that they were collected for h u m a n
consumption.
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Plate 5.6 Hypothetical arrangement of shell beads as an
ornament.
Beads are held in the Anthropology Department collection,
of the Western Australian Museum, registration nos. W963,
W966, W969, W971, W974, W977, W980.
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It is possible that further excavation to baserock of squares
immediately adjacent to Square CI m a y yield additional cone shell
material. Ochre and fragments of pearl shell (Pinctada spp.) and
dentalium shell (Laevidentalium ?), materials well documented in
Austtalia (Akerman in press) as being used to m a k e decorative
objects, are present in later Pleistocene layers of this excavation. In
addition three other fragments of cone shell, one of which m a y be
deliberately modified, were recovered from spits 10 and 11 in
Square E2. While no direct date is available from this depth, their
estimated age is c.21,000 years B P (cf. Figure 5.4a). At this time
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter would have been located some 810 k m from the shore and, while equivocal, this evidence m a y
point to a continuing tradition of site use.

Conclusions and implications of the archaeological
record from M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter.

The Cape Range Peninsula has probably never been smaller in area
than it is at present. Today the shoreline is located little over a
kilometre from M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter. W h e n first
occupied more than 32,000 years ago, the site would have been a
substantial cave located in the western foothills of Cape Range
overlooking a coastal plain that stretched some 4-5 k m to the
shore. W h e n abandoned just prior to the peak of glacial aridity, it
is estimated that the coastline was at least 6-8 k m to the west, and
when re-occupied in the middle Holocene the coastline was close to
its present position. Despite its changing proximity to the sea,
coastal resources have always been a part of the economic round
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for the inhabitants of this site. This is a far cry from Beaton's
assertion that
the late Holocene sites on our coast are not just some
tail end of our coastal history they are it! (Beaton
1985:18).
It also confounds arguments which sttess that it was not until sea
levels stabilized during the late Holocene that widespread coastal
and marine habitats, highly favourable to h u m a n subsistence,
evolved and were exploited by hunter-gatherers (cf. Bailey and
Parkington 1987; Beaton 1985; Perlman 1980; Osborne 1977).

Marine fauna present throughout the Mandu Mandu Creek
rockshelter deposit provides unequivocal evidence of h u m a n use of
the site. While it is true that a similar range of marine foods is
present in both the Pleistocene and Holocene units (Morse 1988),
the variety expressed in the faunal assemblage at different points
in time can be seen, at least in part, to be a reflection of three
factors:
(i) the proximity of the coast
(ii) the probable nature of the shoreline
(iii) the nature of site use.

There is an apparent predominance of sandy bottom mollusc
species , specifically Melo

sp. and Pinctada sp., (? P. maxima )

in the basal spits (Figure 6.5). The baler shell is probably the
remains of a shell dish perhaps used for carrying water; Pinctada ,
pearl shell, while edible, is also noted for its use in the
manufacture of decorative or ceremonial artefacts (Akerman in
press). The exception is the cone shells and, as has already been
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discussed, these have probably been collected dead from the beach
drift, rather than directly from a reefed shoreline, and not as food
species but for ornamental purposes. The virtual absence of reef
mollusc species in the basal Pleistocene spits suggests either that
during this time the shoreline nearest to the site was predominantly
sandy, or that the first visits to the rockshelter were perhaps for
non-domestic purposes.

Macropod remains in the basal Pleistocene layers indicate that the
occupants were also exploiting the resources of the coastal plain
and foothills. The association of macropod with thylacine in the
basal layers of the deposit may, however, suggest an alternative
explanation. Kangaroos and wallabies are thought to have been the
main source of food for the Tasmanian tiger (Rouncevell 1991:82)
and the co-existence of both in the bottom of the deposit suggests
that at least some of these macropod bones m a y have derived from
other than h u m a n predation.

The distance of the site from the coast and the presence of elements
of both terrestrial fauna and the obviously selected cone shells and
baler shell, perhaps the remnants of a shell dish, demonstrate that
during this earliest phase of occupation people had a
comprehensive and sophisticated knowledge of the range of
resources available to them. While the presence of marine shells
clearly demonstrates that the site was being visited by people w h o
came from the coast, the absence of typical marine food species
suggests that at this time M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter was
being used by people on transitory visits away from their coastal
camps.
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It is not until Spit 13 and 14 that reef or rocky shore mollusc
species first appear in the archaeological record. Fish, crab and sea
urchin are not present until Spit 11 and above. This apparent
expansion of marine faunal range coincides with a marked increase
in artefact discard rate, beginning in Spit 14 some 22,000 years
ago and peaking in Spit 10 approximately 20,000 years ago.
During this period it is estimated that the rockshelter was between
4 - 6 k m from the sea. Ironically perhaps, this is the time w h e n the
site was furthest from the coast and still being used.

Fragments of emu eggshell also make their first appearance in the
deposit at this time (Figure 5.5). The presence of e m u eggshell
provides a hint of the season of occupation. Modern records from
the Cape Range area show that the e m u breeding season is between
late April and early June, suggesting that the site was at least
sometimes occupied during this part of the year (Johnstone and
Storr n.d.).

This pattern of increased discard of both artefacts and faunal
material and the increased range of marine food species points to
an increased use of the site by people w h o were primarily based on
the retreating shoreline but w h o still visited the coastal hinterland
on an intermittent basis. The almost complete lack of terrestrial
fauna in these levels contributes to the picture of episodic use of
the site by people whose livelihood was focussed on the coast. In
view of the small sample size w e can at best only speculate as to
whether this absence of evidence for terrestrial hunting reflects
either a reduction in the availability of some terrestrial species as
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climatic conditions became increasingly arid, or is simply an
artefact of h u m a n choice. This apparently casual use of the coastal
hinterland suggests however that even as glacial conditions were
intensifying small mobile groups of people were actively
traversing the coastal plain.

The first appearance of ochre in the deposit at this time (Figure
5.5), possibly traded in from a distance of several hundred
kilometres, supports this picture of dynamic use of the area. In
short, archaeological evidence in the Pleistocene levels of M a n d u
M a n d u Creek rockshelter indicates that the occupants had a wide
ranging and adaptive economic strategy which, while taking
advantage of locally or seasonally available resources such as e m u
eggs and macropods, was unquestionably focussed on the coast.

The range of archaeological material present in the Holocene
layers indicates that a less opportunistic or ephemeral use of the
site was occurring. A full range of mollusc species, including both
reef and mangrove gastropods, at least four species offish,crab,
sea urchin, and, for the first time, the presence of turtle, suggests
a more comprehensive use of the site was taking place at this time.
The presence of large fragments of baler shell and giant clam
(Tridacna maxima ), presumably the remnants of water carrying
dishes as well as a possible food source, supports this
interpretation. The increase in artefact discard rate in the last 2000
years also suggests increased use of the site at this time. The
presence of grinding material, adzes, other woodworking tools and
scaphopod shell, which is well documented for its use in making
necklaces and other ornaments (Akerman in press), clearly points
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to a use of the site which included a wide range of domestic and
social activity.

Ethnographic records from the Great Sandy Desert and the
Hamersley Plateau area indicate that Aboriginal people used
rockshelters only during wet weather (Veth 1989a ; Brown
1987:53). In this context the presence of a freshwater prosobranch
snail (Thaira sp.) in spit 6 in Square C 3 is worth noting. This
species, known today from Yardie Creek some 20 k m to the south,
inhabits the substrate of permanent pools of water (G.W.Kendrick
pers. comm.). The most likely explanation for its presence at the
site, is that it was inadvertently scooped up when water was being
collected, possibly from the intermittently flowing M a n d u M a n d u
Creek, and transported back to the site. A s such it can be used as an
indication of the seasonality of occupation. At Cape Range, creeks
such as M a n d u M a n d u Creek flow intermittently and only after
heavy rain. While both summer and winter rains occur in the
region, the wettest months are March, the season of major cyclonic
activity, M a y and June (Beard 1975). The presence of this
freshwater snail in the deposit m a y indicate that occupation took
place when the nearby creek was flowing, and this is most likely to
have been during a late summer or early winter wet period.
Although this evidence is open to interpretation it would seem to
fit very well with the seasonal pattern of occupation suggested by
the presence of e m u eggshell in both the Pleistocene and earlier
Holocene levels.

In conclusion, the archaeological evidence indicates that Mandu
M a n d u Creek rockshelter has been an intermittently, perhaps even
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seasonally, occupied site throughout m u c h of its occupational
history. It is also apparent that, to a large extent, the nature of its
occupation appears to reflect the proximity of the coast. Ironically,
the one exception to this is in the period prior to the height of
glacial aridity, w h e n use of the site appears to have increased
markedly, and use of coastal resources appears to have become
more comprehensive, as the sea retreated further to the west. This
in itself is significant in demonstrating that people were well able
to adapt to the regressing shoreline.

While evidently unoccupied during the arid conditions of the last
glacial period, both the Pleistocene and Holocene archaeological
record testify to the significance of coastal resources to the
inhabitants of M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter. In this context, it
would seem unreasonable to suggest that as glacial aridity
intensified, the occupants of this site abandoned their ttaditional
economic base to focus instead on teiresuial foods near some as
yet unknown hinterland source of fresh water. In the following
Chapters, excavations at two other sites, similarly located to take
advantage of either a seasonal or permanent water source on the
Cape Range Peninsula, are used to examine this question further.
In the meantime it is suggested that the evidence from M a n d u
M a n d u Creek rockshelter points, albeit indirectly, to a continued
use of the coast during the arid conditions of the last glacial period.
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CHAPTER 6. STRATIFIED SITES, PILGONAMAN
CREEK ROCKSHELTER: EXCAVATION, ANALYSIS
AND RESULTS.
Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter is a substantial cave located in the
Jurabi Scarp some 35 m above the Tantabiddi Terrace. In this part
of Cape Range the Tantabiddi scarp is relatively undeveloped and
forms a low shelf on the edge of the coastal plain some distance
from the main range. S o m e 500 m south south west of Pilgonaman
Creek are a series of rockshelters. The largest of these, named by
us Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter, was selected for excavation. Its
height above the coastal plain gives it a panoramic view to the
shoreline some 1.75 k m to the west (Fig. 4.0; Plate 6.0).

Like Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter, the mouth of this site is
largely blocked by a wall of limestone boulders. Today the easiest
access and entrance to the site follows kangaroo trails which lead
from the coastal plain to an entrance point at the northern end of
the shelter mouth. Stone artefacts and occasional fragments of
baler shell exposed on these paths indicate that these routes were
once used by the shelter's occupants.

Inside, Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter has a floor area of some 105
m 2 . From the drip line to the very back of the shelter is a distance
of 10.5 m and the shelter has a m a x i m u m width of 9.5m (Fig. 6.0).
Well lighted throughout, the inside roof maintains its height of
some 2 m almost all the way to the back of the shelter, although
around the side walls the roof is just over 1 m above the ground.
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Plate 6.0 Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter as seen from
the Tantabiddi terrace
Plate 6.1 Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter showing the
fragment of baler shell on a rock ledge inside the
shelter mouth.
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Inside the shelter entrance on both the northern and southern walls,
rock ledges form shelves at about eye level height. A large
fragment of baler shell was found on one of these shelves (Plate
6.1).

As happened at Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter, a family of some
four or five euros (Macropus robustus ) bounded away from this
site when w e first approached it. The floor surface was disturbed
by this occupation and covered in scats. N o other signs of
occupational or other disturbance of the floor deposit were noted.
A grid of 1 m squares was laid out and squares D 3 and C 2 located
towards the centre front of the shelter were selected for excavation
(Figure 6.0; Plate 6.2). Excavation followed the procedure
outlined above for M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter.
Stratigraphy
During excavation the su-atigraphic sequence identified in squares
C 2 and D 3 at Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter appeared to more or
less replicate the stratigraphy described for M a n d u M a n d u Creek
rockshelter. O n the basis of the colour and texture of the sediment
the deposit can be divided into two stratigraphic units, an upper
grey unit and a lower red- yellowish red unit (Plate 6.3). Stone
artefacts and faunal material are present throughout the sequence.

Square C2
Four centimetres under the loose brown (!0.5 Y R 5/3) sandy
surface in Square C 2 an indurated layer was uncovered in the
eastern half of the square. Below this were charcoal fragments and
a piece of burnt wood. In spit 2 in the north-east quadrant a small
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Figure 6.0 Plan and section Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter
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hard yellowish lump containing fish bone was recovered and later
identified as probable dingo (Canis familiaris dingo ) faeces. The
indurated layer is probably the result of animal trampling and the
percolation of urine through the surface layer (N. Cooper,
Department of Terrestrial Vertebrates, Western Australian
Museum, pers.comm.). This would suggest that the site was more
frequently or heavily occupied by animals such as euros or
kangaroos than M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter.
Figure 6.1 shows the east section of Square C2. Charcoal is
abundant in the uppermost part of the deposit. Intact hearths,
shown in section by lenses of ashy material and charcoal
fragments, are a prominent feature of spits 3 and 4. Between spit 4
and the base of the upper grey unit in spit 7, charcoal occurs only
in small patches and as isolated fragments. p H is 9.5-10 and the
sediment consists predominantly of greyish brown (10 Y R 5/2) to
dark greyish brown (10 Y R 4/2) fine to very fine sands and coarse
silts. Archaeological material, notably faunal remains, is abundant
in the hearth zone and this is reflected in the percentage of organic
matter found in the sediment sample analysed from spit 4 (Figure
6.3 ).

From the base of spit 4, 20 cms below the floor surface, the upper
unit dips in the centre of the excavated square appearing in section
to form a pit some 15 cms deep (Figure 6.1). In spit 5 below the
hearth zone, sediment becomes a light brownish grey (10 Y R 6/2)
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Plate 6.2 Inside Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter, showing
excavated squares D 3 (on left hand side of photograph)
and C2.
Plate 6.3 Square C2 showing upper grey and lower red
stratigraphic units

and in the north eastern and south eastern corners thefirstreddish
brown sediment of the lower red unit was encountered.
Archaeological material was notably sparse in the red sand.
Fragments of charcoal are scattered throughout the upper layers of
the pit. It appears that the pit is in fact a fire pit or hearth dug into
the spit 4 surface of the rockshelter.

In the southern section of the excavated square the base of spit 7
forms the bottom of the upper grey unit.

As at Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter, the lower stratigraphic unit
is distinguished by sediment colour, texture and content. A s shown
in Figure 6.1, with the exception of the firepit, from the base of
spit 4 to baserock in spit 12, a m a x i m u m depth of 68 cms below
the floor surface, the sediment consists of irregular layers of
reddish brown (5YR 5/3; 5 Y R 5/4) and yellowish red (5YR 5/6)
sands. Carbonate nodules and solution pipes are abundant in this
lower unit and all archaeological material is encrusted in a red
carbonate cement. In spit 10 in the western half of the excavation
there is a marked but discrete occurrence of angular limestone
fragments.

Square D3
Square D 3 was excavated to a depth of 78 cms below the floor
surface. This is some 15 cms below baserock in Square C2. With
the exception of the firepit, stratigraphy in the second square
replicates that recorded in Square C 2 although there is a more
distinct horizon of yellowish red sediment at the base of the
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Figure 6.1 Dated stratigraphic section, East face Square
C2 Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter
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excavation (Figure 6.2). Abundant charcoal and archaeological
material is found in the topmost spits of the upper greyish
brown unit. A s in the upper spits in Square C 2 , the abundance of
charcoal fragments, the presence of discrete ashy lenses and
concentrations of charcoal and ash underlain by bands of indurated
red sand, clearly indicate that this upper section of grey unit in
Square D 3 forms part of what is presumably the same hearth zone
as that identified in Square C2. Organic content is high; p H is
constant at 9.5-10. In spit 5, the first reddish brown sand was noted
in the south eastern corner, although the greyish brown sandy
sediment continues irregularly across the square to the base of spit
7, 35 c m s below the floor surface. In the south west quadrant in
spit 6 the soil which is very soft grey and ashy contains an
abundance of small bones. Immediately underlying this
concentration is a harder, more indurated red sandy layer.

Spits 7 and 8 are mixed lenses of red-grey sand grading to nearly
completely red in spit 9. Charcoal is notably absent from the red
sediment which continues to spit 14 some 68 cms below the floor
surface and a depth parallel to baserock in Square C 2 . F r o m here
to baserock, a m a x i m u m depth of 78 cms below the floor surface
sediment colour grades to a distinct predominantly yellowish red
layer.

Sediment analysis
The same analytical techniques as described for M a n d u M a n d u
Creek rockshelter were used to analyse sediment samples from
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Figure 6.2 Section drawing, Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter Square D3, East face.
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Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter. Subsamples were obtained from the
bulk sample collected from spits 4,7,8 and 12 in Square C2.

As is illustrated in Figure 6.3, low percentages of organic matter
are recorded in all tested samples with the exception of spit 4.
Figure 6.3 Percentage loss on ignition of organic
material and calcium carbonate in sediment
samples, Square C 2 , Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter

•

organic material

E9 carbonate

The high organic content in the uppermost section of the deposit is
a result of the retention of shell, charcoal and other organic
material in this and adjacent spits. Gravel size material which is a
feature of spits 8 and 12 is considered to derive from weathering
of the rockshelter walls and through roof fall (Figure 6.4). A s in
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, the fine to very fine sands and
coarse silts which predominate in the lower spits are considered
most likely to derive from the Tanatabiddi Terrace.
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20 -i

20-1

- 1 0 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Size (0 units)
Square C 2 Spit 7

- 1 0 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Size (0 units)
Square C 2 Spit 4
20 -i

30 -i

- 1 0 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Size (0 units)
Square C 2 Spit 8

- 1 0 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Size (0 units)
Square C 2 Spit 12

Figure 6.4 Particle size distribution, Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelter

Dating
Table 6.0 lists all available radiocarbon dates from Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelter in order of depth below the floor surface. A s is
clearly shown in the table, attempts to obtain a coherent dated
sequence, particularly from the basal part of the deposit are
proving somewhat difficult.
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Table 6.0 Radiocarbon dates, Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter
N e w Age is based upon the more accurate half-life of 5730 years.
Convent. Age - Conventional age. BFS- Below floor surface
*repeat measurement; A M S Accelerator Mass Spectrometry
Date No. Square

spit

W k 1474
R16098/2
(AMS)
W k 2524

D3
D3

7
9

Depth
B F S cm
30-35
40-45

D3

11

50-55

W k 1520

C2

12

60-65

R16098/1 D3
(AMS)
R16098/1* D3
(AMS)
W k 1475 D3

13

60-65

13

60-65

14/15

65-75

D3

15

70-75

D3

15

70-75

R18038/1* D3
(AMS)

15

70-75

Rl 1879/1
(AMS)
Rl 8038/1

sample
material
charcoal
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
charcoal
marine
shell
emu
eggshell
emu
eggshell

Convent
New
Age
Age
550 ± 70 480 ± 65
—

10,150 ±
66
12,100 ±
620
10,280 ± 9990 ±
270
280
—
31,770 ±
390
—
31,770 +
400
5090 + 4950 ±
300
310
- —
17,410 ±
330
--10,392 ±
96
———
10,610 ±
110

Only one date has been obtained from the upper grey unit from
either of the excavated squares. In the context of what was already
known about the patterns of human occupation at Cape Range, the
nature, abundance and "recent" appearance of archaeological
material recovered from this unit, suggested that a mid-late
Holocene age would be obtained from the base of the upper grey
unit. A charcoal sample weighing 5.1 g collected from spit 7 in
Square D3 yielded a radiocarbon age of 480 ± 65 yr B P (Wk
1474). This was more recent than had been anticipated.
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All the available evidence, the absence of charcoal, the texture and
colour of the sediment, the marked decline in the amount of faunal
and artefactual material and the presence of carbonate cement
encrusted on all archaeological material, pointed to a Pleistocene
age for the lower red unit. A 2.68g fragment of marine shell
identified as being probably baler (Melo amphora ) or syrinx
(Syrinx auranus ; S. Slack-Smith, Department of Aquatic Zoology,
Western Australian M u s e u m , pers. comm.) was collected from
baserock in the south east quadrant of spit 12 in Square C 2 and sent
for radiocarbon dating. X Ray diffraction analysis indicated that
the shell consisted of primary aragonite and the sample yielded a
radiocarbon age of 9990 + 270 yr B P ( W k 1520).

Obtaining a basal date from the lower red unit in Square D3 was
problematical. Shell material was insufficient to obtain a
conventional radiocarbon date and, as in Square C2, charcoal was
virtually absent. However, recognizing during excavation the
potential difficulties w e would have dating the lower section of this
sequence, any charcoal noted in the sieves was carefully collected.
B y amalgamating all available charcoal from Spits 14 and 15 a 1 g
sample was obtained. This was submitted for radiocarbon dating
and yielded a date of 4950 ± 300 yr B P ( W k 1475). This age was
much more recent than anticipated and clearly did not correspond
with the early Holocene date from the base of Square C2.

In an attempt to verify this mid Holocene date, a 0.32 g sample of
marine shell, an unidentified nacreous fragment, collected from the
north east quadrant of spit 15, 70-75 c m below the floor surface,
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was submitted to the Institute of Nuclear Sciences in N e w Zealand
for dating by Accelerator Mass Spectrometry ( A M S ) . X ray
diffraction analysis showed that less than 1 % calcite was present,
and the sample yielded a radiocarbon age of 17, 410 ± 330 yr B P
(Rl 1879/1).

Datable material became increasingly sparse with depth. A 0.4 g
fragment of marine shell, provisionally identified as Melo
amphora, collected from the south east quadrant of spit 13, 60-65
c m below the floor surface, yielded an A M S date of 31,770 + 390
yr BP. This clearly only further confused an already problematic
chronological sequence.

The chronological sequence at the base of Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter was n o w developing nightmarish qualities. With little
choice of datable material left, two fragments of e m u eggshell
recovered from the north and south east quadrants of spit 15 were
submitted for A M S dating. A date of 10,392 ± 96 years B P
(Rl88038/1) was obtained. This was clearly inconsistent with the
17,410 date obtained by the same laboratory on a sample of marine
shell with the same provenance and the sample was re-run. A
second age of 10,610 + 110 yrs B P confirmed the first e m u
eggshell date.

Two other dates, happily in chronological order, have been
obtained from the top of the lower red unit in Square D 3 . A n
A M S date of 10,150 ± 66 years B P (R16098/2) was obtained on a
sample of baler shell from spit 9, some 8 cms below the interface
between the lower red and upper grey units. A conventional age of
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12,100 ± 620 yr B P ( W k 2524) was obtained on a sample of baler
shell (Melo amphora

) from spit 11.

Discussion
The chronological and stratigraphic sequence at this site appears
intact from at least 12,000 years ago to the terminal Holocene. The
basal date of 9990 years B P from Square C2, the only available
radiocarbon date in this square, suggests that occupation m a y only
have spanned the Holocene period. This is supported by the
introduction of typical late phase stone tools such as adzes in spit 5
which suggests an age of at most 6000-4500 yr B P for this spit
(Bowdler and O'Connor 1991:61; Hiscock and Veth 1991: 342)
This is discussed further below.

The Holocene picture in Square D3 is a little less clear. The dates
of 12,100 and 10,150 from spits 11 and 9 tie in quite well with the
spit 12 basal date from Square C2. If the charcoal date of 480
years B P from spit 7 in Square D 3 is accepted, the provenance of
the terminal Pleistocene-early Holocene date in spit 9 means that
little more than ten c m of deposit has accumulated in over 9,600
years. If this is the case, most of the Holocene occupation at this
site (from spit 7 to the surface) has taken place within the last 480
years. This pattern of occupation is clearly different to that
identified at M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter and the midden sites
on the coast. While it is not by any means impossible that this site
was only fleetingly occupied from the beginning of the Holocene
until 500 years ago, the unexpectedly recent date obtained from the
base of the upper grey unit in this square should perhaps be
reconsidered. A s in Square C2, a typical late phase stone industty
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is introduced into the stone artefact assemblage in spit 5. In the
absence of radiocarbon dates this might reasonably act as a
chronological marker and allow an expected age of at most 60004500 years for this part of the deposit. In light of this it should be
noted that the charcoal sample submitted for dating, although
collected in situ from a discrete concentration of charcoal
fragments, did not derive from a hearth feature. For these and
other reasons discussed later the sample date of 480 ± 65 yr B P
from the base of the upper grey unit is considered likely to be
intrusive and not to represent the real age of this part of the
deposit.

It is however in the basal spits of Square D3 that the chronological
tangle is most complex. The date of 4950 + 300 yr B P (Wkl475)
on the charcoal sample from spits 14 and 15 is clearly most at odds
with the other available dates and, as shown below, with the pattern
of archaeological material present. The sample was not collected
in situ and although recovered carefully from the sieves the
provenance of this charcoal was not firmly established. It could
have been inadvertently introduced into the deposit from more
recent layers during excavation. In this context it is considered the
least reliable of the available dates at the base of the site and is
therefore not used in interpretations of occupation patterns at this
site. There would seem to be a salutary lesson here about the
importance of careful selection of charcoal samples for
radiocarbon dating (cf. Bindon and Dortch 1982).

Three other dates are available from Spit 15. Two have derived
from the same sample of e m u eggshell (Table 6.0) and are treated
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as the same age, c. 10,500 years BP. The third, and most
controversial in the chronological sequence, is the date of 17,410
+ 330 yr B P (Rl 1879/1) on an unidentified nacreous shell
fragment. This date provides tantalizing evidence of a visit to
Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter by people w h o were living on the
Pleistocene shoreline at the height of the glacial period, when sea
levels were as much as 150m below present levels and the coastal
plain extended some 10-12 k m to the sea.

In this context the apparent 7000 year discrepancy in the baler and
e m u egg shell dates from this spit should be further considered.
E m u egg shell has been used by Bowdler to date the Silver Dollar
site at Shark Bay, some 400 k m south of the Cape Range Peninsula.
Paired samples of e m u egg shell and marine shell submitted for
radiocarbon dating have, in one instance, yielded similarly
discrepant dates to those obtained from Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter. At the Silver Dollar site, a sample of e m u eggshell
submitted from a depth of 102 c m below the surface yielded a
radiocarbon age of 22,610 + 5 yr B P ( A N U 8220). A sample of
baler shell from the same provenance yielded an age of 30,240 ± 6
yr B P ( A N U 8221). Higher up in the deposit however, a paired
sample of e m u and marine shell yielded contemporaneous dates
(Sandra Bowdler, Centte for Archaeology, University of Western
Australial990b;

pers.comm.). There is then a discrepancy of

some 7,000 years between paired dates on e m u eggshell and baler
shell obtained from both the Silver Dollar site and from
Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter. While there is some question about
the stratigraphic integrity of the Silver Dollar site, and further
work is required to establish the reliability of e m u egg shell as a
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datable material, it can at least be postulated that the e m u shell
dates of c. 10,500 from Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter, do in fact
corroborate the baler shell date of 17, 410 years BP.

This still leaves the date of 31,770 ± 390 yrs BP (Rl6098/1) from
spit 13. Because of the large discrepancy in the age between this
date and the 17,410 age from spit 15, the sample was re-run in the
radiocarbon dating laboratory. A n identical age of 31,770 ± 400 yr
B P was obtained and thus sttongly confirms the m u c h earlier
Pleistocene age for this baler shell fragment. In the absence of
explicit evidence for mixing or other disturbance in this basal 1015 c m of the deposit, it is difficult to explain the apparent
inversion between the spit 13 and spit 15 dates. In this context it
should be noted that both samples were collected from the south
east quadrant of the excavated square. It is therefore conceivable
that some disturbance, not noted during the excavation or shown in
the section, has occurred in this corner of the excavation.
Alternatively it is possible that an old piece of baler shell perhaps
fell from one of the rock ledges immediately above the excavated
square and became incorporated into the deposit. Or it might
simply represent re-use of an old fragment of baler shell.
Whatever the case, neither of these dates should be dismissed out of
hand. Both are dates on fragments of marine shell, and are
considered to be unequivocal evidence of a h u m a n visit to the
rockshelter at times when the sea was between 4 and 12 k m distant.

Unlike Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter, the chronological history
from this site is far from straightforward. While further dates
from both stratigraphic units might help unravel the chronological
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tangle, given the scarcity and poor quality of the remaining datable
samples, as well as the high cost of radiocarbon dates, additional
dating of this site is not considered worth while without further
excavation. For the purpose of the following analysis Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelter is considered to have been visited on a very
occasional basis from about 31,000 years ago to recent times.
Unlike M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter there is no clear evidence
for abandonment. Indeed the spit 15 date of 17,410 on a fragment
of baler shell can only m e a n that people w h o were living on the
distant Pleistocene shore at the height of the last glacial period
came back to the site on at least one occasion.

Archaeological material
Stone artefacts, marine shell and marine and terrestrial bone are
present throughout the Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter deposit. The
great majority of archaeological material is concentrated in the
topmost spits of the upper grey unit. Figure 6.5 shows the
distribution of archaeological material recovered from this site.
Unlike M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, where the clear
stratigraphic break in each square ties in with the late Holocene age
of the deposit, at Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter the pattern is less
clear. For the purpose of analysis however, archaeological material
from the upper grey unit (spits 1-7), and the lower red unit (spit 8Baserock) was treated separately. Given the more irregular
stratigraphic disconformity between the upper grey and the lower
red unit shown in the section drawings (Figures 6.1 and 6.2) for
this site, this division of the deposit is less obvious than that at
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter. Indeed, on the basis of Figure
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6.5, a more satisfactory division might be achieved below spit 6,
where a marked reduction in the amount of marine shell and
marine bone occurs and appears to correspond with an increase in
the amount of both terrestrial bone material and e m u eggshell.
This would not however correspond with the disuibution pattern
of either stone artefacts or crab and sea urchin.
Marine fauna
A total of 1390.2 g of marine shell, Crustacea and sea urchin was
excavated from Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter, 808.6 g from
Square C 2 and 571.6 g from Square D3. 9 7 % of this material was
recovered from the upper grey unit.

Shellfish
The marine faunal assemblage at this site is far less diverse than
that identified at M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter. A s is shown in
Tables 6.1 baler (Melo amphora

) and chiton she\l(Acanthopleura

gemmata ) dominate the mollusc material in both the Pleistocene
and Holocene units. Occasional fragments of both marine and m u d
whelk (Thais sp and Terebralia sp.), tusk shell (Dentalium sp.),
clam (Tridacna maxima ) and pearl shell (Pinctada spp.) are also
present. The amount of shell material peaks in spits 3, 4 and 5 in
both excavated squares.
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Table 6.1a Mollusc species Square C 2 Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelter.
* present; t= Terebralia sp.; to= Tonna
sp.,p=Pinctada
spp., d=Dentalium
Baler
spit
chiton
Thais
Frag.
other Total
indet.
wet e
*
Surface
7.0
*
*
*
1
25.0
*
*
*
2
70.9
*
*
*
3
265.2
*
*
*
*
4
191.6
*
*
*
*
5
t; to 171.2
*
*
*
6
34.6
P
*
*
*
7
15.9
*
*
8
2.4
t
*
*
9
d
0.6
*
10
0.2
—
11
*
*
12
2.7
Table 6.1b Mollusc shells, Square D3, Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelter.
* Present; d Dentalium; c Clam; th Thais spp.;
other Total
chiton
baler
Frag
spit
wet e
indet.
*
*
3.4
1
*
*
2
11.1
*
*
*
d
78.9
3
*
*
*
234.1
d
4
*
*
*
?
5
*
*
*
104.1
d; c
6
*
*
*
th.
17.6
7
*
*
3.6
8
*
*
*
3.2
d
9
*
?
0.1
10
*
*
1.5
11
*
?
0.7
12
*
*
0.5
13
*
—
14
*
0.6
15
P?
—
16
*
0.3
17
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A s is clearly shown above there is a marked reduction in marine
mollusc material in the lower red unit (spit 8 to baserock), though
m u c h the same range of species is being exploited. Baler and chiton
shell continue to spit 13, beneath which depth shell material is
classified only as "unidentified fragments".

Crustacea
Fragments of crab and sea urchin are found throughout the
archaeological deposit at this site. The fragmented nature of m u c h
of this material makes conclusive identification difficult. However
reef crabs (family Xanthidae) and sea urchin provisionally
identified as Tripneustes gratilla are represented in the sample.
Figure 6.6 shows the weight of sea urchin and crab per spit in each
of the excavated squares.
Figure 6.6a Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter Square
C 2 . C r a b and sea urchin weight per spit.
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Figure 6.6b Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter Square
D 3 . C r a b a n d sea urchin weight per spit.
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Tripneustes gratilla is an edible sea urchin which is widely
distributed in Indo-West Pacific waters. It is notable for having a
thin test and short spines. Fully grown it can reach up to 15 c m in
diameter, has a high relative gonad volume and is currently being
considered as a commercially exploitable species (Chen and
Chang 1981). The spawning season of this echinoid appears to relate
to both diet and sea water temperature. While there is no evidence
of direct relevance to the Ningaloo region, the available Australian
evidence, obtained from N e w South Wales and the Great Barrier
Reef, indicates that the breeding period of Tripneustes gratilla in
Australian waters occurs between late summer and early winter
(Chen and Chang 1981; O'Connor et al. 1976). This data,
provides a further hint, albeit far from certain, of seasonal
occupation of this rockshelter site. Significantly, it ties in well with
the other available seasonal evidence discussed above, in indicating
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use of rockshelters in Cape Range sometimebetween the months
of March and June, which coincides with the wettest time of year.

Fish
Fish bone is present in both the Pleistocene and Holocene units
(Table 6.2). As with Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter, several
species of parrotfish (Scarus spp.) predominate. A jaw bone of a
moray eel Gymnothorax sp. was identified in spit 2 and the
vertebra of a shark or ray was identified in spit 6.
Table 6.2 Fish species identified in excavated
squares, Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter
* present; ? probable; G Gymnothorax sp. S shark

C2
Square
Scarus
/Spit
1
2
*
3
*
4
*
5
6
*
7

D3
C2
Other Scarus

D3
Other

G
?
*
*
*
*

S

Turtle
Fragments of turtle bone and shell are present in varying amounts
throughout the Holocene layers (Table 6.3). As already discussed
for Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter, it is considered that the
species represented is most likely the green turtle, Chelonia mydas
which is very common in the lagoon all along the western coast.
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Table 6.3 Fish and turtle weight per spit (g). Squares
C 2 and D 3 Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter
Fi sh

Total
Fish

Spit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

C2
D3
0.5
1.1
—
6.1
16.4
6.7
31.1
5.1
8.5 30.7
0.5 74.6
0.5
3.7
0.4
0.2

Total

64.7

—

0.3
—

—

1.6
6.1
23.1
36.2
39.2
75.1
4.2
0.6

Tuirtle
C2
0.6
1.0
6.9
7.6
13.2
7.3

Total Total
Turtle

D3
—
—

0.6
0.7
4.2
42.1
0.1
0.7

0.6
1.0
7.5
8.3
17.4
49.4
0.1
0.7

—

—

0.3
?
?
121.7 186.4

2.2
7.1
30.6
44.5
56.6
124.5
4.3
1.3

—

36.6

48.4

85.0

0.3
?
271.4

Marine bone accounts for just over 3 5 % of the total weight of bone
material excavated from this site.

Terrestrial Vertebrate Fauna
Unlike M a n d u Mandu Creek rockshelter, bone material is present
throughout the deposit at this site. All bone material in the basal
spits was encrusted in a red carbonate cement and was extremely
brittle and badly fragmented. N o bone below spit 13 could be
identified. Table 6.4 records terrestrial vertebrates identified in
the bone material from both excavated squares at Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelter.
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Table 6.4a Terrestrial faunal material Square C 2
Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter.
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Table 6.4b Terrestrial faunal material Square D 3
Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter.

Much the same range of faunal species as was found in the Mandu
M a n d u Creek rockshelter deposit is present at this site. In the
following discussion only species not identified in the former site
are described.
Bilbv
The bilby, Macrotis lagotis , is a little-known marsupial which
once inhabited the arid and semi-arid regions throughout m u c h of
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Australia. It was identified in spits 13 and 11 in both excavated
squares. Significantly, in view of the chronological mix-up
discussed above, the bilby is noted as being a powerful burrower
with extensive burrow systems up to 3 m long and 1.8 m deep.
Areas occupied by the bilby are usually pock-marked with
numerous shallow holes some 10 c m in depth, from which the soil
has been scattered on all sides (Johnson 1991: 107).
Bandicoot
A calcaneum provisionally identified as being of the genus
Chaeropus is identified in spit 3 in Square C2. This bandicoot,
n o w extinct, is believed to have inhabited an immense area of the
semi-arid region in prehistoric times (Aitken 1991:104; Strahan
1991:93).
Dasyurids
T w o dasyurids, or carnivorous marsupials, the northern quoll
(Dasyurus hallucatus ) and the long tailed dunnart (Sminthopsis
longicaudata ), are found in the Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter
deposit. Both are found in the topmost spits. The quoll is also
identified in spit 9 and the dunnart in spit 13. Very little is known
about Sminthopsis longicaudata. It has only been recorded from
widely scattered localities in the arid zone of Western and Central
Australia where it is believed to inhabit rugged and rocky areas.
Dasyurus hallucatus is known from the Pilbara to the northeastern
coast of Queensland where it is most abundant in broken rocky
country with sparse vegetation cover (Begg, 1991b : 23; Burbidge
etal 1991:59).
Rodents
Pseudomys hermannsburgensis , the sandy inland mouse, adds to
the range of native mice recorded at M a n d u M a n d u Creek
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rockshelter. Today it is widely distributed over m u c h of the arid
and semi-arid zone where it lives predominantly in burrows up to
half a metre below the surface (Breed 1991:407). At Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelter Pseudomys hermannsburgensis is found in spits
2 and 3 in Square D 3 and spit 8 in Square C2.
E m u eggshell
Tiny fragments of e m u eggshell were recovered from Spits 5 and
Spits 8-10 in Square C 2 and in Spits 7 and 8 and Spits 10-15 in
Square D 3 (Figure 6.5).
Stone artefacts
A total of 1397 stone artefacts were recovered from Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelter. O f these, 544 (38.96%) are flakes less than 10
m m in length. These were counted, and weighed, and their lithic
material identified but they were otherwise excluded from the
following analysis. The analysis of stone artefacts from this site
was as carried out at M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter. A s noted
above, for the purpose of analysis artefacts from spits 1-7, the
upper grey unit, and spits 8-16, the lower red unit, in both
excavated squares were treated as separate assemblages. Fifty five
percent of artefacts were recovered from the upper late Holocene
layers.

Raw material use
The same five categories of stone material as were present in the
M a n d u M a n d u Creek deposit were also identified in the assemblage
from this site. While silcrete, partially silicified limestone (PSL)
and limestone dominate the artefact assemblage in both units,
there was an increased range of lithic material identified in the
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category "other" in the upper grey unit. Table 6.5 below compares
the proportion of raw materials used in the two stratigraphic units.
Table 6.5 R a w material use, Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter
Sil(;rete

No
%
Unit 256 54.4

limestone chalcedony

Pi
No.

%

92 19.5

1
Unit 268 70.2 22
2
Total 524 61.4 114

5.7

other

Total

No. %
80 16.9

No. %
3

0.6

No. %
No. %
8.5 All 55.2
40

81 21.2

0

0.0

11

2.8 382 44.7

3

0.35

51

5.9 853 100

13.4 161

18.8

A s at M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, there is an apparent
preference in the more recent stratigraphic unit for the use of finer
grained raw material, particularly partially silicified limestone.
Although not statistically significant due to sample size, the mean
weight of intact flakes m a d e on chalcedony and other presumably
exotic material, is notably less than that of intact flakes m a d e from
locally available raw material such as silcrete and partially
silicified limestone, suggesting the preferred use and curation of
some lithic types.
Characteristics of the stone assemblages
There is a marked similarity in the percentage of artefact types in
both the Unit 1 and Unit 2 assemblages at this site (Table 6.6).
There is in fact a greater degree of homogeneity between the
older and younger assemblages at Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter
than was apparent at M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter. There is
not, for example, the same marked increase in the number of
retouched and formal tools in the more recent assemblage that was
noted at the other site.
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Similarly, no significant differences in the m e a n weight and size
(length, width and thickness) of intact flakes in each unit were
identified using t-tests. A s noted above, the chrono-stratigraphic
division between the upper grey and lower red sediment units at
this site is less clear than that which was identified at M a n d u M a n d u
Creek rockshelter. The appearance of adzes in spit 5 in both
excavated squares can, however, be used as a temporal marker for
the addition of a late phase stone indusu*y to this site. A s a further
test of the apparent absence of significant differences between the
stone industries, the stone assemblage was re-classified into late
(spits 1-5) and early (spits 6-16) phase indusuies. However, t-tests
again showed no significant differences between the length, width,
thickness and weight of intact flakes in the two adjusted
assemblages. In addition, and as with the M a n d u M a n d u Creek
assemblage, there is little difference between the m e a n
width:length ratio of intact primary flakes in each sttatigraphic
unit. Similarly, the m e a n thickness:length ratio in each unit is also
fairly consistent. The implication of this is that, as at M a n d u M a n d u
Creek rockshelter, stone technology has changed little during the
time the site has been occupied.

Figure 6.7 illustrates and further confirms the marked consistency
in the m e a n length, width, thickness and, to a slightly lesser extent,
weight in intact flakes in each spit. The small number of flakes in
some of the lower spits m a y in part account for this pattern which
is clearly very different from the assemblage characteristics
discussed previously for M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter.
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Figure 6.7 M e a n length, width, thickness and weight of
intact flakes Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter.

Retouched and formal tools
A total of 24 retouched and formal tools were identified in the
stone assemblage at Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter (Table 6.7).
Table 6.7 Retouched and formal tools from the upper
grey and lower red stratigraphic units, Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelter
Retouched
Adzes/
flakes
Adze slugs

Upper
grey
Lower
red
Total

No
No
%
6
40.00 7
0

00.00

6

25.00

other
Total
Misc.
Retouch
%
% No
% No
% No
6.66 1
6.66 15 62.5
46.66 1
9

37.5

9 100.00 0

0.00 0

0.00

66.66 1

4.16 1

4.16 24 100.0

16

Retouched flakes, adzes and adze slugs make up the great majority
of tools in the most recent stratigraphic unit at this site. As noted
above, adzes are the only definitive late phase tools identified in the
deposit and occur only in spit 5 and above (Figure 6.8; Bowdler
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Figure 6.8 Stone artefacts, Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter
1. Retouched flake, Sq. C 2 spit 7; 2 Retouched flake Sq. C 2 spit 8;
3. Retouched flake Sq. D 3 spit 8; 4. Adze Sq. D 3 spit 4;
5. Adze Sq. D 3 spit 5; 6. single platform core Sq. C 2 spit 9;
7. retouched flake Sq. C 2 spit 8.
27.6

and O'Connor 1991; Hiscock and Veth 1991). N o microlithic tools
were noted. O f the six adzes and adze slugs recorded, three are
m a d e on partially silicifed limestone and three are m a d e on finely
grained silcrete.
Retouched stone material in the lower grey unit consists solely of
retouched flakes. M e a n percentage retouch on these artefacts is
notably less (30.12%) than that recorded for the upper unit tools
(40.21%). Three of the retouched flakes are notched.
Grinding material
O n e fragment of probably basal grindstone was recovered from
spit 4 (Figure 5.13).
Artefact discard rate.
In view of the problems with the chronological sequence outlined
above, no attempt has been m a d e to graph artefact discard rate.
Figure 6.9 below illustrates the number of stone artefacts discarded
per spit and indicates that use of the site, as measured by the amount
of discarded archaeological material (cf. Figure 6.5), increases
markedly from spit 9, which dates to the early Holocene (cf. Table
6.0).
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Figure 6.9. R a w count of stone artefacts per spit
Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter
Ochre
Ochre is present in spits 4, 6, 8 and 9. Its use at this site appears to
be restricted to the Holocene (Figure 6.5).

Conclusions and implications of the archaeological record
from Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter
In view of the complications of the chronological sequence at this
site, the following interpretation of human occupation is offered,
in the first instance, without reference to the available dates.
Instead, the distinctive patterning in the archaeological record is
used, in the context of other lines of evidence, to interpret the
archaeological sequence.

Figure 6.10 illustrates the percentage of each type of faunal
material, fish, turtle, shellfish, crab, sea urchin, e m u eggshell and
terrestrial bone, that occurs in the deposit at Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter. It demonstrates very clearly that the economic focus
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of this site has changed markedly during the period in which it has
been occupied.

Figure 6.10 Percentage representation of faunal
material per spit, Squares C 2 and D 3 Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter

Marine resources, notably shellfish and other invertebrates (crab
or sea urchin), are present in nearly all spits, and indicate that
throughout the time Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter has been used,
its occupants have been in contact with the coast. However, as
already noted, marine shell in the earliest layers consists only of
tiny unidentified nacreous fragments. Its apparent dominance in the
basal spit is misleading (Figure 6.10) as 0.2 g of shell represents
1 0 0 % of faunal material recovered.

With this exception, the faunal assemblage in the lower red unit
(spits 8-17) is dominated by terrestrial animals. Reference to tables
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6.4 and 6.5 demonstrates that at least three species of macropod, as
well as bilby and bandicoot, are present in the lower stratigraphic
unit. E m u eggshell also peaks between spits 11 and 16. A s already
discussed for M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, its presence at the
site implies that during this period occupation was occurring, at
least sometimes, during the early winter months. F r o m the earliest
levels the emerging picture is of a site occupied intermittently by
people w h o evidently came from the coast but w h o were exploiting
the resources of the adjacent coastal plain and hinterland during
their visits to the rockshelter.

It is not until spit 6 and above that marine foods, most notably
shellfish and to a lesser extent fish and turtle, dominate the faunal
assemblage. Preservation conditions are not considered to be the
cause of this, and by implication, during this phase of occupation
the shoreline was closer than it had been in the lower stratigraphic
unit, where marine resources are more poorly represented.

The available radiocarbon dates complement this picture. From the
existing evidence it can be argued that the site was first occupied
during the late Pleistocene, perhaps some 31,000 years ago. At this
time the coastline would have been located some some 4-5 k m
from the rockshelter. The paucity of archaeological material in the
Pleistocene layers indicates that, from the time it was first
occupied to the end of the Pleistocene, use of the site has continued
on an occasional, perhaps seasonal, basis. Significantly, the
presence of marine fauna in nearly every spit indicates that its
occupants came from the coast. Moreover, the date of 17,440 yr
B P on a fragment of baler shell provides evidence of the presence
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of a h u m a n population on the Pleistocene shoreline at the height of
the arid conditions of the last glacial period.

The absence of ochre in the Pleistocene levels is also worth noting.
A s already discussed, the nearest ochre sources to the Cape Range
Peninsula are a m i n i m u m of 300 k m to the north east. Given the
prevailing environmental conditions and the presumed restrictions
on movement during at least part of the Pleistocene sequence at this
site, w e should not expect to find ochre in these levels if the site
was in fact occupied during the height of glacial aridity. The
absence of ochre suggests that long distancettadingnetworks,
established prior to the glacial period, and as shown at M a n d u
M a n d u Creek rockshelter, were no longer operational during
glacial conditions. This is consistent with arguments that one
response to increasing aridity was a reduction in territory (Hiscock
1988).

The archaeological record for the very end of the Pleistocene and
early Holocene, when the sea was only some 2-3 k m from the
rockshelter, marks the time w h e n evidence for the use of the site
began to escalate. However it is only above spit 7, the base of the
upper grey stratigraphic unit, that marine resources dominate the
archaeological material recovered from this site. The only
available radiocarbon date indicates that this layer dates to 480 yr
BP. However, the pattern of archaeological material in the upper
grey stratigraphic unit is very similar to that identified at M a n d u
M a n d u Creek rockshelter, and as is discussed in the next chapter, at
Yardie Well rockshelter. At the former site Holocene occupation
began by at least 5,500 years ago and Yardie Well rockshelter
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appears to have been occupied throughout the Holocene. In the
light of this evidence, and given the possibly intrusive nature of the
radiocarbon sample that yielded the 480 yr B P date, it is
considered more than likely that further dating of the base of the
upper grey unit would provide a mid-late Holocene age for spit 6,
corresponding more closely to the establishment of the modern
shoreline and thereby replicating the M a n d u M a n d u Creek
sequence.

Further radiocarbon dates are clearly required to refine the
chronological and archaeological sequence at this site. In the
context of the dating problems outlined above, dates on samples of
marine shell, which can only have been introduced into the
archaeological context by the site's h u m a n inhabitants, would
clearly be preferable. However, there is n o w almost no datable
material left from the base of Square D 3 , and this factor, together
with the possibility that the lowest levels of this square are
disturbed, makes further attempts to unravel the existing
chronological tangle at Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter without
further excavation, unwise. Further dates from the upper grey unit
in either square would certainly clarify the question of whether
there is in fact a time lag between the establishment of the modern
shoreline and use of the site, but would add little to the information
already k n o w n about Holocene occupation of the Cape Range
Peninsula. Excavation of another square at the very front of the
rockshelter would go some w a y towards resolving the problems of
this site, but is outside the scope of this particular project.
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CHAPTER 7. STRATIFIED SITES, YARDIE WELL
ROCKSHELTER: EXCAVATION, ANALYSIS AND
RESULTS
The primary aim in selecting a third rockshelter for excavation
was to find a site which might go some w a y towardsfillingthe
gaps in the archaeological record from M a n d u M a n d u Creek and
Pilgonaman Creek rockshelters. Evidence of a h u m a n presence on
the Cape Range Peninsula during the full glacial period is still
somewhat equivocal, although Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter was
probably visited on at least one occasion. In addition, the
archaeological record for the first 5000 years of the Holocene is
not well represented in either the excavated rockshelters or the
coastal midden sites The availability of a permanent source of
fresh water would appear to be the missing factor in this
conundrum. Yardie Creek is today the only permanent above
ground source of fresh water in Cape Range (Plate 7.0). A site
strategically located to take advantage of this creek and the other
resources its water might attract and sustain during arid conditions
seemed to have the greatest potential to provide the evidence
needed to complete the chronological sequence from the Cape
Range area. The challenge then was to find such a site.

Finding the site
Transect surveys were walked along both sides of Yardie Creek
from the mouth of the gorge to a point well into Cape Range
itself. All overhangs and accessible shelters in the very steep sided
limestone gorge were investigated for archaeological material. In
all but one instance however no signs of h u m a n occupation were
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found. The contents of several narrow overhangs confirm that
Yardie Creek has periodically risen and flooded its banks. Broken
trees, branches and limestone rubble, interspersed with thick
clearly layered bands of alluvial sediment piled high above the
current river bed, paid testimony to these past flood events.

Trails of baler shell fragments lead from the top of the gorge
d o w n accessible gullies to the stoney creek bed below. Despite
these, and the h u m a n presence signified by numerous isolated stone
artefacts located throughout the area, only one rockshelter site was
found. This site is located some 35 m above Yardie Creek, on the
southern side in a bend in the gorge, some 2.5 k m from the sea.
T w o fragments of baler shell were noted on the scree slope outside
the shelter, and a silcrete flake and several other shell fragments
were found inside. At one time this site appears to have been quite
an extensive rockshelter. Today however the entrance is resfticted
to a very tight squeeze through massive slabs of roof fall into a
small internal chamber with a m a x i m u m size of about 3 m

2

and a

roof height of only 70 cms. N o attempt was m a d e to investigate
this site further.

Defeated in the search for a creek-focussed site, we turned our
attention back to the western foothills of Cape Range closer to the
mouth of Yardie Creek. In this most southerly part of Cape Range,
the exposed marine terraces are eroded and discontinuous. While
still clearly identifiable, the Tantabiddi Scarp consists of a low
limestone ridge frequently broken by east-west running gullies.
Numerous rock overhangs and narrow ledges, but few readily
identifiable rockshelters, are found in this scarp. Test probing of
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the depth of floor deposit revealed only a very shallow depth of
sediment in most cases.
Yardie Well rockshelter
Yardie Well rockshelter, the site eventually selected for
excavation, was simply the largest and nearest limestone overhang
w e could find to Yardie Creek (Figure 4.0). Located in the
Tantabiddi Scarp some 2.2 k m north of Yardie Creek, it is best
described as a small limestone overhang, a remnant rockshelter.
From the road its size is partly disguised by a series of massive
slabs of limestone roof fall which obscure the entrance to the site
(Plate 7.1). Fragments of shell and stone artefact material were
found scattered sparsely on the coastal plain leading up to the site,
and closer inspection revealed that the shelter was larger than had
been anticipated. Today the front of the shelter is 6 m wide,
although it opens up to a width of nearly 9 m . From front to back
it measures only 4 m and roof height is a m a x i m u m of 1.94 m
above the floor, declining to 1.18 m at the back wall (Figure 7.0).
The massive slabs of limestone roof fall at the front of the site
clearly indicate that the modern overhang is the remnant of what
was once a m u c h larger cave.

A grid of 1 m squares was laid out and Square C2, just under the
edge of the existing roof in what is today the centre of the front
section of the site, was selected for excavation (Figure 7.0; Plate
7.2). Despite its forward location, the excavated square is less than
2 m from the back wall. Before roof fall occurred, this square
would have been located well towards the back of the site,
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Excavation followed the procedure outlined in previous chapters
for M a n d u M a n d u Creek and Pilgonaman Creek rockshelters.
However, after an initial surface layer of soft easy-to-dig grey
sandy soil, the deposit became cemented by insect cases. Excavation
continued, but the deposit had continually to be loosened using a
geological h a m m e r before trowels could be used effectively.
Available time was quickly running out, and when it became
apparent that the site had a good depth of deposit, w e reduced the
excavation at the base of Spit 10, some 50 cms below the floor
surface, to cover only the two northerly quadrants ( N E and N W )
of the original square. The insect cases, formed most probably by
wasps or bees (T. Houston, Curator, Terrestrial Invertebrates,
Western Australian M u s e u m pers. comm.), effectively cement the
surrounding sediment and continued to a point some 65 c m below
the floor surface. Baserock was finally reached at the bottom of
Spit 20, a depth of just over a i m from the modern floor.

Stratigraphy
Visually the Yardie Well deposit consists of three stratigraphic
divisions, although they are less obviously defined than those
identified in M a n d u M a n d u Creek and Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelters (Figure 7.1). Beneath Spit 1, the disturbed surface
spit, the upper unit consists of dark brown (7.5 Y R 3/2) fine to
very fine sands extending somewhat irregularly to a point between
spits 5 and 7, some 25-35 cms below the floor surface. Below this
sediment the colour changes to a dark reddish brown (5YR 4/4) to
reddish brown extending to a depth between spits 10 and 11, 50-55
cms below the floor surface. Both of these upper units are
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cemented hard with insect cases, appearing in section like a
honeycomb. From Spit 11 to baserock at Spit 20, sediment consists
of yellowish red (5 Y R 5/8) sand. Insect cases effectively cease in
Spit 13.

Figure 7.0 Yardie Well rockshelter, site plan and
section
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Plate 7.3 East face Square C2, Yardie Well
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Figure 7.1 Section diagram, Square C 2 Yardie Well
rockshelter
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Sediment Analysis
Samples taken from spits 3,8,13, and 20 were submitted for
sediment analysis. The same three standard analytical techniques as
described for M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter were used to
determine the carbonate and organic content of the sediment
matrix, and to characterise the grain size distribution. A control
sample collected from the Tantabiddi Terrace outside the
rockshelter was subjected to the same analyses.

Excavation and control samples exhibit relatively high proportions
of fine and very fine sand with low percentages of m e d i u m to
coarse sand and a low silt to clay ratio (Figure 7.2). The major
difference between the two sets of samples is the gravel
component. Gravel percentages are low in the Tantabiddi conttol
sample but range from moderate to high in the rockshelter
samples, where they directly influence the percentage
representation of all the other sediment fractions within the
sample. Percentage loss of organic material peaks in spit 3
(4.07%) and is lowest in spit 20 (2.04%). The percentage of
carbonate shows little variation d o w n the profile (Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.2 Yardie Well rockshelter particle size
distribution.
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Spit

Figure 7.3. Percentage loss-on-ignition of organic
material and calcium carbonate in sediment samples,
Square C 2 , Yardie Well rockshelter

The archaeological deposit in this site appears to have derived
from two main sources. The gravel is likely to be the product of
natural and occupation-derived weathering of the shelter roof and
walls (cf. Hughes and Lampert 1982), while the disttibution of
sediments in size classes below that of gravel points to a Tantabiddi
source.

Dating
Charcoal is sparse throughout the Yardie Well deposit. In the
uppermost spits, several discrete nodules were recovered. In spit 8
a number of scattered fragments were collected. None of this
charcoal derived from recognizable archaeological features such as
hearths. Indeed, it would seem improbable, given the position of
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the excavated square near the back of the rockshelter, that in situ
healths would be located in the excavation. In view of the small
quantity of charcoal recovered, its pattern of dispersal, the
prominence of roots, particularly in the upper part of the deposit,
and the presence of sufficient marine mollusc material to obtain
dates, it was clearly preferable to use shell material for dating
purposes.

Samples submitted for radiocarbon dating were selected primarily
to date the apparent stratigraphic changes and corresponding
pattern of decreasing archaeological material evident from
preliminary analysis of excavated material. O n the basis of this
preliminary investigation, it was anticipated that a stratigraphic and
occupational sequence comparable to that identified at M a n d u
M a n d u Creek rockshelter would be recovered from this site. It
even seemed possible that the middle reddish brown unit extending
between spits 8-11 (Figure 7.1) would provide the sought after
evidence of human occupation at the height of the last glacial
period and fill in the critical gap in the archaeological evidence so
far recovered from the research area.

Table 7.0 below lists the three radiocarbon dates obtained from
Yardie Well rockshelter. A 9.5 g fragment of Melo amphora

from

Spit 7, the bottom of the upper dark brown unit, yielded a
radiocarbon age of 5530± 80 yr B P (Wkl476). A second Melo
amphora

fragment, weighing 7.4 g and located in Spit 11 at the

interface between the reddish brown unit and the basal yellowish
red unit, yielded a radiocarbon age of 7290 ± 110 yr B P
(Wkl477). Dating the base of the deposit was more problematical.
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As shown in Table 7.1, shell material was almost non-existent in
the bottom most spits of the deposit and consisted only of very tiny
(0.1-0.8g) unidentified nacreous fragments. With few other options
available, all shell material from Spits 18 -20 was sent for dating
by Accelerator Mass Spectrometry. Using only the sample from
Spit 20, which was identified as nacreous fragments possibly of
Pinctada sp., a radiocarbon age of 10,490 ± 180 yr B P (Rl 1879/2)
was obtained as a basal occupation date for Yardie Well
Rockshelter.
Table 7.0 Yardie Well Rockshelter, radiocarbon
dates.
N e w age is based upon the more accurate half-life of 5730 years.
Conv. age - conventional age.
Date no. Spit

Depth
below
surface cm

W k 1476 7
W k 1477 11
Rl 1879/2 20

30-35
50-55
95-100

Sample
mat.
shell
shell
shell

New Age
5690 ± 80
7500 ±110
—

Conventional
Age
5530 ± 80
7290 ± 1 1 0
10490 ± 1 8 0

Depth/Age curve
Figure 7.4a shows a depth/age curve for Yardie Well rockshelter.
It illustrates that the rate of sediment accumulation has been steady
and suggests that, as with the other two excavated rockshelters, this
is closely linked to human occupation of the site. In the late
Holocene layers (spit 6 and above) the rate of sediment
accumulation and, by implication, use of the site appears to have
marginally slowed down. As is shown below however, there is in
fact more archaeological material per spit in the upper layers of
the deposit. This pattern then is probably more apparent than real
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0.

and a result of the lack of any further radiocarbon dates from the
top part of the deposit.
Archaeological material
For the purpose of analysis the deposit was divided into two main
stratigraphic units. Unit 1, the upper late Holocene unit, is
comprised of archaeological material excavated from spits 1-7.
The lower, middle to early Holocene unit comprises spit 8 to 20,
that is, to baserock. This division is primarily based on the marked
increase in the proportion of marine shell per spit in spit 7 and
above (Figure 7.5). A s indicated by the radiocarbon date of 5530±
80 yr B P (Wkl476) from spit 7, this presumably reflects the
establishment of the modern shoreline a little over a kilometer
from the rockshelter.
A total of only 179 stone artefacts, 939.8 g of marine shell and
70.7 g of bone was excavated from this site. O f this, 8 9 % of the
shell material, 6 8 % of the bone and just over 5 0 % of the stone
assemblage was recovered from the upper late Holocene unit.
While the scarcity of archaeological material recovered from
Yardie Well rockshelter m a y result from a pattern of intermittent
or low level occupation of this site, it is also considered to be, at
least in part, a function of the location of the excavated square
towards the very back of the rockshelter.

Marine fauna
Shellfish
A range of marine shell material almost identical to that found at
the other two excavated sites is recorded at Yardie Well
rockshelter (Table 7.1). A s already noted, most of the shell
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material is found in the upper late Holocene unit, from spit 7 to the
surface of the deposit. Beneath this, in the middle Holocene layers,
the amount of shell material per spit drops dramatically although a
comparable range of species is represented. Clam (Tridacna sp.)
and fragments of dentalium recorded in Spits 9 and 11 add to the
range of shell species recorded at this site. In the basal layers, from
Spit 11 to baserock, the majority of shell midden material is
identified only as "unidentified nacreous fragments". Chiton
(Accanthopleura gemmata ) and fragments of baler (Melo
amphora) are present to Spit 14.
Crustacea
Fragments of crab claw and carapace and of sea urchin are
amongst the oldest marine faunal remains at this site and are found
throughout m u c h of the archaeological deposit (Table 7.1). The
lack of diagnostic parts and the fragmented nature of m u c h of the
crustacean material makes accurate identification difficult. Crabs
are identified only as reef crabs of the family Xanthidae.
Toothplates of a large (10 c m diameter) sea urchin, have been
identified in spits 7,10,11 and 12. A shell plate from a barnacle
was recovered from spit 8.

Fish
Just over 4 0 % of bone identified at Yardie Well rockshelter in the
upper late Holocene unit is of either fish or turtle (Table 7.2).
Parrotfish (Scarus sp. ) is represented by the upper and lower
pharyngeal tooth plates and parts of the upper and lower jaws. The
upper pharyngeal toothplates of the tuskfish (Choerodon

sp.) are

also present. Bream (Acanthopagrus sp.) is identified by its
anterior canine teeth and rounded molar.
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Spit Baler Chiton Thais Tectus Turbo UNF USF other crab sea Total
urch Wgt.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

?
*

*

n

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

d

*

c

?

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

123.2
37.2
21.3
29.5
120.2
229.1
278.2
61.7
66.5

8.4
33.21

*
*
*

?
*

?

3.4
1.2
5.2
0.4
0.6

*
*
—
*

*

?
*

1.6
—

0.2

Table 7.1. Marine shell and Crustacea excavated
from Yardie Well Rockshelter.
* Present; ? possible presence; UNF = unidentified nacreous

fragment; USF = unidentified shell fragment; c clam; n nerite,
dentalium.

*As noted above, from spit 11 to baserock in spit 20 only a 50 c m 2 pit was excavated. T o provide a
more representative measure of the "real" amount of shell material in spit 11 and below, the amount
of shell per spit recorded in this table, is in fact double that which was actually recovered from
basal spits of the excavation.
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Table 7.2 Weight of fish and turtle identified from the
upper late Holocene unit, Yardie Well rockshelter.

Spit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Fish

(g) Turtle
—
6.4
4.2
3.6
0.9
0.9
—
0.5

(g) Total (g)
6.4
7.8
1.8
0.5

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1.0

—

Turtle
Small fragments of bone and shell provisionally identified as turtle
are present in spits 1,2,3 and 7 (Table 7.2). A s discussed in
Chapter 5, it is considered that Chelonia mydas , which is very
c o m m o n in the lagoon all along the western coast, is most likely to
be the turtle species represented at this site.

Terrestrial vertebrate fauna
70.7 g of bone was excavated from Yardie Well rockshelter, of
which only 22.1 g (14.2%) was recovered from the lower unit.
All the bone is badly fragmented, probably at least in part as a
result of the necessity of using geological hammers to excavate the
top half of the deposit. Bone from the lower unit is very sparse and
encrusted in a reddish carbonate cement. Under these
circumstances, very little bone material can confidently be
identified and in fact only three terrestrial species are recorded.
Pseudomys desertor , the desert mouse, today a rare and possibly
endangered species, is present in spit 2. The golden bandicoot,
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Isoodon auratus , is present in spit 3 and the right dentary of a
macropod, species unidentified, was recorded in spit 10.

Rare fragments of emu eggshell (Dromais novaehollandiae ) were
recovered from spits 13,14 and 15. At this time, c. 8500 years ago
(Figure 7.4a), the coastal plain outside Yardie Well rockshelter
would have extended between 2-3 k m to the sea, providing a
relatively well watered habitat for these nomadic birds.

Stone Artefacts
178 stone artefacts were excavated from Yardie Well rockshelter.
Of these, 28 were small flakes, less than 10 m m in length. These
were counted, weighed and their raw material noted but were
otherwise excluded from analysis. For the purpose of analysis,
stone artefacts from spits 1-7, the upper late Holocene unit, and
those from spits 8-20, the middle to early Holocene unit, were
treated as separate assemblages. Fifty one percent of artefacts were
recovered from the late Holocene layers. Analysis of artefactual
material is as described for M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter and
aimed primarily to document the stone assemblage in each unit
and, where possible given the small sample size, to characterize the
nature of differences between the early and later Holocene
assemblages at Yardie Well rockshelter.
R a w material use
Six categories of lithic material were identified in the Yardie Well
assemblages, silcrete, partially silicified limestone (PSL),
limestone, chalcedony, siltstone and "other". This latter category
included rare pieces of quartzite and fragments provisionally
identified as opaline silica. Table 7.3 illusttates the proportion of
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raw materials used in the stone assemblages of the late and earlymiddle Holocene units at Yardie Well rockshelter.

Table 7.3 R a w material use, Yardie Well rockshelter
Raw
material

silcrete
PSL
limestone
siltstone
chalcedony
other
Total

late H<}locene

No.
41
23
9
3
2

%

78

No.

52.56
29.48
11.53
3.85
2.56

55
1
13

—

3
72

—

100.00

TOTAL

early-middle
Holocene

%
76.38
1.38
18.05

—

—

—

—

4.16
100.00

No.
96
24
22
3
2
3
150

%
64.00
16.00
14.66
2.00
1.33
2.00
100.00

The pattern of raw material use through time exhibited by the
Yardie Well stone artefact material is for the most part the same as
that previously discussed for Mandu Mandu Creek and Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelters. As at both these sites, silcrete dominates both
the older and more recent stone assemblages. Similarly there is a
clear preference for the use of the finer grained, better quality
material such as partially silicified limestone in the late Holocene
material.

Assemblage characteristics
Table 7.4 show the raw counts and percentage of raw materials in
all artefact classes in the late (spits 1-7) and early-middle (spits 820) Holocene stratigraphic units at Yardie Well rockshelter.
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Table 7.4a. R a w count and percentages of stone
artefacts by raw material in the late Holocene unit
(spits 1-7) Yardie Well rockshelter.

Artefact

Silcrete

other

Lime.stone

PS

Total

type
Flake
Broken
flake
Flake
frag
Debris
Core
Core
frag
Retouche
d/formal

Total

No

%

11
12

47.8
60.0

6
6

26.1
30.0

5
2

21.7
10.0

12

66.6

5

27.7

1

2
0
2

33.3
00.0
28.6

1
0
4

16.6
00.0
57.1

2

50.0

1

52.5 23

41

No

%

No. %
4.3
1
0 00.0

23
20

29.4
25.6

5.5

0

00.0

18

23.1

0
0
1

00.0
00.0
14.3

3
0
0

50.0
00.0
00.0

6
0
7

7.7
0.0
8.9

25.0

0

00.0

1

25.0

4

5.1

29.5

9

11.5

5

6.4

78

100.0

No.

No.

%

Table 7.4b. R a w count and percentages of stone
artefacts by raw material in the early-middle Holocene
unit (spits 8-20) Yardie Well rockshelter.
Artefact

PJ>L

Silcrete

Lime stone

otller

To tal

type
Flake
Broken
flake
Flake
frag
Debris
Core

No.

%

66.6
68.7

0
0

0.0
0.0

7
5

29.1
31.2

1
0

4.1
0.0

24
16

26.9
22.2

14

87.5

1

6.2

1

6.2

0

0.0

16

22.2

12
0

100.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

00.0
00.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

12
0

16.6
00.0

0

0.0

0

00.0

2

50.0

4

5.5

No

%

16
11

No.

No.

%

%

No.

%

Core
frag

2

00.0
50.0

Retouche
d/formal

0

00.0

0

0.0

0

00.0

0

00.0

0

00.0

76.4

1

1.3

13

18.1

3

4.2

72

100.0

Total

55
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A s with both M a n d u M a n d u Creek and Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelters, the stone assemblages in the two stratigaphic units at
Yardie Well rockshelter are strikingly similar. Both the older and
younger assemblages have similar percentages of flake material.
There is a slight increase in the amount of debris in the lower unit
and more core material in the upper unit, corresponding with a
proportional increase in the number of flakes. T-Tests on the m e a n
weight and size (length, width and thickness) of intact flakes in
each unit demonstrate that, as with Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter,
there is little significant difference between flake size in the more
recent and earlier stone industries.

The appearance of a late phase stone industry characterised by the
introduction of tools such as adzes and a partially backed flake
occurs in spit 4. B y reclassifying the stone assemblage into early
(spits 20-5) and late (spits 4-1) phase industries it is clear that
flakes in the late phase industry are in fact significantly smaller
than those in the early phase industry. Table 7.5 tests this
hypothesis. Significance is set at a = 0.05.

Flakes in the levels containing the late phase industry are
significantly shorter, narrower and thinner than those of the
earlier phase. However as with both other rockshelters, m e a n
width:length and thickness:length ratios of intact flakes in each
stratigraphic unit are very similar, suggesting that manufacturing
technology has changed little throughout the time the site has been
occupied. A larger sample of flakes would be needed from this site
to confirm this apparent patterning.
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Unpaired t-Test

Xi: UNIT

Yi:

LENGTH

DF: Unpaired t Value: Prob. (1-tail):

45
Group:

-2.4

Count:

.0103

Mean:

Std. Dev.:

Std. Error:

Group 1

17

16.7

7.966

1.932

Group 2

30

25.093

13.077

2.387

Unpaired t-Test

Xi: UNIT

Y2:

WIDTH

DF: Unpaired t Value: Prob. (1-tail):

45
Group:

-1.706

.0474

Mean:

Std. Dev.:

Count:

Std. Error:

Group 1

17

14.435

10.801

2.62

Group 2

30

20.41

11.918

2.176

Unpaired t-Test

Xi: UNIT

Y3:

THICKNESS

OF: Unpaired t Value: Prob. (1-tail):

45
Group:

Count:

-2.45

.0091

Mean:

Std. Dev.:

Std. Error:

Group 1

17

3.241

2.139

.519

Group 2

30

5.827

4.027

.735

Unpaired t-Test

X-|: UNIT

Y4:

WEIGHT

DF: Unpaired t Value: Prob. (1-tail):

45
Group:

Count:

-1.152

.1277

Mean:

Std. Dev.:

Std. Error:

Group 1

17

3.418

8.769

2.127

Group 2

30

8.573

17.169

3.135

Table 7.5 t-tests on the difference between
length,width, thickness and weight of flakes in late
(spits 1-4) and early phase industries (spits 5-20) at
Yardie Well rockshelter.
Group 1 = spits 1-4; Group 2 = spits 5-20
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Retouched tools
A s with the two other excavated rockshelters, it is in the retouched
material that the most notable difference between the early and
later stone assemblages at Yardie Well rockshelter is displayed.
Only four retouched or formal tools were recovered from the
Yardie Well deposit and all were from the upper late Holocene
unit. T w o of these tools, a partially backed flake and an adze
(Figure 7.6), are considered to be diagnostic of the introduction in
spit 3 of a late phase stone industty. O n e of the adzes is m a d e on
finely grained silcrete and the other on partially silicified
limestone. This latter artefact, from spit 1, is a non-tula adze with
extensive undercutting on over 7 0 % of its lateral margins. The
silcrete adze from spit 3 is the broken bulbar end of an adze slug
with deep undercutting on over 4 0 % of its lateral margins. A
partially backed flake, with a m a x i m u m length of 15.4 m m , m a d e
on very fine grained silcrete was recovered from spit 4. The
depth/age curve for this site (Figure 7.4a) puts the probable age of
this backed flake at c.3000 years B P which is well within the time
framework for the Australian Small Tool Tradition (Bowdler and
O'Connor 1991:61). The fourth and oldest tool recovered from the
Yardie Well deposit is a silcrete flake with unifacial retouch to
over 43 % of its left lateral margin (Figure 7.6). It was found in
spit 6.
Artefact discard rate.
Figure 7.7 illustrates the actual number of artefacts excavated per
spit from the Yardie Well rockshelter deposit. The cross-hatched
areas in spits 11 to baserock accounts for the potential number of
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Figure 7.6 Retouched and formal tools, Yardie Well
rockshelter
1. retouched flake, spit 6; 2. adze, spit 1; 3. partially backed flake,
spit 4; 4. adze, spit 3.

25 8

artefacts that m a y have been recovered had a full l m ^ excavation
been completed in the bottom half of the test pit. Allowing that
doubling the number of artefacts actually found in each spit is
probably an over estimate of the actual numbers present, this graph
clearly demonstrates that, apart from a slight increase in the top
most spits, the number of artefacts discarded in each spit has been
more or less steady throughout the period in which the site has
been occupied.
Figure 7.7 Artefact number per spit Yardie Well
rockshelter.
* From spits 11-20 only a 0.5 m ^ excavation was completed.
"potential artefacts" represents double the number actually
recovered from these basal spits
40
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This pattern of artefact discard is confirmed in Figure 7.4b, the
artefact discard rate.
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Conclusions and implications of the archaeological
record from Yardie Well rockshelter
Yardie Well rockshelter provides the first evidence of a continuous
human presence in the Cape Range area throughout the Holocene.
Archaeological material, albeit sparse, demonstrates that the site
was occupied on a continued although intermittent basis certainly
from the very end of the Pleistocene and probably, like both
M a n d u M a n d u and Pilgonaman Creek rockshelters, through to the
very recent Holocene. Throughout this time people were exploiting
an increasing variety of marine foods collected from the shifting
Holocene shoreline (Figure 7.8).
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Figure 7.8 Percentage representation of faunal material
per spit, Square C 2 Yardie Well rockshelter. N o faunal
material at all was recovered from spits 17 and 19.
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Significantly the Holocene marine transgression appears to have
had little effect on the site's occupants. A s one might expect, the
amount of marine debris increases in response to the proximity of
the coast, but there is no indication that the 'relentless advance' of
the shoreline caused any 'drastic consequences' for the occupants
of Yardie Well rockshelter (cf. Mulvaney 1987:75-76).

It is estimated that in the early Holocene period, the time during
which the modern Ningaloo reef began to build up (Hesp 1986;
Kendrick et al 1991), Yardie Well rockshelter would have been
located some 2-3 k m from the shore. It is during this early period
that the site appears to have been used least frequently. In spits
13,14 and 15, dated around 8500 years ago, there is a slight
increase in artefact discard rate in association with fragments of
e m u egg shell. There is a similar slight increase in the amount of
marine shell debris at this time (Table 7.1; Figure 7.5). This
evidence presumably represents visits to the site during April and
June, the wettest months of the year, by people w h o came from the
nearby coast, perhaps to m a k e use of the seasonal availability of a
terrestrial resource such as e m u eggs. There is then some
suggestion of a more seasonal use of the site during this early
middle Holocene phase.

It is however not until spit 7, dated 5530 years ago, that the
amount of archaeological material present in the deposit increases
significantly. At this time the shore would have been close to its
present position and providing a readily accessible and reliable
source of protein rich foods.
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The Yardie Well stone artefact assemblage is remarkable perhaps
only in the extent to which is confirms the assemblage
characteristics documented for M a n d u M a n d u and Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelters. The appearance of a partially backed flake in
spit 4 and adzes in spits 3 and above is seen as representing the
inttoduction of a late phase stone industry, the Austtalian Small
Tool tradition. With the exception of this material, the same
relative proportions of stone artefact types are present throughout
the stone assemblages. The increase in the use offinergrained or
apparently better quality raw material discussed previously and a
smaller mean length of flakes in the more recent layers ties in well
with the introduction of the late phase stone industry (Figure 7.9).
Figure 7.9 Graph showing the decreasing mean
length of intact flakes and the increase in the
n u m b e r of artefacts m a d e from finer quality stone
material in the most recent layers of the upper late
Holocene unit, Yardie Well rockshelter. T h e first
late phase tools were recovered from spit 4.
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It is then the addition of the Austtalian Small Tool Tradition that is
seen as being responsible for the changes in the assemblage
characteristics noted at this site. This is a well established pattern in
Australian stone assemblages (cf. Hiscock 1986; M o r w o o d 1981;
Dortch 1977).

The primary significance of Yardie Well rockshelter is that it fills
in a gap in the early Holocene archaeological record at Cape Range
Peninsula and, more importantly, documents a continued use of a
rockshelter located near a permanent source of fresh water.
Although occupied during the Holocene, neither M a n d u M a n d u
Creek or Pilgonaman Creek rockshelters show this pattern of use.
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter appears not to have been
occupied for the first half of the Holocene, and Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter m a y only have been visited during several thousand
years at the beginning of the Holocene and then at the very end,
although as previously discussed, the possibility of continued
Holocene occupation at this site should not be discounted. Given
that other factors, such as the relative distance of the coast to each
site through time, have always been the same, it would seem most
likely that it is the proximity and reliability of Yardie Creek as a
source of freshwater that has enabled or encouraged a more
continued occupation at Yardie Well rockshelter than has been
possible at the other two sites.
It would seem then that definitive evidence of a h u m a n presence in
the Cape Range area throughout the arid conditions of the last
glacial period is yet to be found. Further excavation in this
rockshelter, perhaps beneath the roof fall that n o w conceals the
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original entrance to this site, would be one means of investigating
this question further. Another rockshelter near the top of Yardie
Creek gorge has recently been reported. This site, which is not
easily acccessible, has a number of grinding patches near its
entrance and fragments of baler shell on the floor surface. Further
intensive survey in this most southerly region of Cape Range
would undoubtedly yield other sites of potential significance to this
research. However as is argued below, the archaeological evidence
recovered to date provides compelling evidence for the presence
of a h u m a n population on the Pleistocene shoreline during the last
glacial m a x i m u m .
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CHAPTER 8. A REGIONAL SEQUENCE: T O W A R D S A
PREHISTORY OF THE CAPE RANGE PENINSULA
Occupation of the Pleistocene shoreline
Cape Range Peninsula as a unique coastal-topographic feature has
provided a rare opportunity to investigate and document the nature
of h u m a n adaptation to the Australian Pleistocene shoreline. It
effectively demonsttates that where the appropriate conditions
exist, evidence of this adaptation is waiting to be found (cf.
Perlman 1980:285-286). The archaeological sequence from Cape
Range Peninsula documents a prehistoric familiarity and use of
coastal resources from at least 32,000 years ago, when sites such as
M a n d u M a n d u Creek and perhaps also Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelters were first occupied, through the arid conditions of the
last glacial period until late Holocene times (Table 8.0 ).

The only significant gaps in the chronological sequence are found
between 30,000 and 25,000 years ago and between 17,000 and
12,000 years ago. B y doubling the standard deviation on each date,
the gaps are reduced to 2600 and 3410 years respectively. The
largest gap is still found in the critical period between the peak of
glacial aridity and the end of the Pleistocene. This m a y in part be
an artefact of the samples selected for radiocarbon dating, and it is
considered very likely that a further date from a depth of c. 60
cms below the floor surface in Square D 3 at Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelter m a y provide additional evidence for a h u m a n use of
this site in the period between 17,000 and 12,000 years ago.
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Site

Site type

Sample
material

Mangrove
midden
Bay
MMCRS
rockshelter
rockshelter
PCRS
Giralia road
artefact
scatter
site 111
Giralia road
artefact
site 9
scatter
MMCRS
rockshelter
MMCRS

rockshelter

Low Point

midden

Turquoise
Bay North
MMCRS

midden
rockshelter

Coral Bay

midden

Tulki Well

midden

YWRS

rockshelter

Coral Bay

midden

Mulanda
Bluff
YWRS

midden

Warroora

marine
shell
charcoal
charcoal
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine |
shell
charcoal

rockshelter
midden

PCRS

rockshelter

PCRS

rockshelter

YWRS

rockshelter

PCRS

rockshelter

PCRS

rockshelter

MMCRS

rockshelter

MMCRS

rockshelter

MMCRS
MMCRS

rockshelter
rockshelter

PCRS

rockshelter

MMCRS

rockshelter

mangrove
gastropod
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
mangrove
gastropod
mangrove
gastropod
marine
shell
mangrove
gastropod
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell
carbonate
marine
shell
marine
shell
marine
shell

Depth
below
surface
(cm)
surface

Lab. C o d e

Convent.
Age yr
B.P.

Beta 26269

109.2± 0.8

10
30-35
surface

WAIT116
W k 1474
W k 2858

430 ± 1 3 0
4 8 0 ± 65
1528 ± 60

surface

W k 2859*

1640 ± 90

25-30

Wkl512

1960 ± 80

30-35

WAIT 117

2420 ± 2 0 0

surface

W k 1430

4820 ± 6 0

25-35

WAIT 118

5430 ± 2 0 0

35-40

Wkl511

5490 ± 80

surface

W k 1729

5620 ± 60

surface

ARL 245

5660 ± 1 1 0

30-35

W k 1476

5690 ± 80

surface

W k 1728

6270 ± 120

surface

Wkl429

7210 ± 70

55-60

W k 1477

7290 ± 1 1 0

surface

SUA 1735

7810 ± 1 1 5

60-65

W k 1520

9990 ± 2 7 0

40-45

R16098/2 * 10,150 ± 66

95-100

Rl 1519/2 10,490 ± 1 8 0

50-55

W k 2524

12,100 ± 620

70-75

Rl 1879/1* 17,410 ± 3 3 0

40-45

SUA 2614 20,040 ± 440

65-70

W k 1575

22,100 ± 5 0 0

81
91

SUA 2354 25,200 ± 250
W k 1576 30,000 ± 850

60-65

Rl 6098/1* 31,770 ± 4 0 0

85-90

Wkl513

34,200±
1050

Table 8.0 Radiocarbon dates from archaeological
sites, Cape Range peninsula - sorted by age.
M M C R S : Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter; PCRS: Pilgonaman
Creek rockshelter; Y W R S : Yardie Well rockshelter; * A M S date
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Whatever the case, the evidence from Yardie Well rockshelter, the
coastal midden sites and the Holocene levels in Pilgonaman Creek
and M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter, clearly documents a strategy
of flexible and adaptive occupation which targeted, and was finely
adjusted to the vagaries of the shoreline during and after the
Holocene marine transgression. In this context, the presence of
shellfish and other marine resources in Pleistocene levels in these
sites provides compelling evidence for a h u m a n population which
followed the Pleistocene shoreline as it retreated some 10-12 k m
from the foothills of Cape Range during the last glacial period.

The offshore reef system and coast of the Cape Range Peninsula
would have provided a local resource able to support viable social
groups on the coast. Use of the hinterland is likely to have become
increasingly opportunistic during arid glacial conditions. That
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter was not utilised during glacial
conditions appears well founded, but if w e ask where its
inhabitants went, I think there is sound reason, and n o w good
evidence, to indicate that they followed the retreating shoreline.
The occasional use of Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter during this
time is probably best explained by circumstance. The site is larger
than M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter and its position high in the
Jurabi scarp means that it would be more readily seen across the
coastal plain by people coming from the shore. In addition, it
would provide a look out with a panoramic view across the
expansive coastal plain for last glacial hunters making a rare visit
to this hinterland region.
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T h e nature of Pleistocene occupation
M a n y of the features traditionally cited as indices of Holocene
complexity (cf. Lourandos 1983; 1985) are evident in the
Pleistocene sequence from North West Cape. The archaeological
sequence at M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter shows a peak in both
sedimentation and artefact discard rate in the period just prior to
site abandonment, which is not exceeded until the late Holocene.
Taken as a measure of the intensity of site use, a case can be made
for a higher population level in the preglacial m a x i m u m period
than in subsequent times (cf. O'Connor et al. in press). The
presence of ochre throughout m u c h of the archaeological sequence
contributes to the growing body of evidence for the movement of
goods over extensive areas and by implication the existence of
widespread socio-economic networks, during the Pleistocene as
well as in the Holocene. The shell beads from the basal layers of
M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter establish the use of decorative
ornaments by Pleistocene Australians at a time contemporaneous
with the earliest such evidence from Europe (Morse in press c).
Despite the anomalies evident in the chronological sequence from
Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter, it appears most likely that this site
was visited on at least one occasion during the height of arid glacial
conditions. The presence of marine shell confirms that the visitors
came from the coast. Moreover, the presence of e m u eggshell and
perhaps also sea urchin in Pleistocene layers at this site suggests
that use of the rockshelter, even at this time, m a y have been
seasonal. A s already noted, the absence of ochre in Pleistocene
layers at Pilgonaman Creek rockshelter fits with models for a
contraction in foraging territory in response to increasingly arid
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conditions (Hiscock 1988; O'Connor et al in press). It is
suggested that as glacial aridity intensified and resulted in the
gradual alteration of both the configuration of the landscape and
available local resources, the subsistence efforts of the inhabitants
of Cape Range Peninsula became increasingly focussed towards the
west and the retreating coastline. Presumably, this was at the
expense of exchange or social networks which had previously
existed with people occupying regions to the east of Cape Range.

During arid conditions it is evident, and not surprising, that use of
the then far hinterland of the Cape Range Peninsula was at best
only very occasional. However, the available terminal Pleistocene
data from both Pilgonaman Creek and Yardie Well rockshelters,
clearly reflects an increased use of this inland region when the sea
was once again within several kilomettes of these sites.

The Holocene sequence
There are now 16 Holocene dates from archaeological sites on
Cape Range Peninsula, as well as two from artefact scatters in the
dune sites at the base of Exmouth Gulf (Table 8.0). With two
exceptions, all these dates are on samples of marine or mangrove
gasttopod and confirm the use of the coast and its various
resources by the h u m a n occupants of this region throughout the
Holocene. Significantly, the dates from some of the midden sites,
as well as from both Yardie Well and Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelters, indicate that occupation of the region continued
throughout at least part of the time when occupation of M a n d u
M a n d u Creek rockshelter appeal's not to have taken place. This
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evidently selective use of sites substantiates the apparent tiuism
that absence of evidence is not necessarily evidence of absence and
clearly has significant implications for the research presented here.

The Holocene archaeological record at all three rockshelter sites
clearly indicates that the pattern of occupation and use of these
sites is related to the proximity of the coast. A s already noted, this
is well illustrated at both Yardie Well and Pilgonaman Creek
rockshelters where terrestrial fauna is shown only to be a
significant component of faunal remains w h e n the coast is more
than several kilometres distant (cf. Figures 6.11; 7.7).

It is not until the mid-late Holocene, when the modern shoreline
was established a little over one k m from the foothills of Cape
Range, that a real trend towards an increased intensity of site use
can be identified. This is the pattern, recognized in late Holocene
sites throughout Australia and identified in part as an increased
intensity of site use (measured by sediments and cultural remains),
that has c o m e to be heralded as "intensification" (Lourandos 1983;
1985). It has variously been attributed to population increase and
social change, as well as to technological and environmental
change (Beaton 1985, Hiscock 1986; Lourandos 1983,1985;
Rowland 1983). At North West Cape, the evident increase in the
intensity of site use in the late Holocene must, at least in part, be a
result of the proximity of the coast.

Ethnographic records from the adjacent, and similarly arid, desert
and Pilbara regions indicate that rockshelters were used
predominantly as wet weather camps (Veth 1989a; B r o w n 1987).
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The occurrence of fragments of e m u eggshell, a freshwater snail
shell and perhaps also sea urchin, in the archaeological deposit at
the excavated rockshelters has been used to argue for the
seasonality of rockshelter occupation on the western Cape Range
Peninsula. A s already discussed, the time of year when it is most
likely that each of these very different types of faunal remains
would have been inttoduced into the archaeological deposit is in
late summer to early winter. This corresponds well with the local
climatic records which demonstrate that the majority of rainfall
occurs in March, M a y and June. It seems possible then, that at least
during these times of the year there was some movement of
Aboriginal people away from the coast.

Evidence from a number of recently recorded artefact scatters on
the new Bullara-Giralia road alignment at the base of Exmouth
Gulf contributes to this argument (Figure 4.0; Wright et al. 1993;
Morse and Fry 1993 a; 1993 b). A baler shell dish, as well as
numerous fragments of baler shell, presumably the remnants of
once intact dishes, were found at a number of sites located in the
extensive longitudinal Pleistocene dune system which characterises
the country some 20-25 k m from the shores of Exmouth Gulf.
These sites are clearly associated with a string of claypans located
in a flat interdunal swale. A s a result of late summer rains a
profusion of plants, many of which were used traditionally for
both food and medicinal purposes, were flourishing near the
claypans and in the surrounding dunes. Rainwater is k n o w n to be
retained in the claypans for up to three weeks at this time of year
and can last for several months following early winter rains
(Denver Blake, Owner, Giralia Station, pers. c o m m ) . E m u
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eggshell was also found at several of the sites in this region.
Although this is the only archaeological survey work that has been
carried out in the Exmouth Gulf region, it would appear that on
this south eastern most part of the Cape Range Peninsula, a
seasonal pattern of movement, from the coast to the hinterland
region was also taking place sometime during the months between
March and June.

The pattern of occupation and the nature of faunal remains at
M a n d u M a n d u Creek, Pilgonaman Creek and Yardie Well
rockshelters clearly links use of these sites to the proximity of the
coast. Visits to these sites, particularly the two former, have
occurred at best intermittently, sometimes separated by millenia
when they were perhaps rarely or never visited. It seems probable
that use of these rockshelter sites was integrated into a pattern that
included shoreline midden sites, and at times, sites located on the
once far more extensive coastal plain, that are n o w long
submerged beneath the Indian Ocean.
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CHAPTER 9 W H O CAN SEE THE SEA? DISCUSSION
AND CONCLUSIONS
The antiquity of human exploitation of coastal resources stretches
back m a n y hundreds of thousands of years. Fossil shellfish, many
of which are very similar to their modern counterparts, are well
k n o w n in the geological record and it is more than likely that
coastal environments throughout the time of human evolution have
played host to shellfish populations that are substantially similar to
what can be found today on the modern shoreline (Meehan 1982).
300,000 years ago the inhabitants of the Mediterranean site of
Terra Amata consumed limpets, mussels and oyster (de lumley
1969). The Neanderthal occupants of Devil's Tower in Gibralta ate
limpets and mussels (Garrod 1928), but it is from Africa that the
most comprehensive early record of shellfish exploitation is found.
In coastal south Africa at sites such as Klasies River Mouth, Die
Kelders, Nelson Bay Cave and further inland at Border Cave,
abundant evidence has been found for the exploitation of shell fish,
marine m a m m a l s and, later fish, during the Middle Stone Age, a
period variously estimated as being between 120,000 - 55,000 yr
BP. At H a u a Fteah cave in North Africa, marine shellfish were
exploited from at least 70,000 years ago. Today, these sites are
located on the modern shoreline and during most of the Middle
Stone A g e they were little more than several kilometres from the
shore (Volman 1984; van Andel 1989; Klein 1977).

Archaeological evidence for the exploitation of coastal resources
during the late Pleistocene is rare, even on a world wide basis.
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Conversely, during the Holocene, particularly the mid-late
Holocene, the evidence for h u m a n use of the rich and varied
resources of the sea is abundant. Traditionally, archaeologists have
responded to this supposed riddle by presenting a case for the
inhospitability of Pleistocene shorelines and the consequent lack of
interest in coastal resources by discerning hunter-gatherers, or
they have argued that the Pleistocene evidence has largely been
destroyed or submerged by post-glacial changes in sea level.
Recently however, and as discussed in detail below, speculation
about the use of the now-submerged glacial shoreline has been
growing.

With the exception of the Western Australian evidence presented in
this thesis, and some recent Australian evidence discussed below, it
is only in northern Spain that the late Pleistocene use of coastal
resources by modern Homo sapiens sapiens has been documented.

In Cantabria the cave site of La Riera, located today only 1.5 km
from the northern coast of the Iberian peninsula, documents h u m a n
use of marine resources including large limpets shells (Patella
vulgata ) and seal, as well as freshwater-spawning fish of the
salmon family, from at least 20,970 ± 620 yr B P to Holocene
times. Although principally exploiting ibex, horses and red deer,
the aggregate weight of limpet shells in the earliest levels is more
than 70 % of that of the total m a m m a l bone and signifies the
importance of marine resources to the site's inhabitants during
increasingly glacial conditions (Straus et al. 1980; Strausl990;
1991).
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La Riera was first occupied as glacial conditions of the northern
hemisphere intensified. The Alpine icecap covered Switzerland, the
Austrian and Italian Alps and large areas of south eastern France.
In contrast, the coastal margins of the Iberian peninsula were
located well south of the permafrost zone and despite harsh
climatic conditions, south western Europe at the last glacial
m a x i m u m was rich in resources, particularly in the variegated
coastal montane habitats of the peripheries of the Iberian peninsula
(Straus 1990;1991).

Today the Iberian peninsula is divided between Spain, Portugal and
Andorra. Over 80 % of its margins are bordered by sea, the
remainder by the high wall of the Pyrenees which separates it from
France and the landmass of Europe. The Iberian continental shelf
is narrow and steep, and at the height of glacial conditions the
coastal plain was extended by little more than between 6-12 kms.
Accordingly, sites such as La Riera, located today near the modern
coastline, have never been m u c h more than 12 k m s from the
shoreline, a situation clearly analogous to that of the Cape Range
Peninsula. Furthermore, the pattern of artefact discard at L a Riera
has led to the interpretation that the site was used during glacial
conditions for a series of brief hunting visits (Straus et al. 1980).
Significantly, the presence of marine shells indicates that the
visiting hunters came from the coast.

Recent evidence firmly establishing that marine resources have
been an integral part of h u m a n economies in Greater Australia
from at least 33,000 yr B P , is available from the sites of
Matenkupkum and Matenbek in northern Melanesia, and Kilu
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rockshelter on the Solomon Islands (Allen, et al. 1988; 1989;
Wickler and Spriggs 1988). In broad terms, the dates from these
sites show h u m a n occupation and use of coastal resources between
33,000 yr B P to 19,000 yr B P and again from c. 14,000 yr B P .
These sites exhibit a stratigraphic hiatus coinciding with the height
of glacial conditions, but nevertheless point to the presence of
human populations on the last glacial shoreline on this north
eastern edge of Greater Australia (Allen et al 1989:559).

Other Australian evidence also points to human occupation and use
of the coast during the last glacial m a x i m u m . The presence of
baler shell, pearl shell and a sea urchin spine in levels dated
c. 18,000 B P at the Widgingarri rockshelters in the West
Kimberley region of Western Australia, unquestionably
demonstrates that people were on the coast and using coastal
resources at the height of the last glacial period. The clear link
between the pattern of occupation and abandonment, and the
proximity of the coast at Koolan Shelter 2 has similarly been
interpreted as indicating that in this region people were on the
coastal plain and following the post glacial rising seas (O'Connor
1990:444).

The presence of baler shell 18,000 years ago at the Silver Dollar
site in Shark Bay (Figure 1.2) provides further evidence of contact
with the coast, then over 100 k m to the west, at the height of
glacial conditions (Bowdler 1990b). O n e could also ask where else,
but to the m u c h extended coastal plain, would the occupants of arid
zone sites such as Allen's Cave, on the southern margin of the
Nullabor Plain, have gone during the glacial period (Figure 1.2)?
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Occupation of this site appears to have stopped between at least
17,500 and 15,000 years ago (Veth 1989a:87; cf. Martin 1973)
when the coastal plain stretched some 200 k m to the shore. In
contrast, nearby Koonalda Cave was visited intermittently between
approximately 22,000 and 15,000 years ago by people quarrying
flint (Wright 1971; Veth 1989a). W e should ask in this case where
the quarriers came from? Potable water is present at Koondalda
and at other caves in the region and, as Veth (1989a) has
suggested, it is possible that Koonalda was visited by people based
permanently on the now-submerged coastal plain. Palaeoclimatic
reconstructions indicate that at 18,000 yr B P , climate on the arid
southern coast m a y have been m u c h the same as it is today
(Hubbard n.d.). Significantly, fossil faunal evidence suggests that
during glacial conditions the coastal plain was perhaps a less harsh
environment than the Nullabor uplands and that water sources m a y
have been relatively abundant (Veth 1989a: 87).

On Queensland's North Stradbroke Island, the Wallen Wallen
Creek site has been argued to demonstrate a continuous use from
at least 20,560 years to the late Holocene (Neal and Stock 1986).
During the glacial period the site would never have been more
than 20 k m from the coast. There are no faunal remains in the
Pleistocene levels, but Neal and Stock( 1986:620) argue, perhaps
rather equivocally, that the presence of stone artefacts m a d e from
a high quality raw material, the source of which appears to have
been inundated during post-glacial sea level rise, confirms that the
Wallen Wallen Creek site, and by implication the Australian east
coast, was continuously occupied during the late Pleistocene.
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Further north at the site of Nara Inlet 1, on the Whitsunday Islands
off central Queensland, Barker (1991) has demonstrated a
continuous use of marine resources from sometime prior to 8150
yr BP. F r o m the time the site wasfirstoccupied until sea levels
stabilised c. 6500 yr B P , its occupants "successfully endured nearly
2,000 years of continuous marine transgression" (Barker
1991:106). Significantly, as Barker notes
it shows that one of the most significant environmental
events in the history of the continent had little or no
immediate effect on the people w h o lived there. It
demonstrates that people not only coped with the
'trauma' of marine transgression but responded to [it]
with all the flexibility of h u m a n cultural decision
(1991:107).

The relative paucity of evidence for use of the coast during the late
Pleistocene, compared to that for the Holocene, should not be a
surprise. The profusion of shell middens along the modern
Holocene shoreline provides unequivocal evidence that the
preferred location for the consumption of gathered marine
resources such as shellfish is the immediate coastal/littoral
periphery (cf. O'Connor 1989; Dunnet in press). This is
confirmed by ethnographic observation. Recording present day
land use on the West Kimberley coast, O'Connor notes that
"Although occasional incursions are m a d e inland, with the
exception of non-secular activities, trips away from the coast are
rare" (1990:405). Similarly, Meehan's (1982) work with the
Anbarra on the north coast of A r n h e m land demonstrates that the
great majority of shellfish is processed and consumed close to the
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shore. In short, as Bailey (1983b:571-2) has noted, regardless of
the frequency of shellfish gathering, the frequency of shell
deposition declines with increasing distance from the shore. In this
context, it would in fact be harder to explain an abundance of
Pleistocene shell middens on the modern coastline, the evidence
apparently required as proof of h u m a n use of the Pleistocene
shore, than it is to explain their absence.

The question of what happened to human populations during the
last glacial m a x i m u m has recently been examined in a two volume
series appropriately titled "The world at 18,000 B P " (Soffer and
Gamble 1990). Volume 1 is subtitled "High Latitudes" and presents
data from Europe, Eastern Eurasia and the N e w World. V o l u m e 2
is subtitled "Low Latitudes" and turns to North Africa and the
Middle East, Sub-Saharan Africa and Southern Asia, Sunda and
Australia. It is an attempt to compile a comprehensive record of
long-term h u m a n adaptation to the last glacial m a x i m u m ( L G M )
and to investigate amongst other things "spatial variation in such
important factors as technology, settlement organization,
subsistence behaviour, social networking and political complexity"
(Gamble and Soffer 1990 :3).

In broad terms, the pattern of human settlement during the last
glacial m a x i m u m was determined by low temperatures and the
proximity of ice sheets in the higher latitudes, and by aridity in the
lower latitudes (Madeyska 1990:25). O f particular relevance to the
questions asked in this thesis is the evidence for the abandonment
of m a n y regions during glacial conditions. Significantly, for the
issues discussed here, speculation about h u m a n occupation and use
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of resources of the now-submerged coastal plain and Pleistocene
shoreline is a recurring feature of m a n y authors' concluding
remarks.
If southern France served as a refuge for h u m a n
populations driven by glacial cold from other areas in
Europe, then they did not settle in the interior valley
regions visible today; it is possible that moving
peoples found shelter on the now-submerged coastal
strips, but w e have no positive evidence for their
presence there at this time (Rigaud and Simek
1990:83-4).

Straus writes of the Solutrean of Cantabrian Spain that
Under fluctuating, but generally cold stormy
conditions at the height of the L G M , relatively large
numbers of humans were concentrated in the narrow
region between the Cantabrian Sea and
Cordillera

A wider variety of food resources was

exploited including fish and shellfish for the first time
(1990:104-5).

Similarly for the Portuguese coast Zilhao writes:
Today it is difficult to evaluate the role played by
estuarine and coastal aquatic resources in Solutrean
subsistence because the vast littoral platform extant at
that time has been submerged by the Flandrian
transgression. Those sites which today are on the coast
would have been 20-30 k m inland during the L G M .
Given this, it is not surprising that their inventories do
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not contain any strong evidence for the exploitation of
coastal or estuarine niches. Clark and Straus (1983)
and Straus [1990] have shown that these resources
were quite important in Cantabrian Spain. Their work
suggests strongly that h u m a n groups w h o occupied
similar environments along the Portuguese coast m a y
have also focused on the same aquatic
resources

The continuity of occupation

documented in the Rio Maiior area throughout the
whole Upper Palaeolithic also argues that the more
sheltered environments of the Tagus Basin and on the
littoral platform were preferred residential locales
[during the L G M ] (1990:112; 117).

Further east in the Balkans, Bailey and Gamble conclude as
follows:
[T]he relative sparsity of L G M occupation in the
Balkans as a whole m a y represent a reality rather than
an artefact of inadequate exploration....An important
unknown....at least in the western Balkans, is the
extent to which populations m a y have concentrated in
the coastal lowlands during the LGM....The discovery
of Palaeolithic artefacts under water off the coast of
Corfu points to the need for archaeological and
palaeoenvironmental investigations of the nowsubmerged coastal plain, which must surely have
provided a significant attraction to h u m a n settlement
during the low sea-level stand of the L G M (1990:165).
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Moving eastwards across landlocked Central and Eastern Europe to
eastern Eurasia, Chen and Olson note that in China,
the utilization of aquatic resources through both
fishing and shellfish collecting became an important
aspect of later Pleistocene subsistence bases in both
North and South China (1990:292).
For Japan, Reynolds and Kaner (1990:304-5) speculate that during
the L G M "the occupants of Honshu...therefore moved to the
expanded coastal strip" an area where important food resources
such as acorns and nuts would be more readily available than in the
adjacent dense boreal forest.

In Volume 2, Low Latitudes, Close and Wendorf writing about
North Africa make the most explicit statement about use of the
coast during the Last Glacial M a x i m u m .
Hyperaridity made most of North Africa uninhabitable
18 000 years ago. H u m a n occupation was confined to
the Lower Nile Valley, Cyrenaica, and the
Mediterranean coast of the Maghreb and, possibly, the
Atlantic coast of Maghreb (Close and Wendorf
1990:53).

Other research contributes to this picture. Ferembach (1985),
writing about the origin of the Iberomaurusians during the Upper
Palaeolithic of North Africa, concludes that the n o w submerged
coastal area between the northern and southern shores of the
Mediterranean played a significant role in the settlement, diffusion
and emergence of European Cromagnoids. O f more direct
relevance to the argument developed here is her contention that,
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during the Last Glacial M a x i m u m , increasing aridity in Central
and Western Morocco, as well as demographic pressure exerted by
the Iberomaurusians, forced the existing population of African
Aterians progressively towards the west to take refuge on the sea
shores. (Ferembach 1985:395; cf. Debenath et al. 1986).
Heading eastwards towards the Middle East, a number of sites in
the Mediteiranean Levant contain marine shells believed to be of
Mediterranean origin, in levels dating to the glacial period. The
significance of these finds is the evidence they provide of trade
over distances of as m u c h as 300 k m (Bar-Yosef 1990:66). Clearly
however they indicate a contact with the coast during the glacial
maximum.
Mitchell, writing about southern Africa, notes that, while the
evidence will have been lost by post-glacial sea level rise, during
the glacial m a x i m u m "the coast and coastal lagoons m a y have acted
as a....focus of denser human populations" (Mitchell 1990:201).
Similarly Parkington (1990), writing about Elands Bay Cave
(EBC) in southern Africa, makes the case for a cave occupied in a
series of pulses, separated by millenia when the site was rarely or
never visited. The pattern of occupation and nature of faunal
remains links use of the site to the proximity of the coast and
Parkington speculates that "the visits to E B C were...integrated into
a pattern that included sites n o w submerged under the Atlantic"
(Parkington 1990:220).
Finally for Sundaland, Bellwood argues that despite the presence
of one of the largest mangrove colonies in the history of the
world, the now-drowned lowland portions of Sundaland would not
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have provided an attractive habitat for hunter-gatherers during the
last glacial period (Bellwood 1990: 256). H e notes however that
during this time
There would doubtless have been a small and scattered
population, perhaps focussed in coastal regions where
mangroves abutted against lowland monsoonal forest
(Bellwood 1990:260).

The two Australian Chapters (Jones 1990; Allen 1990) discuss the
sites of Kakadu in A r n h e m Land, Kutikina in Tasmania and the
Willandra Lakes sites in western N e w South Wales. In this context,
speculation about use of the Australian coast during the glacial
period is well outside these authors' concerns.

While it is true that late glacial conditions in the high and low
latitudes were so different as to m a k e "direct comparison of
adaptive strategies a difficult if not irrelevant exercise" (Gamble
and Soffer 1990:5), it is clear from these examples that there is a
growing enthusiasm amongst archaeologists for the use of at least
some parts of the coast by Pleistocene h u m a n populations.
Emerging palaeoecological and other evidence is n o w seen as
providing
a number of indications which suggest that the
attractions of the coastal zone were recognized and
taken advantage of throughout the earlier periods of
h u m a n prehistory (Bailey and Parkington 1988:2).
In this context it is worth stressing some important features of
coastal environments.
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Coastal environments
A n y consideration of h u m a n occupation of the n o w submerged
continental shelf needs to be informed by an accurate and detailed
perception of its available resources. There is a need to understand
a lot more about the responses of biotic communities to sea level
and coastline adjustment (Bailey 1983b). For example, sea level
and oxygen isotope curves indicate that marine ttansgressions
occur more rapidly, and can be more of a limiting factor for biotic
communities, than marine regressions (Masters and Flemming
1983:604; cf. Callaghan 1980). In this context, it is worth noting
that one of the characteristics of r -selected species such as marine
shellfish is that they are phenomenally productive biologically and
can re-establish themselves quickly even after major environmental
changes (Hayden 1981:526; Osborn 1977; cf. Meehan 1982:162165). If, as discussed above, the occupants of sites such as
Queensland's Nara Inlet 1 were well able to cope with the
Holocene transgression, by implication a fall in sea level and a
consequently regressive shoreline m a y well have posed m u c h less
of a problem than is generally conceded by archaeologists.

In this context, reconstructing the palaeogeography and
palaeoecology of Late Quaternary shorelines is clearly a high
priority (cf. Masters and Flemming 1983). Significantly, in
regions where this has been attempted the conclusions drawn are
very encouraging (Shackleton 1988). While there are as yet no
recorded submarine archaeological sites dating to the last glacial
period, at least ten sites dating within the last 10,000 years have
been located on the n o w submerged continental shelves of the
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Mediterranean, in the Straits of Oresund between Denmark and
Sweden and off the Californian coast (Masters and Flemming 1983:
607-11).

In reconstructing palaeogeographic maps of the central and
western Mediterranean, Shackleton et al. (1984) note that during
times of low sea level the coastal zone was characterised by wide
coastal plains some of which "were well watered and formed
important environmental components whose existence could not
have been inferred from the nature of the adjacent coasts today"
(Shackleton et al 1984: 307). In this context van Andel and
Shackleton (1982) argue that "[t]he possibility of maritimeoriented culture of the Middle and Late Palaeolithic cannot be
discounted simply because evidence is lacking in sites on the
present coast" (van Andel and Shackleton 1982:446).

Van Andel (1990) goes one step further and argues that while
m u c h local detail is needed to work out details of the 18 000 B P
coastline, one of the most important aspects of changing sea levels
is that the
late glacial shore, having been stationary for m u c h
longer than the present one, is likely to have been a
very well-developed depositional coast in m a n y places,
one rich in resources...(van Andel 1990:26).

With the exception of what can be inferred from naval charts, little
is k n o w n about the palaeogeography of the Australian continental
shelf. Torgersen et al (1988) have demonstrated that, prior to the
formation of the Gulf of Carpentaria between Australia and Papua
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N e w Guinea some 8,000 years ago, Lake Carpentaria was an
important feature of the Gulf region over the last 40,000 years.
During the last glacial period the region was characterised by
savannah vegetation and there was a dominance of terrestrial
grasses in the pollen and high charcoal counts suggesting a possibly
seasonal wet-dry cycle. At this time Lake Carpentaria was a fresh
to brackish water body which covered an area of between 29,000 71,000 k m 2 . A m u c h smaller, brackish and unproductive lake is
also thought to have been present in the Bass Strait during the last
glacial period (Jones 1990:279).
For south eastern Australia, Callaghan (1980) has argued that the
evidence for less precipitation, together with relatively m u c h less
evaporation during the last glacial period, as well as the possibility
that flora and perhaps also temperature were comparable to that of
today, suggests that the extensive coastal plain of the south eastern
coast m a y have provided a more favourable environment than at
present for its last glacial inhabitants. Furthermore, as Callaghan
points out, oxygen isotope curves indicate that between 40,000 20,000 years B P
sea level only changes at one-third the rate compared to
that between 20,000 -7,000 B P ; so in nearly twice the
amount of time w e have only one third as m u c h change
(1980:46).
In short, he suggests that the comparatively slow retreat of the
coastline between 40,000 and 18,000 years ago compared with the
m u c h greater rate of sea level rise between 18,000 and c. 6000
years ago, suggests that marine regression during the glacial period
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was sufficiently slow to maintain ecologically favourable coastal
environments (Callaghan 1980).

Coastlines mark the boundary between land and sea. A coastal
ecotone provides a diverse concenttated food supply, a
variety of marine and terrestrial resources within a
limited geographic area; a suite of organisms unique
to the intertidal zone of the coast edge, including
molluscs, crustaceans and edible seaweeds; potential
abundance and concentration of food supplies in the
case of some of the marine resources; and more
productive conditions for terrestrial plants and
animals because of high water tables, more equable
climatic conditions or forest-edge effects. T o these
m a y be added the natural bounties of the sea shore,
such as stranded sea m a m m a l s and sea birds beached
by storms, breeding activity or other factors. Medical
research also emphasises the benefits of coastal
occupation in terms of improved nuttition, growth
and resistance to disease (Bailey and Parkington
1988:1).

The extent to which some, or all, of these characteristics persisted
under glacial conditions in Australia is unknown. Models of Late
Quaternary climate in Western Australia have emphasized extreme
aridity, particularly on the coast during the last glacial m a x i m u m
(Wyrwoll 1979). Recent research however, has demonstrated that
regional differences can result in significantly different climatic
responses. Thus Hubbard (n.d) notes that
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uniformly drier conditions over the entire continent at
18 000 B P is an unlikely result

it is clear from the

data...that some regions were, at least seasonally,
wetter than present.
A s has already been noted, Hubbard's model predicts that along the
Western Australian coastline from Shark Bay to Exmouth Gulf,
effective moisture is likely to have remained close to present-day
values.

Australia's coastline is, for the most part, characterised by external
drainage; rivers and creeks drain towards the sea (Macquarie
Illustrated World Atlas 1984:147). Under arid conditions it is the
upper, inland part of rivers that are first affected and there is a
contraction of river and drainage basins seawards. Similarly,
groundwater leaks from land to sea and soaks are more likely to
occur near the coast where the water table is higher.

Recent work on the freshwater subterranean fauna of the Cape
Range Peninsula has shown that it has a close relationship to that
found on Barrow Island, a small limestone island located 150 k m
north east of the tip of North West Cape (W.F. Humphreys,
Department of Invertebrate Biogeography and Ecology, Western
Australian M u s e u m , pers c o m m ; Humphreys in press a;
Humphreys and A d a m s in press). This suggests that at times of
lower sea level a subterranean freshwater habitat, similar to that
n o w on the coastal plain of the Cape Range peninsula, filled a large
part of the now-submerged North West Shelf (Humphreys in press
b). Owing to the source area provided by Cape Range, potable
water would have been widely available across the emergent
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coastal plain even in times of considerable aridity (Humphreys in
press a). This clearly has important implications for an
understanding of patterns of h u m a n use of the Cape Range region
during glacial conditions.

In the context of Veth's (1989a,b) biogeographic model for the
concenttation of h u m a n population in inland refuges during the
glacial m a x i m u m , occupation of the coastline can be argued to
offer another advantage. Veth's model keeps small h u m a n
populations isolated, and, without a "tt'ue desert adaptation", unable
to m a k e the crossing from one favourable habitat to another and
therefore vulnerable in the extreme to extinction. In contrast, in
favourable coastal areas, and without the need of a "ttue desert
adaptation", h u m a n groups m a y have been able to m o v e
considerable distances along the coastline and maintain links with
other groups, thereby reducing the problems of isolation
experienced by landlocked inland populations.

In conclusion, during the arid conditions of the last glacial period
some coastal regions m a y have offered very real advantages to
h u m a n populations in comparison to adjacent inland areas.
Comprehensive paleogeographic mapping of the continental shelf,
along with careful evaluation of the effects of glacial conditions on
a regional scale, should one day provide the opportunity for
archaeological research to investigate these issues further.
Ultimately as Bowdler (1977:234) declared, "archaeological
investigation of the n o w submerged continental shelf", will provide
the definitive test of models that favour h u m a n use of the n o w long
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drowned and often very deep and distant Pleistocene shoreline. In
the meantime it is important that the question of h u m a n use of the
Pleistocene shoreline is not overlooked.

Time and the tragedy of the Last Glacial Maximum
In Pleistocene archaeology, attempts are m a d e to reconstruct
patterns of human behaviour and adaptation in the context of the
incomprehensibly vast scale of geological or palaeoclimatic time.
In doing this, prodigious amounts of human-time are swept aside in
the rush of geological moments. W e learn for example, that in
Europe
The glacial maximum...is rapidly reached, briefly
maintained and then followed by rapid amelioration
to...interglacial conditions (Gamble 1985:82).

The human reality of these statements is that the glacial cycle in
fact lasted some 22,000 years, from perhaps 32,000 to 10,000
years ago, peaking around 18,000 years ago (cf. Gamble 1985;
Bowler and Wasson 1983). Assuming five generations in 100
years, this time span then represents the lives of 1100 human
generations, a period not easily reconciled with words such as
"rapid" and "brief".

Moreover, and however inadvertently, in human terms the last
glacial m a x i m u m is conceptualised and presented as attagedy,an
active disaster that suddenly confronted h u m a n populations.
Shocked and unprepared, it seems they had to devise new ways of
life to cope with the swift and cataclysmic changes wreaked by the
sudden onset of glacial conditions, whether this was the aridity of
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Australia or the cold of Northern Europe. Sites and whole
geographic regions were "abandoned" as people fled either the
encroaching ice or the increasing aridity.

Moser (1992a; 1992b) has recently pointed out the significance of
visual images in the development of our comprehension and view
of prehistory. In the Australian context she argues that
the images of prehistoric Aboriginal life based on
archaeological findings are important documents for
understanding developments in the history of
Australian archaeology, because they show h o w the
evidence from particular sites has been used to m a k e
generalised statements about the nature of the
Pleistocene occupation of this continent (Moser
1992a:l).
The word "abandon" features heavily in m a n y discussions of
human response to glacial conditions. The Concise Oxford
Dictionary defines "abandon" as "to forsake, to desert, to leave
without intending to return". Examples of its use create images of
despair, "to abandon hope" or "to abandon ship". The word
"abandon" captures the tragedy of the last glacial m a x i m u m , and
like the visual images discussed by Moser, its use has significant
implications for our perception and evaluation of the effects of
glacial conditions on h u m a n populations. In arid Australia, where
occupation of rockshelters and caves was largely peripheral and
took place for the most part only during periods of wet weather
(Brown 1987; Veth 1989a), it seems unlikely that sites were ever
abandoned. It is more likely that they simply ceased to be used, as
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subsistence and settlement patterns were modified in response to
changes in local conditions

There is a sense then in which the advent of the glacial maximum is
portrayed as somewhat analogous to the onset of a documented
historical event such as the Black Death: a day in which the
universe changed.

In the summer of 1347 a merchant ship returning
from the Black Sea entered the Sicilian port of Messina
bringing with it the horrifying disease that came to be
known as the Black Death. In less than 20 years half
the population of Europe had been killed, the
countryside was devastated, and a period of optimism
and growing economic welfare had been brought to a
sudden and catastrophic end (Burke 1985:55).

The time framework for the immediate effects of the Black Death
was some 20 years. For the last glacial period it was some 20
millenia. Yet the sentiment expressed by archaeologists writing
about change and human adaptation during this time is very similar
to that expressed by historians writing about the plague1. While

1

Perhaps Australian archaeologists could write,
In the summer of 18,000 sea level dropped 130 m
bringing with it the horrifying aridity that came to be
known as the Last Glacial Maximum. In less than 5,000
years sites were abandoned, more than half the
population disappeared, the countryside was devastated,
and a period of optimism and growing economic welfare
had been brought to a sudden and catastrophic end.
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there is no doubt that in some more marginal areas rapid changes
in, for example, the availability of fresh water with the drying up
of previously permanent water sources occurred, I would argue
that the time period involved certainly allowed h u m a n populations
a greater adaptive flexibility than is generally conceded in models
of h u m a n responses to glacial conditions.

Nevertheless, the alternative of expressing human adaptation
at the pace at which it presumably really occurred, would leave us
with a numbingly dull, almost senseless picture of cultural or
socio-economic change. For it is in fact the time-lapse approach to
prehistory that gives slight changes over vast time periods the
appearance of dynamism and allows the creation of explicit and
testable models of h u m a n adaptation and long term patterning. Not
withstanding this, it is ultimately important for the conclusions
reached that the realities and scales of the time frameworks in
which w e are dealing are not forgotten (Bailey 1983a).

Pleistocene Australia.
The archaeological perception of the Pleistocene is today perhaps
the most rapidly changing image in Australian prehistory. The
Pleistocene has typically been characterised as a period of
"relentless continuity, timelessness and changelessness" (Lourandos
1990:318). Pleistocene Australians have typically been portrayed as
widespread, highly mobile, low density populations w h o exploited
a limited range of resources and w h o showed little variation over
large areas of land and through long periods of time (Allen et al.
1989:559; Cosgrove et al. 1990:59; Lourandos 1985:399; White
andO'Connell 1982:65).
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While considerable effort has been expended refuting Pulleine's
(1929) n o w infamous quote about "unchanging people in an
unchanging land", the emphasis until recently has been to show the
emergence of "intensification" and "complexity" as a late
Holocene phenomenon. In the global context this has happily been
equated, at least temporally, with the development of similarly
complex systems such as agriculture. While there is still
considerable disagreement about what constitutes intensification,
Lourandos (1983; 1985), its Australian architect, lists five
distinguishing traits. These are
1. intensity of site use (measured by sediments and cultural
remains)
2. rate of establishment of new sites
3. usage of marginal environments
4. complexity of site economy (i.e. resource-management
strategy
5. complexity of exchange systems

O'Connor (1990; O'Connor et al. in press) has recently
demonstrated that it is n o w possible to argue that these traits also
describe patterns of Pleistocene occupation. She argues
convincingly
that the Pleistocene has been wrongly stereotyped and,
like the Holocene, should be viewed as a time of major
change and adjustment (O'Connor 1990:456).
Gamble and Soffer (1990), in their introduction to "The World at
18 000 B P " take a similar stance.
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Expectations of uniform and unvarying lifestyles have
been replaced by models of complex political
geographies, where the intensification of social life is
driven by its o w n internal dynamic...Nowhere is this
more marked than in the study of Australian
prehistory where the view of long-term, unchanging
adaptations in desert and semiarid habitats...has been
replaced by models of change that are linked to social
rather than environmental variables (1990:2).

Using artefact discard rate as an index of the intensity of site use,
can n o w be shown from a significant number of Australian sites
that prior to the last glacial m a x i m u m discard rate was higher than
that found in early to mid-Holocene levels and is in fact only
matched in the late Holocene (O'Connor 1990; O'Connor et al. in
press).

It is now widely established that "regional economies tailored to
radically different environments were well established by at least
30,000 yr B P " (Jones 1990; O'Connor 1990). W e can n o w
chronicle Pleistocene adaptation to extreme aridity at Puritjarra
rockshelter in Central Australia (Smith 1989), and extreme cold in
southern central Tasmania (Cosgrove et al. 1990; Jones 1990;
Kiernan et al. 1983), as well as any number of habitats in between,
with two notable exceptions, the sandy deserts and the coast (Smith
et al in press). Veth (1989a) has argued that a "true desert
adaptation" did not take place until the mid-Holocene, and the
evidence from the Cape Range peninsula has provided the first
evidence for use of the Pleistocene shore.
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Furthermore, the high density and nature of archaeological
material recovered from Pleistocene cave sites in Tasmania has
been used to argue that their occupants
were not merely concerned with the random
exploitation of a meat resource. Rather, the data force
us to confront notions of deliberate organization and
strategies which reflect risk-lowering subsistence
techniques in a food-productive and seasonal
environment (Cosgrove et al. 1990:74).
Balme (1983) has similarly demonstrated the existence of
sophisticated and selective fishing methods in the lower Darling
River in N e w South Wales at least 25,000 years ago.

Finally, evidence for trading or movement of materials, including
ochre, marine shell and lithic raw material, over long distances
during the Pleistocene is n o w well established and widespread and
implies that extensive economic and social networks were
operating at this time (Cosgrove et al. 1990; O'Connor 1990:
283).

As discussed in the previous chapter, the archaeological evidence
from M a n d u M a n d u Creek and Pilgonaman Creek rockshelters
makes a significant contribution to arguments for a dynamic
Pleistocene Australia.

The decorative and ceremonial use of ornaments, including shell
beads, was well established in mid-late Holocene Australia (Pretty
1977; Macintosh 1971). While no record has been found describing
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the use of cone shells m a n y other shell species were used in the
manufacture of decorative material (Akerman in press).
Pleistocene evidence, on the other hand, is rare. The Devil's Lair
bone beads ranging in age from 12,000 -30,000 yr B P (Dortch
1984) and the ochred burial Lake M u n g o III (Bowler and Thorne
1976) dated some 30,000 yr B P have provided the best evidence to
date for the antiquity of decorative traditions in Australia. The
shell beads from M a n d u M a n d u Creek rockshelter add to the
growing body of evidence for Pleistocene complexity and social
evolution, but as Gamble (1983) has pointed out, it is the processes
that led to these developments which are ultimately of most
interest.

Body ornamentation in Upper Palaeolithic Europe has traditionally
been discussed in the context of burial and mortuary practices
(Soffer 1985; White 1990). However, White (1989; 1990) has
recently argued that, for the most part, early Aurignacian (i.e.
between 35,000 and 33,000 yr B P ) beads and pendants are not
found in burial contexts and that the significance of body
ornamentation in the Upper Palaeolithic of Europe is "poorly
understood and grossly underestimated" (1990:367). H e argues
instead that the "explosion" of personal adornment in Upper
Palaeolithic Europe reflects the emergence of n e w and complex
concepts of "social value and material definition of self (White
1989:228). Body ornaments
appear to have been complex conceptually,
symbolically, technically and logistically from the
very beginning (White 1990:385).
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Jochim (1983) has argued that the elaborate portable and parietal
art from c. 32,000 years ago in Europe, m a y be the manifestation
of social responses to processes of climatic deterioration, economic
change and population movement which took place during the
Upper Palaeolithic.

The shell beads from Mandu Mandu Creek rockshelter are of
similar age to early Aurignacian shell beads of Europe.
Significantly, beads m a d e on ostrich and estuarine shell have
recently been reported from an Upper Palaeolithic site in Patne,
India (Sali 1989). A s Sali notes
These finds....suggest that the Upper Palaeolithic m a n
at Patne wore body ornaments of bone and shells like
his contemporary in Europe and Western Asia
(1989:87).
Neither the Indian nor Australian beads are found in association
with burials and, together with evidence from Europe and Africa,
point towards the emergence of body ornamentation, and by
implication more complex social behaviour, as a widespread,
perhaps even universal, phenomenon some 33,000 years ago (cf.
White 1989; 1990; cf. Gamble 1983).

In conclusion, it is now possible to demonstrate that Pleistocene
Australia was inhabited by people w h o were finely adapted to their
local environment, w h o had sophisticated subsistence strategies,
w h o maintained extensive trading and presumably also socioeconomic networks over great distances and w h o decorated
themselves with body ornaments. The number of Pleistocene sites
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n o w k n o w n in Australia has increased dramatically in the past ten
years. In 1968 there were ten dated Pleistocene sites (Jones 1977).
Ten years later there were 36 (Jones 1979). In 1993 there are at
least 165 late Pleistocene sites k n o w n from the Sahul Region.
About 1 5 % of these are more than 30,000 years old (Smith et al.
in press; Smith and Sharp in press). The distribution of these sites
is widespread across the length and breadth of Australia and,
significantly for the research presented here, it can be shown that
wherever the continental shelf is steep enough to allow their
preservation, Pleistocene coastal sites have been found (Smith and
Sharp in press).

And in answer to the somewhat rhetorical question "Who can see
the sea?", the evidence from the Cape Range Peninsula, together
with the growing body of archaeological data discussed above,
makes a strong case for h u m a n use and occupation of the
Australian coast from at least 30,000 years ago, through the arid
conditions of the last glacial period to late Holocene times, and
presumably throughout the time the Australian continent has been
occupied.
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